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1 Scope of the Thesis

Along this Thesis dissertation book, which is focused on the topic of Redox Flow
Batteries, many efforts have been done in order to improve different aspects of the
all-Vanadium Redox Flow batteries (VRFBs) technology, as monitoring each battery
compartment, increasing operational temperature range, enhancing negative
electrode to reduce side reactions and charge transfer towards V 3+/V2+ redox
reaction and also modifying positive electrode to obtain a faster VO 2+/VO2+ redox
reaction. Vanadium technology was chosen over all redox flow technologies due to
its mature development reaching the barrier to commercial breakthrough. The main
targeted aspects about VRFBs have been:


Reference electrode implementation into a single cell device (battery) to
study separately anolyte and catholyte in real working conditions. This setup allows following the contribution of each one of the electrodes separately,
and consequently knowing the limiting factor in the battery, in order to
improve them.



Electrolyte modifications with catalytic quantities of an additive allowing a
larger vanadium ion concentration being able to be solved into the
electrolyte, as well as increase the operational temperature window. These
improvements are done in order to increase the energy density of the
system, and also allow the battery to work in a wider temperature range to
adapt this system to broader climate areas without temperature control.



Electrodes enhancement:
Initially, we will focus our attention into electrode modifications to enhance
their electrochemical properties. Firstly, increasing functional groups on the
electrode’s surface, this makes them more electroactive towards vanadium
redox reactions. Secondly, different catalysts are deposited to obtain faster
vanadium redox reactions on a carbon-based structure (as graphite felt or
carbon felt).

o

Anode, main lacks are large ohmic overpotential due to competing
side reaction.


It has been done an exhaust study of different structures of
the same material, as it is nanoparticles (NPs), singlenanorods (SNRs) and multi-nanorods assembly (MNRs).



Graphite and/or carbon felt enhancement using the synthesis
of different catalyst (TiO2, TiO2:H, TiO2:N, O and N groups)
which help not only to make the negative redox reaction
(V3+/V2+) faster and reduce the voltage drop, but also avoid
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side reactions (gas evolution) as can be hydrogen evolution
reaction (HER). All of these help to elevate the reachable
energy and power densities of the battery.
o

Cathode, which lacks of a fast kinetics.


Deposition of a catalyst over graphite felt, as it is ceria
(CeO2), to aid the positive redox reaction (VO2+/VO2+) making
it faster, as well as improve the efficiencies and accessible
capacity of the battery.

Despite the fact that the systems described previously were already proposed
several decades ago, they are still the subject of current research. These systems
show several inconvenient related to the vanadium abundance, the cost of it, as
well as the geopolitical impact caused by its mining. As a consequence, the
implementation of organic redox active species is a first step in order to avoid these
disadvantages. Organic molecules are abundant, tunable by synthetic pathways and
an improved kinetic with the possibility of having two-electron transfer process (as
happens to quinones)1,2. Such a battery has the potential to meet the demanding
cost, durability, eco-friendliness, and sustainability requirements for grid-scale
electrical energy storage.
Furthermore, this system has been studied targeting on a Quinone-based redox
flow battery. After the selection of the catholyte (benzoquinone-based molecules as
p-benzoquinone,
o-benzoquinone
and
disodium
4,5-dihydroxy-1,3benzenedisulfonate) and the anolyte (Anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonic acid disodium
salt) in a methanosulfonic acid solvent, the next step has been improving the
electrode technology on both single cell compartments to promote positive and
negative redox reactions. In order to do that surface modification has been done,
by means of nitrogen and oxygen functionalization using different methods. Finally,
it has been commented the present of all-Vanadium and Aqueous Organic Redox
Flow Batteries, as well as some future perspective of both technologies.
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2 Redox Flow Batteries
2.1 What is a Redox Flow Battery?
Redox flow batteries represent one class of electrochemical energy storage devices.
The name “redox” refers to chemical reduction and oxidation reactions employed in
the RFB to store energy in liquid electrolyte solutions, separate by a membrane3,4,
which flow through a battery of electrochemical cells during charge and discharge
(Figure 2.1).
During discharge, an electron is released via an oxidation reaction from a high
chemical potential state on the negative or anode side of the battery. The electron
moves through an external circuit to do useful work. Finally, the electron is
accepted via a reduction reaction at a lower chemical potential state on the positive
or cathode side of the battery. The direction of the current and the chemical
reactions are reversed during charging5.
The total difference in chemical potential between the chemical states of the active
elements on the two sides of the battery determines the electromotive force (emf
or voltage) generated in each cell of the battery. The voltage developed by the RFB
is specific to the chemical species involved in the reactions and the number of cells
that are connected in series. The current developed by the battery is determined by
the number of atoms or molecules of the active chemical species that are reacted
within the cells as a function of time. The power delivered by the RFB is the product
of the total current and total voltage developed in the electrochemical cells. The
amount of energy stored in the RFB is determined by the total amount of active
chemical species available in the volume of electrolyte solution present in the
system.

Figure 2.1. – a) Diagram of a RFB energy storage system: RFB stack and electrolyte are
separated. b) Diagram of a RFB cell with membrane, electrodes and bipolar plates with
parallel-channels layout for flow distribution.
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2.2 Types of Redox Flow Batteries
RFB’s can be divided into two categories6:
1) True redox flow batteries, where all of the chemical species active in storing
energy are fully dissolved in solution at all times. Examples of true RFB’s include
the vanadium-vanadium and iron-chromium systems. True RFB’s achieve the
complete separation of power and energy, along with the full advantages.
2) Hybrid redox flow batteries, where at least one of the chemical species is plated
as a solid in the electrochemical cells during charge. Examples of hybrid RFB’s
include the zinc-bromine and zinc-chlorine systems. In hybrid RFB’s, complete
separation of power and energy is not achieved, because energy is stored in the
metal which is plated in the electrochemical stack during charge. Other examples of
hybrid batteries are metal-air batteries7 or semi-solid redox flow batteries8
Larger energy storage capacity requires a larger stack, so the distinction of the
hybrid RFB from integrated cell architectures is only partly achieved.

2.3 Advantages and disadvantages
The separation of power and energy is a key distinction of RFB’s, compared to other
electrochemical storage systems. As described above, the system energy is stored
in the volume of electrolyte, which can easily and economically be in the range of
kilowatt-hours to 10’s of megawatt-hours, depending on the size of the storage
tanks. The power capability of the system is determined by the size of the stack of
electrochemical cells, which is the electrodes total area. The amount of electrolyte
flowing in the electrochemical stack at any moment is rarely more than a fraction of
the total amount of electrolyte in the tanks (for energy ratings corresponding to
discharge at rated power for two to eight hours). Flow can easily be stopped during
a fault condition. As a result, system vulnerability to uncontrolled energy release in
the case of RFB’s is limited by system architecture just to a small percentage of the
total energy stored. This feature is in contrast with packaged, integrated cell
storage architectures (lead-acid, NAS, Li Ion), where the full energy of the system
is connected at all times and available for discharge. It makes them more
vulnerable to a system failure.
Redox flow batteries have one main architectural disadvantage compared with
integrated cell architectures of electrochemical storage. RFB’s tend to have lower
volumetric energy densities (15-25 WhL-1) than integrated cell architectures (250–
693 WhL-1 for Li-ion), especially in the high power, short duration applications. This
is due to the volume of electrolyte flow delivery and control components of the
system, which is not used to store energy. In spite of this, RFB’s are available with
system footprint below the EPRI substation target of <500 ft2 / MWh.
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2.4 Applications of Redox Flow batteries
Flow batteries are normally considered for relatively large (1 kWh – 10 MWh)
stationary applications6:


Load balancing – where the battery is connected to an electrical grid to
store excess electrical power during off-peak hours and release electrical
power during peak demand periods. The common problem limiting the use
of most flow battery chemistries in this application is their low areal power
(operating current density) which translates into a high cost of power.



Storing energy from renewable sources such as wind or solar for
discharge during periods of peak demand.



Peak shaving, where spikes of demand are met by the battery.



Uninterruptible power supply (UPS), where the battery is used if the
main power fails to provide an uninterrupted supply.



Power conversion – The electrolyte/s may be charged using a given
number of cells and discharged with a different number, because all cells
share the same electrolyte/s. Because the voltage of the battery is
proportional to the number of cells used the battery can therefore act as a
very powerful DC–DC converter. In addition, if the number of cells is
continuously changed (on the input and/or output side) power conversion
can also be AC/DC, AC/AC, or DC–AC with the frequency limited by that of
the switching gear.



Electric vehicles – Because flow batteries can be rapidly "recharged" by
replacing the electrolyte, they can be used for applications where the vehicle
needs to take on energy as fast as a combustion engine vehicle. A common
problem found with most RFB chemistries in the EV applications is their low
energy density which translated into a short driving range. Flow batteries
based on highly soluble halides are a notable exception.



Stand-alone power system – An example of this is in cell phone base
stations where no grid power is available. The battery can be used alongside
solar or wind power sources to compensate for their fluctuating power levels
and alongside a generator to make the most efficient use of it to save fuel.
Currently, flow batteries are being used in solar micro grid applications
throughout the Caribbean.

Furthermore, economically convenient and technically competitive storage solutions
must ensure not only response time and storage capacity suitable for meeting both
the generation and grid needs but, must also show a long lifetime and be able to
withstand many charge/discharge cycles. Present-day technologies are
characterized by different levels of development and are suitable for different
storage and localization needs9,10. Modular technologies such as redox flow battery
(RFB) offer the capability of high power rating, long energy storage time and
excellent response time: full power can be delivered in few seconds.
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Figure 2.2. – Comparison of discharge time and power rating for various EES technologies
[Courtesy of EPRI].

Among electrochemical systems, redox flow batteries (RFBs) represent one of the
most recent technologies and a highly promising choice for grid energy storage 11.
They are electrochemical energy conversion devices, which exploit redox processes
of species in solution in fluid form, stored in external tanks and introduced into the
RFB when needed. The most appealing features of this technology are: scalability
and flexibility, independent sizing of power and energy, high round-trip efficiency,
high depth of discharge (DOD), long durability and fast responsiveness 12. Such
features allow for wide ranges of operational powers and discharge periods (Figure
2.2), making them ideal for assisting electricity generation from renewable sources.
Redox flow batteries are suitable for energy storage applications with power ratings
from 10’s of kW to 10’s of MW and storage durations of 2 to 10 hours.

2.5 Evolution of Redox flow batteries
Since the 70s new systems for electrochemical energy storage have been
researched due to a great interest by NASA. For some of the systems such as redox
flow batteries, development has now reached the commercial stage. Redox flow
battery differs from the usual storage system in the energy-active compounds are
not stored within the battery container, but separately in a liquid reservoir.
The system is shockingly simple. It consists of two tanks, each containing an active
species in different oxidation states. Each fluid passes in a half-cell, divided by a
membrane, and is returned to the reservoir. In the half-cell there is electrochemical
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exchange with the electrodes which permits the output or input of current, for
example:
And
Usually the four species (ions) are in solution and sometimes gaseous elements are
involved due to side reactions involving gas evolution reactions. In other cases,
metallic species are deposited in one half-cell. Such systems are referred to as
being “hybrid” or “redox-hybrid”13.
During the 70s to 80s there was an enormous effort developing the redox flow
battery technology, as a result of the NASA investment on this technology. In
Figure 2.3 there is an overview of this redox flow cell evolution. In 1971, Ashimura
and Miyake published in Denki Kagaru an article dealing with the polarization
characteristics of redox pair Fe3+/Fe2+ type fuel cell cathodes at a flow-through
porous carbon electrode as well as its regeneration14.
In 1973 the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) founded the
Lewis research center with the object of researching electrically rechargeable redox
flow cells. NASA also established some contracts with Exxon Company15, Giner Ind.
and Gel Inc for the hybrid version and with Ionics Inc. for membrane
development16.
From 1973 to 1979, the Lewis research center produced several reports about
redox flow batteries, covering the following topics:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)
x)

Screening of redox couples.
Electrochemical diagnostics.
Kinetics problems.
Membrane development.
Carbon based electrodes.
Components screening and life testing.
System studies.
Hydrodynamics.
Models.
Electrocatalysis.
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Figure 2.3 – Timeline of redox flow batteries initial development during 70s to 80s.

Many redox pairs were tested, titanium (Ti 3+/TiO2+), iron (Fe2+/Fe3+), chromium
(Cr2+/Cr3+). From all of these, the iron-chromium system seemed to be the most
promising for the global reaction and much effort was invested in this direction.
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During this period also contributions were done from Beccu (Battelle Institute,
Geneva, Switzerland)17, which examined the redox systems regarding secondary
batteries; Warshay, which estimated the costs of electrochemical energy storage 18;
Wever- The G.E.L. iron redox cell did a report of initial cycling tests 19; and from Zito
(The iron-redox battery in a large solar-photovoltaic application).
In 1979, Roy and Kaplan analyzed the performance capabilities of redox flow
storage. In this period there were also some NASA patents on electrically
rechargeable redox flow cells20, as well as on gel as battery membranes and
electrochemical cells for rebalancing a redox flow system. Moreover, Savinell et. al.
studied the characteristics of a iron/titanium battery system.
In early 80s a patent was granted to Giner Inc. on catalyst surfaces for the
chromous/chromic redox couple in the iron-chromium flow cell and iron hybrid flow
cell21. Mine while, some evaluations of chromium and titanium redox systems by
Nozaki and coworkers22, as well as, a new report from NASA concerning a redox
system based on Fe and Cr chlorides23 and another about improvement and scaleup redox storage systems up to 1kW.
In 1981, NASA presented a pre-prototype redox storage system, based on ironchromium, for a photovoltaic stand-alone application24. Some other contribution
was made by Savinell researching factors that affects the performance of the ironredox battery, enhancing the performance of the Ti 3+/Ti4+ couple25 and evaluating a
hybrid redox-halogen (Cr-chlorine) for use in energy storage devices. A theoretical
study, relating flow-through and flow-by porous electrodes for redox energy
storage, was published by Trainham and Newman at Berkeley 26. Advances in
membrane technology were done by NASA 27.
In January 1982, two Japanese patents by the Agency of Industrial Science and
Technology were issued. The first was for manganese (cathode) -chromium (anode)
system and the second was for chromium or titanium couple with bromine,
obtaining a battery output of 0.9 V when applying 10 mA/cm2. In a report by
Roberts Zn-Br batteries were reviewed27. Giner Inc. presented data about the
development of Cr3+/Cr2+ redox reactions in the iron-chromium battery28. Savinell
et al. described the operating performance of an iron-titanium stationary redox
battery in the presence of lead29. Catalytic electrodes (ZrC electrodes) for redox
flow cell energy storage devices were studied30. Ford published experiments
regarding redox cell using VO2+/VO2+--Sn2+/Sn4+, VO2+/VO2+--Fe2+/Fe3+ and
VO2+/VO2+--Cu/Cu2+31. Also a singular manner of recharging redox batteries was
proposed by Denno utilizing ocean thermal energy.
In 1983, at the 18th IECEC Conference Gahn discussed a small cell using mixed
reactant solutions at 65ºC, with a chromium electrode catalyzed with Bi or Bi-Pb31.
In 1984, an improved mathematical model of the iron-chromium redox battery was
made by Fedkiw. This was based on the porous electrode theory and incorporates
redox kinetics, mass transfer, and ohmic effects, as well as the parasitic hydrogen
reaction which occurs in the chromium electrode32. Voltage drop and electrical
resistivity measurements of ion-exchange membranes used in redox flow batteries
were studied by Ohya33. Remick patented a cell using sulfide-polysulfide as anolyte
and chloride-chlorine as catholyte34. Reactivation of complex compound by amines
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taking place in the redox reaction was the topic of a German patent by Cheng and
Reiner.
In 1985, Sumitomo Electric Industries patented a general system of flow batteries
with a separator made of a cation-exchange membrane. Chen and Hollax patented
an iron-chromium type redox battery using thallium and gold electrocatalysts 34. The
Mitsui Engineering and Shipbuilding Co. Ltd. Patented a system for the
determination of the state of charge of a redox flow battery 35. A study of the
V2+/V3+ redox couple for flow cell application was done by Sum 36. The ironchromium, with graphite electrodes, redox battery was studied by Aldaz 37.
Moreover, the Sumitomo Electric Industries Ltd. Patented a redox flow battery with
cylindrical electrodes built from porous carbon fibers38. An investigation of the
VO2+/VO2+ system for use in the positive half-cell of a redox flow battery was done
by Sum and coworkers39. Additionally, Three Sumitomo patents appeared in the
second hal of 1985. The first was for a redox flow battery with new flexible
electrodes made of metal wires coated with carbon/graphite and embedded in
conductive rubber40. The second described a redox flow system with pipeline made
from plastic with low oxygen permeability41. The Third is about a nonionic
surfactant was added to the catholyte and anolyte, thus increasing the chargedischarge efficiency42. A redox flow system using iron-chromium couples and all
chromium electrolytes was described by Doria43. A redox cell containing couples of
vanadium and molybdenum ions was studied by Kummer (Ford Motor Company) 44.
In 1986, a new all-vanadium redox flow battery was presented by Skyllas-Kazacos,
which is the starting point of our research plan 45. Nozaki (Mitsui) reported studies
of a secondary redox flow battery (hybrid) with chromium and halogen couples
showing a voltage of 1.2 V46. Swette (Giner Inc.) studied the characterization of
gold electrocatalysts for iron-chromium redox batteries47.
In 1987, Exchange current densities of the Fe2+/Fe3+ couple was studied by
Mathur48. The Fe-Cr redox flow battery prototypes, with graphite plates and
deflectors to promote turbulent flow of the electrolyte, were studied by Climent and
Garces49,50. More importantly, the performance of an all-vanadium redox flow cell
with carbon felt electrodes and cation selective membrane was described by
Skyllas-Kazacos51.
New characteristics of an all-vanadium redox flow battery were described by
Rychcik in early 198852. A 10 kW Fe-Cr redox flow battery with an 80% energy
efficiency and 300 cycle life was described by Shimizu53. Besides, the application of
conductive organic polymers to battery electrodes was reviewed by Duic 54. A
general evaluation test of four advanced 10 kW batteries (Na-S, Zn-Cl, Zn-Br and
Fe-Cr redox flow) was done by Takahasi55. The same year, a new structure for
flowing electrolyte and its distribution in an efficient manner was patented by
Shimuzu56. Moreover, the evaluation of membranes for an all-vanadium redox cell
was done by Grossmith and Skyllas57.
In 1990, a 1 MW/4MWh zinc-bromine RFB system was installed in Japan 5. At
present, the zinc-bromine RFB is being developed by ZBB Energy Corporation,
RedFlow Ltd., and Premium Power. The battery modules are expandable from 50
kWh to 500 kWh and are available for commercial and utility applications.
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From 1993 to present (Figure 2.4), the VRFB has been commercialized for various
applications, such as load-leveling, power quality control and renewable coupling.
More than 20 large-scale plants have been installed globally by manufacturers58.
The considerable progress of the VRFB has been assisted by improvements in
electrode59–65 and membrane materials66–73.
Bromine-polysulphide RFB systems were developed by Regenesys Technologies
(UK) at Innogy plc between 1991 and 200474–76 A 1 MW pilot plant at Abershaw
power state in South Walles was demonstrated and successfully tested. The
construction of 15 MW/120 MWh demonstration plants started at Little Barford in
the early 2000s75,76. The bromine-polysulphide technology has been one of the
largest scaled-up RFB systems, driven by the moderate cost of non-catalyzed
electrodes and especially the low-cost of the electrolyte components which are
available from multiple sources on a tonnage scale. Full production-scale modular
cell stacks were proven on a pilot plant but commercial scale was ceased due to
changes of the holding company policy. Regenesys technology was acquired by VRB
Power Systems Inc. in 2004 and was subsequently acquired by Prudent Energy
(China) in 2009.
Several membrane-free flow batteries, such as soluble lead-acid77–79, zinc-nickel80–
82
and zinc-cerium types83,84 have been developed since 2004. These batteries
utilize a single electrolyte and therefore do not require an ion-exchange membrane
taking as an advantage the lower cost and greater simplicity over other flow battery
systems78. Among these undivided systems, some were reported to have excellent
round-trip DC energy efficiency >80% and a cycle life above 1000 cycles 80. More
recently, two types of lithium flow batteries storing energy so-called “flowable”
electrode materials85 and an aqueous positive electrolyte86,87 have been introduced,
reporting a discharge cell voltage of 3.8 V and energy density per electrolyte
volume of 397 Wh/L, which are attractive for electric vehicle applications.
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V/Ce (2002)
V-polyhalide (2003)

Zn/Ce (2004)
Soluble Pb/PbO2 (2005)
Zn/Ni (2007)
Cu/PbO2 (2008)
Zn/O2 (2009)
Cd-choranil (2009)
V/Fe (2011)
V/O2 (2011)
Li4Ti5O12/LiCoO2 (2011)
Li4Ti5O12/LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 (2011)
Li-Ferricyanide (2011)
Graphite/LiCoO2 (2011)

Figure 2.4 – Latest progressions on new redox flow batteries.

2.6 Redox flow batteries configuration
Redox flow batteries can be classified by active species or solvent (aqueous or nonaqueous respectively). Figure 2.5 shows a generic RFB system. In the discharge
mode, an anolyte solution flows through a porous electrode and reacts to generate
electrons, which are conducted through the external circuit. The charge-carrying
species are then transported to a separator (ion exchange membrane (IEM) or
nano-porous membrane), which separates the anolyte and catholyte solutions.
Typically for the anode (negative electrode) and the cathode (positive electrode),
respectively, the general reactions can be written as:

The key transport mechanisms are shown in Figure 2.6 for this generic system.
The dominant losses in these systems, other than charge transfer reaction kinetics,
are related to the charge and mass transport in the electrolyte and separator,
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which are discussed in turn later on. Additionally, a key factor in many of these
systems is the crossover of ions or molecules through the separator, depending on
the current and membrane permeability. The polarization curve is composed by
ohmic, mass-transport and/or kinetic losses. The first part of the curves, shown in
Figure 2.6, the overpotential generated is kinetically limited. The middle part of
the curves is dominated by ohmic or ionic-conduction losses, while the last part of
the curves is typically a signature of reactant mass-transport limitations.

Figure 2.5 – Scheme of a redox flow battery88.

The arrangement of individual cells in series can be done to increase the overall
stack voltage. Generally, stacks are arranged in a bipolar fashion so that current
flows in series from one cell to the next.
The electrodes in most RFB configurations are not required to undergo physical
changes such as phase change or intercalation/de-intercalation during operation
because the changes are occurring in the dissolved reactants in the solution phase
adjacent to the solid-electrode surface. Though there are exceptions to this
formulation. Side reactions can, of course, complicate design and operation, but if
the reactions proceed as intended, degradation of the electrode surface need not
proceed as a matter of course. The decoupling of storage and reaction in RFB
systems is an advantage in terms of flexibility, but it complicates their designs
relative to conventional batteries and adds a mechanical balance-of-plant element
for pumping the often highly corrosive liquid electrolyte. As a result, their specific
mass and volumetric energy densities are much lower than conventional batteries.
A RFB configuration can nevertheless exceed the performance of other grid-storage
technologies and does not require specific geographical sitting, as pumped
hydroelectric and compressed-air energy storage (CAES) do.
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Figure 2.6 – Polarization curve of an all vanadium RFB using 1 M VOSO4 in 3 M H2SO4 and
Nafion 117 membrane. Electrode area = 4 cm2.89,90

Additionally, RFBs offer the important advantage that power and energy output are
independent variables since the power is determined by the reactor size and the
amount of energy depends on the reactant chosen, their concentration, and the
size of the reactant tanks51,91. The amount of energy that can be stored in a
conventional sealed battery is generally limited by the effective path length for
diffusion and migration in the direction normal to the current collector. Making the
electrode thicker will add to the amount of active material, but one experiences
diminishing return in terms of energy extraction, because of diffusion and ohmic
losses in these systems.
Most RFB systems currently require two separate electrolyte tanks, one for the
anolyte and another for the catholyte. This ensures that the potentials at each
electrode are close to the reversible potential for each of the half-cell reactions are
minimized. This does, however, add to the size and cost of the system, and it also
requires a uniform delivery of the dissolved species to the entire surface area as
oftentimes most of the convective flow is parallel to the electrode surface rather
than being flowed directly through it.
The key costs of RFBs are the active material stored in the electrolyte and the
electrochemical cell itself. The construction costs of the cell scale with the total
power requirement of the application, but these costs are directly rated to the
specific power of the device itself. i.e. how effectively the materials are utilized.
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While RFBs ought to be able to operate at relatively high current densities, as
convection can be employed to deliver reactants to the electrode surface, RFBs
have typically been operated at current densities consistent with conventional
batteries without convection. It is anticipated that electrolyte improvements in
power density, thereby reducing considerably cell material costs.

2.6.1

Various Redox flow batteries

Several battery technologies have been considered for grid-based storage in recent
decades. Traditional rechargeable batteries have been modified and optimized for
grid-based storage and are being deployed in some installations, including leadacid, nickel-based, and lithium-ion batteries. However, we turn our attention to
RFBs, which have been demonstrated on the order of 100 kW to 10 MW. RFBs are
generally categorized based upon the anolyte and catholyte that comprise the form
of energy storage of the system. Configurations with the same element but
different oxidation states, such as all-vanadium, as well as different active species
in the anolyte and catholyte are used. In this section, we introduce the various
important RFB types and briefly some of the advantages, disadvantages and
challenges of each one.

2.6.1.1

Iron/chromium

Modern development of what we might term as RFB began with the development of
an iron/chromium system (Fe/Cr) in the 1970s at NASA, which demonstrated a
1kW/13kWh system for a photovoltaic-array application92,93. The Fe/Cr system is
based upon an aqueous solution of a ferric/ferrous redox couple at the positive
electrode (Fe2+/Fe3+), while the negative electrolyte is a mixture of chromic and
chromous ions (Cr2+/Cr3+). Most systems use hydrochloric acid as the supporting
electrolyte. The charge transfer reactions at each electrode are
(2.1)

and
(2.2)

The system can operate with an IEM/separator and low-cost carbon-felt electrodes.
Both charge-transfer reactions require only a single electron transfer, which is
expected to simplify charge transfer and result in reasonable surface overpotentials without specific electrocatalysts. Indeed, the iron redox couple is highly
reversible on carbon or graphite electrodes, but the chromium redox couple has
significantly slower kinetics and does require electrocatalysts. This system has a
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relatively low open circuit potential (OCP), between 0.90 and 1.20 V with 19.1 WhL1
, and designers must endure crossover of iron to the chromium stream and vice
versa. Some Japanese companies built similar batteries by licensing the NASA
patents, but have not shown improvement in the low output voltage and
efficiency13.

2.6.1.2

Bromine/polysulfide

The bromine/polysulfide RFB was patented by Remick then extensively studied by
Regenesys Technology94 from 1993 until 2006 when it was acquired by VRB Power
Systems. To date, three series of bromine/polysulfide RFB systems have been
developed, including 5, 20 and 100 kW class systems. A commercial size 15 MW
system was successfully demonstrated. This plant used up to 120 modules, and
200 bipolar electrodes with and energy storage capacity up to 12 MWh and two
1800 m3 electrolyte storage tanks95.
In the bromine/polysulfide system, the positive electrolyte is sodium bromide, and
the negative electrolyte is sodium polysulfide, though, the counter ion could be
replaced with another cation. The key attributes of this system are that species that
comprise the two electrolytes are abundant and reasonably inexpensive. Moreover,
they are highly soluble in aqueous electrolytes, which reduce the volume of
electrolyte that is required to store a given quantity of charge. At the positive
electrode three bromide ions combine to form the tribromide ion.
(2.3)

At the negative electrode, the sulfur in solution is shuttled between polysulfide and
sulfide
(2.4)

In this system with a cell voltage of 1.54 V, all of the electroactive species are
anions, so a cation-exchange membrane is needed to prevent mixing of the anolyte
and catholyte streams. Charge is carried via sodium ions through the membrane.
When activated carbon/polyolefin composite electrodes were used in this system,
the voltage increased from 1.7 to 2.1 V (20-30 WhL-1) during charging process due
to adsorption of bromine in the activated carbon 96. This system is prone to
crossover and mixing of the electrolytes, can lead to the precipitation of sulfur
species and the formation of H2S and Br2.
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2.6.1.3

All-vanadium

In both of the systems described above, a chief of concern and liability is the
incompatibility between, and sensitivity of, the two electrolyte streams to
contamination from the other. If a species crosses over and reacts irreversibly with
elements in the opposite stream, it comprises not just an efficiency loss on that
particular charge/discharge cycle, but a loss of capacity and degradation in the
overall performance of the system, which may result in expensive electrolyte
separation and reactant recovery. To this end, it is helpful to develop a system with
more than two oxidation states of the same element, wherein crossover only
represents an efficiency loss as no species are irreversibly consumed or removed
from their reactive electrolytic solution. The all-vanadium system employs the
V(II)/V(III) redox couple at the negative electrode and the V(IV)/V(V) at the
positive electrode, generally identified to exist in the form of VO 2+ and VO2+.
(2.5)

(2.6)

In this case, the 1.4 V cell voltage can generate a 25-35 WhL-1 of energy density.
The current is maintained by the migration of protons across the membrane
separator. While it is nominally the change in the oxidation state of vanadium on
either side of the membrane that stores and releases charge, there is a change in
the pH of the solution over the course of a charge and discharge cycle. While
crossover of the different oxidation states of vanadium comprises an efficiency loss,
the proper forms can be regenerated electrochemically, which eases the stringency
of maintenance requirements.
While exploratory research on vanadium as a redox couple began at NASA 97, the all
vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB) was invented and developed by Maria SkyllasKazacos and her co-workers at the University of New South Wales45,51,98. Research
has continued on this technology since that time. As a promising technology for
storing intermittent renewable energy, VRFB systems have received perhaps the
most attention of all RFBs39,51,99. In fact, prototypes up to the range of MW in power
and MWh in energy storage capacity have been demonstrated 70,100,101. SkyllasKazacos developed a 5-10 kW VRFB stacks.
While energy density is not necessarily a primary concern for stationary, grid
applications, nonetheless, the VRFB energy density is limited by the solubility of
vanadium in the electrolyte stream and precipitation can occur. The solubility limits
depend upon both acid concentration and temperature102.
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2.6.1.4

Vanadium/bromine

Because there are limits to how much vanadium can be stored in solution in the
VRFB system, some of the same researchers who pioneered the work on the VRFB
cell noted that vanadium solubility could be boosted in the presence of halide ions.
In this case, during charging the bromide ions in the positive half-cell undergo
oxidation to what is assumed to be the polyhalide ion Br2Cl-. The formal potential of
this couple is about 1.3 V more positive than the V 2+/V3+ couple103–105. The
researchers were able to show significantly higher solubility in this system, where
vanadium/bromide solutions with nearly twice the solubility on a molar basis
relative to vanadium sulfate solutions was demonstrated. The higher solubility of
vanadium/bromine results in higher energy densities (35-70 Wh/L) compared to the
VRFB systems (25-35 Wh/L). However, the potential concern of vanadium/bromine
redox systems is toxic bromine vapor emissions during operation, and thus SkyllasKazacos also used bromine complexing agents including tetrabutylammonium
bromine, polyethylene glycol, N-methyl-N-ethyl morpholinium bromide, and Nmethyl-N-ethyl pyrrolidinium bromide to decrease or eliminate bromine vapor
emissions during operation106. Generally, the Coulombic efficiency increases with
increasing current density due to lower self-discharge through the membrane.
However, it decreases as temperature increases due to more rapid diffusion of
vanadium and polybromide ions through the membrane.

2.6.1.5

Hydrogen-based systems

A fuel cell takes a fuel, normally hydrogen, and an oxidant, typically air, and
produces electricity and water. A typical fuel cell produces a voltage from 0.6 V to
0.7 V with 2-3 kWhL-1, hydrogen oxidizes at the anode according to the reaction
(2.7)

and, at the cathode, oxygen is reduced
(2.8)

If one were to design a system where the fuel cell acts in both the charge and
discharge directions (i.e. a reversible or regenerative fuel cell), then a RFB system
would exist. Such a RFB system has been examined both with the same and
different stacks for charge and discharge107–109. This system is inherently different
from the RFBs discussed above since the reactants are in the gas phase not liquid
storage in a tank, and thus hydrogen compression or novel hydrogen storage
materials are needed. Although mass transfer is typically rapid, the oxygen
reactions are known to be very sluggish and result in very large overpotentials 110,
thereby rendering the overall efficiency of the system to be very low. To enhance
as well as drive down cost of the hydrogen/oxygen system, strategies including
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looking at alkaline media, high temperatures, and closed systems with oxygen and
not air. Also, because of the difficulty associated with finding robust and effective
oxygen reduction/evolution catalysts, different oxidants have been examined
including bromine and chlorine, both of which react rapidly on carbon surfaces 111–
113
.

2.6.1.6

Hybrid redox flow batteries

There are other battery configurations that share a development heritage and some
common issues with what we would classify as RFBs in that the active material can
be introduced to, or removed from, the electrochemical cell without disassembling
the cell structure, but which do not store all of the active material in a liquid or
gaseous form per se. As such, we might consider them semi-flow cells with
electrochemical reactions that are more complicated than simply shuttling between
the oxidation states of a single species.

2.6.1.6.1 Zinc/bromine.
The prototypical hybrid RFB is the zinc/bromine system 114. In this system,
electrolyte solutions containing the reactive species are stored in external tanks and
circulated through each cell in the stack, but the zinc forms an electrodeposit. At
the positive electrode, bromide ions are transformed to bromine and back, see Eq.
(2.3). It is important to note that the bromine ions can combine with bromine
molecules to generate the tribromide ion115.
(2.9)

which primarily occurs in liquid bromine. In this system, relatively high
concentrations of Br- and Br2 can be utilized, enhancing both reaction kinetics and
energy density. The toxicity of Br2 can be mitigated by the use of complexing
agents115, but the effect of complexing agents on kinetics has not been studied
quantitatively, particularly strongly acidic supporting electrolyte.
At the negative electrode, zinc metal is dissolved and redeposit,
(2.10)

To prevent self-discharge by combination of zinc and bromine, separate flowing
streams o aqueous zinc bromide and bromine circulate in separate loops, separated
by and IEM or a micro porous film115.
The metal negative electrode allows for a compact electrode, thus increasing the
energy density (15.7–39 Wh/L). In addition, the zinc/bromine system has a high
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cell voltage (1.8 V), good reversibility, and expectations of low material costs.
However, the demonstration of zinc/bromine has been limited due to material
corrosion, dendrite formation and electrical shorting, high self-discharge rates, low
energy efficiencies, and short cycle life. RedFlow Ltd. Successfully demonstrated a
zinc/bromine RFB unit up to MW size with an energy efficiency of nearly 74% in
Australia116. The cell architecture was designed to optimize plating and deplating
efficiency of zinc during charging and discharging operations. Derivatives of the
zinc/bromine system include other halogens such as zinc/chlorine, which typically
have similar performance and issues116.

2.6.1.6.2 Soluble lead acid
A soluble form of the lead-acid battery has also been considered116. The charge
transfer reactions as written are the same as in a traditional sealed lead-acid
battery configuration. Lead-acid batteries do not shuttle the same ion between the
negative and positive electrode. That is, Pb2+ is introduced an removed from
solution at the negative electrode as lead is dissolved and plated,
(2.11)

but at the positive electrode, lead ions combine with water to produce lead dioxide
and protons,
(2.12)

As lead ions are produced in the oxidation step at the negative electrode and
produced in the reduction step at the positive electrode on discharge with a 1.78 V
cell potential and 167 WhKg-1. There is not any a risk of crossover lowering the
overall efficiency of the system. As long as the solid forms of lead and lead oxide
are maintained at the negative and positive electrodes, circulation of electrolyte can
maintain the open circuit potential (OCP) of the battery and allow grater specific
cell performance than with sealed or flooded lead-acid cells, assuming minimal
weight and volume of the external storage tank. As with other hybrid flow
configurations, there are risks associated with maintaining the morphology of the
solid phase as material can detach or grow across the separator gap to cause shortcircuit problems.

2.6.1.6.3 All iron
Similar to the all-vanadium RFB, the all-iron system117,118 involves only a single
element, where on one electrode iron (II) goes to iron (III), Eq. (2.1), and on the
other plating of iron occurs
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(2.13)

Obtaining a nominal cell potential of 1.21 V and an energy density of 11.5 Wh L-1
Due to single species, crossover is not as much a concern although it is still a
current inefficiency. This system has some of the same issues as the other hybrid
batteries including getting uniform plating of the metal, thereby need precise pH
control and supporting electrolyte. However, iron does not have the extensive
dendrite problems of zinc. The benefits of the cell are also that the materials are
nonhazardous and inexpensive. These are balanced by the fact that the overall cell
voltage is relatively low and hydrogen generation can occur, although iron is a poor
hydrogen evolution catalyst.

2.6.1.6.4 All-copper
In the all-copper RFB the chemistry of the Cu0-Cu(I)-Cu(II) system is employed to
store and deliver electricity within the battery119, as shown in Equations (2.14) and
(2.15). The fresh electrolyte, which is initially composed by cuprous chlorocomplexes, is transformed into cupric chloro-complexes in the positive half-cell and
electro-deposited as copper on the negative electrode surface during charge.
Therefore, during discharge, the cupric ions formed in the positive half-cell
electrolyte are transformed again to Cu+ ions, while the stripping of the copper
deposit occurs in the negative side.
(2.14)

(2.15)

The potential difference between these two kinetically facile reactions in highly
concentrated chloride media is around 0.7 V and 20 WhL−1 energy density,
according to previous electrochemical studies of copper-chloride electrolytes in
aqueous or deep eutectic solvents120,121.

2.6.1.7

Non-aqueous redox flow batteries

The use of non-aqueous electrolytes in RFB configurations has been considered
because of the higher cell potentials that are possible when one is not concerned by
the breakdown of the aqueous electrolyte. In addition, many couples and reactants
are much more soluble in non-aqueous solvents. However, the challenges of low
electrolyte conductivities, stability and cost limit the development of non-aqueous
RFB systems.
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As an example, the zinc/cerium has been worked on by Plurion Limited. As with the
zinc/bromine cell, the negative electrode dissolves and plates zinc, Eq. (2.10), and
at the positive electrode, cerium is shuttled between Ce (III) and Ce (IV).

(2.16)

The developers claim a cell potential of approximately 2.5 V on charging, but it
drops below 2 V during discharge with an energy density from 37.5 to 120 Wh/L.
The high operating potential window is achieved by using methane sulfonic acid
rather than pure water as the solvent, thus minimizing decomposition of water into
hydrogen and oxygen, as well as aiding in zinc plating. The redox reaction of
Ce3+/Ce4+ is kinetically slow and Ce3+ has a low diffusivity83,122. High acid strength
facilitates the solubility of Ce4+. However, the solubility of Ce3+ decreases at higher
acid concentrations. Other electrochemical couples including zinc/chlorine122,
zinc/ferricyanide, and vanadium/cerium122 have been considered. While nonaqueous electrolytes generally imply higher costs than aqueous electrolytes and
must be vetted for environmental and chemical compatibility, the expansion of the
operating potential window is attractive, as the cell potential difference has a direct
impact on the amount of power that can be delivered for a specified current
density.
Other examples of non-aqueous RFBs include that of Matsuda et al.123 who
demonstrated a redox system based on [Ru(bpy)3]2+/[Ru(bpy)3]3+ (bpy is
bipyridine) as the anolyte and [Ru(bpy)3]+/[Ru(bpy)3]2+ as the catholyte in
acetonitrile (CH3CN) with tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate (TEABF 4) as the
supporting electrolyte. This system yielded an open circuit potential of 2.6 V, with
and energy efficiency of 40%. Chakrabarti et al. evaluated a redox system based
on a ruthenium acetylacetonate, obtaining a cell potential of 1.77 V 124. Yamamura
et al.125 studied a non-aqueous system which used various uranium betadiketonates with the cell potentials of about 1 V.
Recently, Thompson and co-workers demonstrated a redox flow system using
M(acac)3 (M= V, Cr or Mn, and acac is acetylacetonate) with at least three different
oxidation states126–128. The vanadium and chromium acetylacetonate systems
showed higher open circuit potentials, 2.2 and 3.4 V, respectively, compared to
around 1.26 V for the aqueous VRFB system. However, crossover and ohmic losses
due to the large distances between positive and negative electrodes limited the
Coulombic efficiency. Although the Mn(acac)3 system show a lower open circuit
potential (1.1 V) than that of V(acac)3, Cr(acac)3, and VRFB, it exhibits better
reversibility both for Mn(II)/Mn(III) and Mn(III)/Mn(IV) redox couple, with a
columbic efficiency approaching 97% in a static H-type cell. Shinkle et al. studied
the degradation mechanism in the non-aqueous V(acac)3 redox systems 129, and
showed that environmental oxygen and water are associated with side reactions
that affect the long-term charge-discharge response of the battery.
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2.6.1.8

Other configurations

There is a recent interest in the development of the lithium-air battery, which
operates with a static lithium negative electrode, as might be found in a lithium-ion
or lithium-polymer battery. Lithium ions combine with oxygen from air to form
lithium oxide at the positive electrode on discharge, while oxygen is regenerated
during charge. Kraytsberg and Ein-Eli provide an overview of the technology130.
There are many challenges with such a battery system, such as ensuring proper
isolation of the negative electrode structure that provides for facile oxygen
transport and reversible oxide formation and stripping. However, the promise for
high energy density and low material costs suggest tremendous research
opportunities.
Another recent flow-cell concept was invented by Yet-Ming Chiang’s group at MIT
described by Duduta et al.85,131 They proposed using typical intercalation electrode
materials as active material for a lithium rechargeable battery, but providing the
active material in slurry that can be mechanically pumped in and out of a reaction
chamber. In the paper describing the concept, they note that they will be able to
store much higher concentrations of active material in the solid component of the
slurry than can be stored as ions dissolved in electrolyte (up to 24 M), thereby
increasing the energy density well beyond what could be achieved in traditional
RFBs.

2.7 All Vanadium Redox Flow Batteries
This battery employs the same metal in both half-cells. The negative half-cells
employ V2+/V3+ redox couple whereas the positive half-cell uses VO2+/VO2+ redox
couple. Both vanadium redox couple show sufficient kinetics in sulfuric acid
supporting electrolyte. Electrical balance is achieved by the migration of proton
across the membrane splitting the electrolytes. The charge-discharge reactions of
the VRFB are:
Negative
electrode.

(2.17)

Positive
electrode.

(2.18)

The standard open-circuit cell voltage is 1.26 V. It is reported that under actual cell
conditions of using 2 M VOSO4 in 2.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte, the cell open-circuit
potential is 1.35 V at 50% state of charge and 1.60 V in a fully charged state 132.
The system can be operated over a temperature range of 10-40ºC132,133.
The VRFB was studied in detail by the group of Skyllas-Kazacos36,39,67,69–72,99,100,102–
104,45,105,106,132–135,51,59–63,65
and by industrial organizations136 in Japan during the
1980s and 90s. Since 2002 significant research and development has been spread
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world-wide, especially in China66,101,137, USA97,138,139 and Europe139. The advantages
possessed by VRFB can be summarized as follows:
i)

ii)

iii)
iv)

v)

Employing the same element in both half-cells and utilizing four different
oxidation states of vanadium in solution, in comparison to the Fe/Cr
system, the VRFB eliminates the problem of cross contamination by
diffusion of different redox ions across the membrane. Even if ions
crossover occurs, the electrolytes can be regenerated by mixing and
doing electrolysis without complicated chemical treatments.
The relatively fast kinetics of the vanadium redox couples allow high
charge and voltage efficiencies to be obtained, the overall energy
efficiency from an initial 71% up to 90% has been reported with a 1 kW
VRFB stack.
There is an extremely low rate of gas evolution during the charge rates
associated with rapid charging cycles.
It can be fully-charged and deeply discharged, within the limits of the
capacity of the electrolytes, as well as, being cycled from any state of
charge or discharge without permanent damage to the cell or
electrolytes.
A reusable electrolyte leads to a long cycle life and reduces cost of the
system. These advantages and its flexibility make the VRFB a promising
technology for large-scale storage of renewable energy.

For practical applications, however, the VRFB system faces several challenges. One
of the major challenges is its low specific energy density (25-30 Wh/Kg) compared
to other batteries for energy storage. The energy density in a VRFB depends on the
concentration of vanadium species but there is limited vanadium solubility in H2SO4,
when the vanadium ion concentration is above 2 M, V2O5 precipitations occurs in
the positive electrolyte at a temperature above 40ºC. Similarly, a vanadium sulfate
precipitate appears in the negative electrolyte below 10ºC102,140,141. Even with the
positive effects of the additives142, the vanadium concentration is still limited to 1 to
1.5 M for most practical batteries.
Much effort has been focus on increase the energy density of this technology. For
example, Skyllas-Kazacos et al.102 reported that the VO2+ concentration can be
increased up to 3 M without any precipitation at 40ºC when a sulfuric acid
concentration is higher than 5 M and, by using a concentration of 7 M SO42- as the
medium, an even higher 5.4 M VO2+ solution is claimed to be stable for period of
over 30 days at >50ºC, but increasing the concentration of sulfuric acid caused a
decrease in solubility of VOSO4 at low temperature (<10ºC).
Recently, Yang et al.143 reported that, in 10 M HCl supporting electrolytes, more
than 2.3 M vanadium (V2+, V3+, VO2+, VO2+) are all stable for 15 days over a
temperature range of 0-50ºC. Despite these efforts to improve the solubility of
vanadium, the stability of vanadium ions is determined by a number of influential
factors such as solution temperature, the concentration of supporting electrolyte,
additives and state of charge. Hence low energy density still remains a major
challenge for the VRFB system, as stability needs to be further improved and also
allows these batteries to work at large current densities without large polarization
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happening. Moreover, hydrogen evolution reaction occurring in the negative side of
the battery remains a mayor challenge to overcome, as well as, increases the
V2+/V3+ redox reaction kinetics to not be the limiting factor of the working cell.
A schematic representation and working principle of the VRFB is shown in Figure
2.7. As with other redox flow battery systems, the VRFB is made up of a cell or
stack, the size of which determines the power rating of the system (kW),
electrolytes in external reservoirs the determine the energy rating (kWh), and a
control system that ensures operation within safe limits to ensure a long cycle life.

Figure 2.7. Schematic representations of the VRFB.

2.7.1

Cell potential

The standard cell potential (E0) is the difference of the two electrode potentials
(positive or cathode and negative or anode), which forms the voltage of that cell.
The cell potential can be defined by the following equation:
(2.19)

Where E0 (Cell) is the standard cell potential (under 1M, 1 bar and at an ambient
temperature), E+ is the standard reduction potential for the reaction occurring at
the positive half-cell, and E- is the standard reduction potential for the oxidation
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half reaction occurring at the negative half-cell. The Nernst potentials for the two
reduction reactions ((2.20) and (2.21) ) that take place in each half cell of the
VRFB can be represented as follows:
Positive half cell
(2.20)

Negative half cell
(2.21)

Where R= 8.314472 J K-1mol-1 is the Universal Gas Constant, F= 96485 C mol -1 is
Faraday’s constant, T is the temperature [K], [V] are the concentrations of the
different vanadium species in solution, [H+] is the hydrogen-ion concentration in
the positive half-cell electrolyte, and E0+ and E0- are the standard half-cell
potentials for the positive and negative half-cell reactions, respectively.

2.7.2

Operating Cell Voltage

In practical systems, the actual cell potential during discharge is lower than the
theoretical cell potential due to the internal resistance of the cell (internal loss).
This internal loss is caused due to factors such as activation polarization,
concentration polarization and ohmic potential drop (caused by current flow
through resistive components). The overall cell potential can be described at any
moment in time during the operation of the cell as follows:
(2.22)
Where E+ is the positive half-cell potential during charge (oxidation of V4+ to V5+ at
the positive electrode), E- is the negative half-cell potential during charge
(reduction of V3+ to V2+ at the negative electrode), η- is the activation overpotential
for negative half-cell reactions [V], η+ is the concentration overpotential at the
positive half-cell reactions [V], i is the current density [A cm-2], and RCell is the
ohmic resistance of the cell [Ω cm2].
During charging, the cell voltage is higher than the theoretical cell potential as a
result of all of the losses that impact on the overall voltage and energy efficiency of
the battery during charge-discharge cycling. It is therefore desirable to reduce all of
the voltage losses so as to maximize energy efficiency. Ohmic losses can be
minimized by selecting membrane and electrode materials with low electrical
resistance, by reducing the internal spacing and by minimizing contact resistances.
Activation overvoltage losses can be reduced by using electrode materials with
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good electrocatalytic properties for the vanadium redox couple reactions, while
concentration overvoltage can be minimized by employing mass transfer enhanced
electrodes, high flow rates and ensuring good electrolyte flow distribution. In the
following sections is studied the cell resistance while modifying the base electrode,
graphite or carbon felt, with materials such as TiO2, TiO2:H and TiO2:N synthesized
coatings, as well as Atomic layer deposited (ALD) CeO 2. The results indicated that
the voltage drop varied with respect to the materials properties. Materials with a
larger electrochemical active area, high conductivity, and a hydrophilic nature
showed a higher specific capacitance and energy storage efficiency with lower
internal resistance. Besides, the material/component selections for cell preparation
as well as cell design are very important for improving the performance of the
VRFB.
In addition to the voltage efficiency, Coulombic efficiency will also impact on cell
performance. Coulombic efficiency is affected by the selectivity of the membrane
that determines the rate diffusion of the vanadium ions from one half-cell to the
other, leading to self-discharge. Coulombic efficiency is also affected by side
reactions such as hydrogen and/or oxygen evolution during charging and air
oxidation of the V2+ ions in the negative half-cell electrolyte. Gassing side reactions
are a property of the electrode material as well as the electrolyte flow rate. Gassing
an air oxidation not only reduce Coulombic Efficiency but can also decrease capacity
over extended operation, requiring electrolyte rebalancing in order to restore
capacity as discussed by Corcuera and Skyllas-Kazacos144. Coulombic efficiency is
therefore dramatically affected by the properties of the membrane as well as
battery design and operation.

2.7.3

Cell Components and Design Requirements

The exploded view of a single cell of the VRFB is shown in Figure 2.8. The basic
VRFB cell is constructed from two half-cells, each containing an end plate, an
insulating frame, current collectors (usually copper or brass), a graphite plate with
flow channels for the electrolytes (anolyte and catholyte) flow, carbon or graphite
felt (GF) of the desired thickness, and a gasket. The half-cells are separated by an
ion exchange membrane that prevents mixing of the two half-cell electrolytes while
allowing a transfer of hydrogen ions to complete the circuit.
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Figure 2.8. - Scheme of a VRFB single cell.

The GF provides the electroactive surface where the electrochemical reactions take
place. Increasing the degree of compression will reduce the electrical resistance of
the felt, but will increase pressure drop and the associated pumping energy losses
through the stack. Cells are fed through a common manifold that must be designed
to minimized shunt currents. Shunt currents and pumping energy are parasitic
losses that must be minimized. With a good design and pump control, these can
consume less than 2-3% of the total energy produced by the battery, as reported
by Tang et al145.

2.7.4

Cost analysis

Cost-effective electrochemical energy storage has the potential to dramatically
change how society generates and delivers electricity. Unfortunately, present stateof-the-art technologies are too expensive for broad deployment. First is needed a
reduction in manufacture costs and associated overheads, which are identified as
the single largest cost-savings opportunity for today's battery-based storage
options. In addition, increasing production volume and market competition will lead
to lower material costs, which makes flow batteries as a promising technology
platform capable of achieving the low costs required for widespread
implementation. A key enabling development will be the discovery of tailored
molecules that are long lived, provide large cell voltages, and have costs similar to
existing commodity chemicals.
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Energy storage is used to balance supply and demand on the electrical grid. The
need to store energy is expected to increase as more electricity is generated from
intermittent sources like wind and solar146–149.
The economics of storing grid energy is challenging. The Department of Energy's
(DOE's) Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) set a capital cost
target of $100 per kW h for 1 hour of storage for widespread adoption 150. The DOE
Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability proposed cost targets of $250
per kW h by 2015, falling to $150 per kW h in the future for a fully integrated
distributed energy storage system providing 4 h of storage150. The target cost of
the energy storage device in the 2015 integrated system was $100 per kW h. These
strict targets reflect the cheap cost of electricity in the United States. While in
Europe flow battery technologies, as vanadium redox flow had total installation
costs in 2016 of USD 315. By 2030, the cost is expected to come down to USD
108151 Fortunately, compared with transportation applications, batteries for grid
applications can tolerate higher temperature and lower energy density; this widens
the scope of possible solutions to include, for example redox flow batteries.
Especially vanadium redox flow batteries as the more mature and near to
commercial expansion.
Combining expressions for reactor, electrolyte, and system costs and introducing
the discharge voltage efficiency, εv,d = Vd/U, where Vd is the discharge voltage of
the reactor and U corresponds to the thermodynamically reversible or open-circuit
potential, to simplify notation yields the following equation for the total system
price for useable energy152:
(2.23)

Where P0 is the price of the installed energy storage system in dollars, Ed is
discharged energy in kW h, ca is the reactor cost per unit area in $ m−2, cbop is the
cost for balance-of-plant components, including power conditioning equipment,
controls, sensors, pumps, pipes, fans, filters, valves, and heat exchangers, in $
kW−1, cadd is the addition to the capital cost to reach the system price in $ kW −1, td
is the discharge time of the battery in h, cm,i is the cost per unit mass of electrolyte
species i in $ kg−1, εsys,d is an efficiency that accounts for losses associated with
auxiliary equipment, including power conversion, electrolyte pumps, and heat
exchanger fans, during discharge. The subscripts + and − denote the positive and
negative active species, and the subscripts e+ and e− refer to the positive and
negative electrolytes, m+ is the mass of positive active species required to charge
the battery, M+ is the molecular weight, s+ is the stoichiometry of the positive
active species in the energy storage reaction, ne is the number of electrons, F is the
Faraday constant, and χ is the allowable state of charge (SOC) range. Moreover,
the solubility of a redox species is typically a function of oxidation state. εq,rt. Is the
round-trip coulombic efficiency, U corresponds to the thermodynamically reversible
or open-circuit potential, and R is the area-specific resistance (ASR) in Ω cm2. The
ASR includes ohmic losses in the bipolar plates and separator, as well as kinetic,
ohmic, and transport losses in the electrodes. The potential intercept and the ASR
generally depend on SOC.
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The contribution of the reactor to the system cost is a minimum at εv,d = 0.5 and
monotonically increases as εv,d either increases or decreases according to (2.23).
Practically, the assumption of linear polarization will probably fail at low voltage
efficiency as mass-transport effects become more important. The cost of the
chemicals is a minimum at εv,d = 1 and increases monotonically with decreasing
εv,d. There is a voltage efficiency that yields a minimum total price for any set of
component cost and performance parameters, according to (2.23). In the limit of
long discharge times, the total system price approaches the chemical cost.
The system price is separated into four contributions. The reduction in each of
these factors between the reported 2014 minimum price and the projected future
state price is shown in Figure 2.9. The energy and power costs are related to
materials costs, with the quantities determined by the performance of the
chemistry and the cell. The balance-of-plant cost, cbop, captures system complexity
through purchased items such as heating and cooling equipment, state-of-charge
management, power electronics, and pumps if required. The costs of the storage
vessels are added to the electrolyte and active materials, because these three costs
should scale together with energy. The additional contribution to price, cadd,
captures the manufacturing cost, sales, general costs, administration costs,
research and development costs, and profit quantities necessary to mark up the
materials cost to a system price. The 2014 cadd estimates were found by subtracting
the material and purchased items costs from battery prices reported in the
literature, after correcting for any installation costs.

Figure 2.9. – Plot for VRFB illustrating a potential pathway to reach cost effective energy
storage. Where, balance of plant (BOP) is equivalent to cbop on an energy basis. The largest
decrease occurs in the additional contributions to price factor (ADD) that encompasses
depreciation, overhead, labor, etc152.
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The largest decrease in total system price for VRFBs is the result of smaller cadd
values. The 10 GW h production scale considered in this analysis has the potential
to enable this dramatic cost reduction150. The future value of cbop and cadd are highly
uncertain, but are included in an attempt to close the gap between material costs
and the total equipment cost realized by the owner of the energy storage system.
More importantly, these values demonstrate the dramatic lowering of price
contributions that must occur to reach long-term goals. Competitive pressures,
benefits from scale, and benefits from learning by doing will all be driving forces for
these projected cost reductions. Whether or not the assumed values are reached
depends on both the existence of a profitable energy storage market that utilizes
the chemistry in question and the quality of the engineering estimates.

Table 2.1 – Performance and cost parameters required to meet cost effective energy
storage.

Aqueous

Uave
/V

ASR
/Ω
cm2

Equivalent
weight / g
(mol
e−)−1

Solubility
mass
basis /
kg kg−1

Solubility
molar
basis /
mol L−1

Material
cm / $
kg−1

Electrolyte
ce / $ kg−1

1.5

0.5

150

0.05

∼1–2

5

0.1

Materials-level performance and cost requirements are presented in Table 2.1.
Electrolyte platforms would benefit from tailored molecules with low equivalent
weights, fast kinetics, and cell voltages that stretch the electrolyte stability window.
The active material and electrolytes must both be inexpensive. Aqueous electrolytes
must be almost free. The concentration of active material targeted is 2 mol L−1 at
least, for aqueous systems.
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3 Experimental Methodology

The aim of this chapter is to give a general overview of the specific experimental
methods and tools employed within the thesis dissertation, emphasizing their
interest in the previous chapters. The main experimental setups shown herein are
the synthetic methods with their prior and afterwards treatments, the
electrochemical measurements setups and methods, as well as devices used in the
process.

3.1 Felt treatments
First of all, in order to activate the carbon based, graphite felt (GF) or carbon felt
(CF), electrode surface it is always pre-treated in a plasma device using oxygen
atmosphere for a two steps of 10 min for each electrode face, labeled as GF/CF-HT
(Figure 3.1 i)). Next, depending upon the process there are different synthetic
methods.
Simultaneously, samples of PAN-based graphite felt (Beijing Great Wall) are
thermally treated under NH3/O2 atmosphere (1:1) at 500ºC for 24-h using a tubular
furnace. Here after, ammoxidized graphite felt (GFammoxidized) is used as the notation
for the modified electrodes. After the treatment, the samples were cooled down
under vacuum before carrying out the measurements.

3.2 Synthesis methods
Subsequently, several synthesis steps are done in order to modify the electrodes
for MFRFBs. Initially, it is done a hydrothermal synthesis step introducing 1 mg/mL
of graphene oxide (GO) in deionized water and then heated at 80ºC overnight (12
hours) (Figure 3.1 ii)). After, the electrodes are rinsed in water and dry at 60ºC.
Next, a consecutive hydrothermal step introducing 1 mg/mL of p-hydroquinone in
deionized water and heated at 80ºC for 10 hours (Figure 3.1 iii)). In parallel,
another treatment is introducing the felt electrode into a hydrothermal reactor
containing HNO3 (1:1) in water miliQ (Figure 3.1 iv)). After, it is rinse in water
and dried at 60ºC, as well as the prior described synthesis.
Furthermore, same felt after the synthesis with GO to form CF-rGO it is placed into
another hydrothermal reaction in a reactor containing 2mg/mL of glycerol in water
miliQ and heated at 80ºC overnight (12 hours) to follow same conditions as iii) in
(Figure 3.1v). It is done to compare the electrodes CF-rGO/Q and CF-rGO/ROH.
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Figure 3.1. - Scheme of electrode synthesis processes over carbon felt (CF) i) oxygen
plasma treatment. ii) Hydrothermal synthesis placing CF 1mg/mL in the reactor in H2O as
solvent at 80ºC for12h. iii) Hydrothermal synthesis to deposit p-hydroquinone over the GFrGO material using same reaction conditions as last step. iv) Hydrothermal synthesis taking
GF-HT and introducing in solution HNO3:H2O (1:1) for 12h at 80ºC. v) Hydrothermal
synthesis taking GFactivated or GF-HT and introducing a linear alcohol chain (ROH) as glycerol
to deposit analogously to the step iii) for 12h at 80ºC.

3.2.1

TiO2 synthesis

An initial optimization synthesis is done placing 2 pieces of 4 cm2 graphite felt
electrodes, which are previously treated for 10 min each side in an O 2 plasma
chamber, inside an hydrothermal reactor containing a water-hydrochloric acid (1:1)
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solution. The concentration of the precursor (titanium terc-butoxide) into the
reactor for the synthesis is increased, adding 1, 2 and 5 mL. It is observed a
structural variation for the electrodes, labelled as GF-TiO2 (NPs), GF-TiO2 (SNRs)
and GF-TiO2 (MNRs) for 1, 2 and 5 mL used as precursor respectively.
Thereafter, rutile TiO2 nanorods have been directly grown over a plasma
treated (GF-HT) commercial graphite felt (GF, 4 cm 2 and 5 mm thickness
from Mersen S.A., Spain) using a hydrothermal process. The titanium
precursor, 5 ml of titanium butoxide, is added into a 60 ml of 1:1 (v:v)
(HCl:H2O) solution. The obtained mixed precursor solutions and GFs were
placed in a Teflon-sealed autoclave (100 ml, Parr Instrument Co.) and heated
up at 100ºC. After the synthesis, a white solid precipitate was observed over
the surface of GF. The as-prepared samples are cleaned by immersion in
water and dried in a vacuum oven at 60ºC overnight (Figure 3.2 i)).

Figure 3.2. - Scheme of electrode synthesis processes over graphite felt (GF) i)
Hydrothermal synthesis in 0.23M titanium terc-butoxide in HCl (1:1) in water at 100ºC for
14h. ii) Thermal treatment of GF@TiO2 electrode initially in oxygen atmosphere and
afterwards in Ar (5%H2) at 500ºC for 4 hours each step. ii’) Thermal treatment of GF@TiO2
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electrode initially in oxygen atmosphere and afterwards in NH3(g) at 900ºC for 4 hours each
step.

Additionally, this synthesis method does not imply toxic chemicals and is wellsuited for large scale applications. The direct growth of TiO2 nanorods avoids the
use of binders to immobilize the electrocatalyst which can suffer from deactivation,
while favouring the direct transfer of electrons to the electrode.

3.2.1.1

Defective TiO2

Afterwards, the sample is annealed in oxygen atmosphere for 4 h at 500ºC in
order to remove chlorine impurities. This sample is labelled as GF@TiO 2
electrode. Finally, the sample is treated in the presence of 5% hydrogen in
argon atmosphere. In this case, the colour of the sample changed to blue
after hydrogen thermal treatment, indicating a change in the electronic
configuration of the metal oxide due to a partial reduction of it (Figure 3.2
ii). This new electrode was labelled as GF@TiO 2:H.

3.2.1.2

Nitrided TiO2

Nitrided TiO2 nanorods have been directly grown over a commercial carbon
felt (CF, 4 cm2 and 5 mm thickness from Mersen S.A., Spain) using a
hydrothermal process reported above. Afterwards, TiO2-based electrodes
were nitrided by NH3 gas at several temperatures 500, 700 and 900 oC for 14
hours in order to study the reduction of the TiO 2 to TiN (Figure 3.2 ii’). The
samples were labelled as CF@TiO 2N500, CF@TiO2N700 and CF@TiO2N900
electrode, respectively.

3.2.2

CeO2 synthesis

Ceria have been directly deposit as an homogeneous 100 nm film over a
plasma treated (GF-HT) commercial graphite felt (GF, 4 cm 2 and 5 mm
thickness from Mersen S.A., Spain) using an Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD)
technique (Figure 3.3 i). The prepared samples were thermally treated
under reductive conditions (Ar/H 2 5% for 4h at 500ºC) to allow the formation
of GF@CeO2-x (Figure 3.3 ii).
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Figure 3.3. – Scheme of electrode synthesis processes over plasma treated graphite felt
(GF-HT). i) Atomic layer deposition process for CeO2 of 100 nm thickness. ii) Thermal
treatment of GF@CeO2 electrode initially in oxygen atmosphere and afterwards in Ar (5%H2)
at 500ºC for 4 hours each step.

3.3 Membrane pretreatments
The membrane used for all the experiments is Nafion 117; therefore the treatment
following described is especially for this material (Figure 3.4). Nafion is initially cut
into squares to handle it better. After, it is peeled off the thin backing layer, then
dunk in water to separate the Nafion from the thick coversheet. Consequently, it is
boiled at a temperature of 80ºC for 1 hour in 3% H2O2. Afterwards, rinsed in
deionized water and boiled at 80ºC for 2 hours in H2O. Finally, it is boiled at same
temperature (80ºC) for 1 hour in 0.5M H2SO4 solution and rinsed several times in
lightly boiling (80-90ºC) deionized water. It is always stored in deionized water.

Figure 3.4. – Consecutive step processes that compose the Nafion membrane pretreatment.
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3.4 Three electrode system configuration
A three-electrode glass cell is used to carry out fundamental electrochemical
studies (Figure 3.5). As-prepared electrodes (0.25 cm 2) are used as working
electrodes, platinum wire or 5 cm2 carbon felt as counter electrode, and
Hg/Hg2SO4 as commercial reference electrode. Nitrogen gas is used to
deoxygenate the electrolyte. Electrochemical measurements are done with a
Biologic® VMP-3 multi-potentiostat controlled by EC-lab® software. The
hydrogen-evolution reaction of all electrodes studied is evaluated using linear
sweep voltammetry (LSV) at different scan speed in 1M H 2SO4. The
electrocatalytic reaction of the all electrodes towards negative reaction in
VRFB was measured by cyclic voltammetry (CV) at different scan rate in 0.05
M V3+ and 1 M H2SO4. The electrocatalytic reaction of the all electrodes
towards positive reaction in VRFB was measured by cyclic voltammetry (CV)
at different scan rates, from 50 to 1 mVs-1, in 0.5 M VO2+ and 3 M H2SO4.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) spectra containing 0.05 M
vanadium species in 1 M sulfuric acid (PEIS -0.26 V vs. SHE) was done at a
frequency from 100 mHz to 200 kHz.
Tafel (seen Appendix 9.1.2.3.1)
measurements are done in Potentiostatic conditions in a 50% SoC V 3+/V2+
and 1 M H2SO4 solution. Moreover, Randles-Sevcik equation (seen Appendix
equation (9.54)) is used to obtain the electrodes-electrolyte mass transfer
tendencies.

Figure 3.5. – a) Scheme of a three electrode system. b) Picture of the three electrode
device used in our laboratory.

Analogously, for aqueous organic redox flow systems a three-electrode glass
cell is used to carry out fundamental electrochemical studies (Figure 3.5).
As-prepared electrodes (0.25 cm 2) are used as working electrodes, 5 cm 2
carbon felt as counter electrode, and Hg/Hg 2SO4 as commercial reference
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electrode. Nitrogen gas is used to deoxygenate the electrolyte.
Electrochemical measurements were done with a Biologic® VMP-3 multipotentiostat controlled by EC-lab® software. The electrocatalytic properties
of the all electrodes towards positive reactions, as well as negative reactions
in aqueous organic redox flow batteries were measured by cyclic
voltammetry (CV) at different scan rate in 0.05 M active material and 3 M
MeSO3H.c Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) spectra containing
0.05 M of quinone species in 3 M methanosulfonic acid was done at a frequency
from 100 mHz to 200 kHz. Moreover, Randles-Sevcik equation is used to obtain
not only the mass transfer relationship, but also the apparent constant
coefficient using in both cases the same experimental conditions as CV. Last,
but not least treated electrodes are studied in galvanostatic conditions using
Hg/Hg2SO4 reference electrode and a much larger area of GF-P as a counter
electrode in 0.05 M Tiron and 3 M MeSO3H. into a 0.05M quinone solution in 3M
methanosulfonic acid at different current densities, from 2.5 to 75 mAcm -2, in
order to study their capacity and efficiency performance towards the aqueous
organic redox reactions..

3.4.1

Rotating disk set-up

A three-electrode glass cell is used to do fundamental electrochemical studies
(Figure 3.6). Deposited Glassy Carbon (GC; 0.196 cm 2) is used as working
electrodes, platinum wire as counter electrode, and Hg/Hg2SO4 as reference
electrode. Nitrogen gas is used to deoxygenate the electrolyte.
Electrochemical measurements were carried out with a Biologic® VMP-3
multi-potentiostat controlled by EC-lab® software. The electrocatalytic
reaction of the all electrodes towards positive reaction in VRFB is measured
by cyclic voltammetry (CV) between cut-off voltages of 1.4 and -1 V at
different scan rates (50-1 mVs-1) in 0.5 M VO2+ and 3 M H2SO4, in order to
apply the Randles-Sevcik equation (seen Appendix equation (9.54)) to
obtain the diffusion coefficient. Moreover, in order to get the kinetic constant
values applying Koutecký-Levick equation (seen Appendix 9.3.1.1). It is done
a linear sweep voltammetry changing the working electrode (GC) rotation
speed (100-2500 rpm), between 0.3 and 1.1 V at 5 mVs-1 scan speed.
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Figure 3.6. – a) Scheme of a Rotating disk electrode system. b) Picture of the
rotating disk electrode used in our laboratory.

3.4.2

Electrode’s electrical measurement

The Figure 3.7 shows the schematic single cell assembly, which is composed of
two plastic end plates, two copper current collectors in contact with the graphite
current collectors and with the electrode compressed a 30% in between them. All
the system is prepared to measure the electrical resistance of the electrodes
synthesized in the section regarding TiO2:H.

Figure 3.7. - Cell scheme employed to measure the electrode’s electrical resistance.
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3.5 Single cell device set-up
The electrolytes are prepared by dissolving 1, 1.6 and/or 2 M vanadium ions
(Alfa Aesar) in 3 M H 2SO4 (Aldrich, 98%) solutions. The corresponding
anolytes and catholytes can be prepared through an electrochemical process.
The VRFB single-cell performance was measured using an in-house designed
flow cell system, which has been described in Figure 3.8Error! Reference source
not found.. The single-cell used was assembled sandwiching the membrane
Nafion® 117 (6cm × 6cm) between two pieces of working electrodes with an
area of 4 cm2, approximately compressed a 30%. Each electrode in their halfcell is placed in a groove on outer face of the graphite bipolar plates which
are etched with 3 serpentines flow fields with diameter of 2 mm. The inner
faces of the bipolar plate are deposited a sputtered layer of copper such as
current collector. Viton® gasket is used to avoid the electrolyte leakage.
Metallic aluminium end-plates are used to close the cell. In order to
investigate the effect of several modifications on the carbonaceous felt,
different materials have been used as negative and positive electrodes. The
single-cell is connected to two glass reservoirs containing 20 mL catholytes
and anolytes, respectively. The flow rate at each side is 10 mL min-1 and the
negative reservoir was continuously purged with nitrogen to avoid any
oxidation of the active species. The flow cell was charged up to 1.8 V and
then discharged to 0.8 V, at different current densities, from 12.5 to 350
mAcm-2. Even more, the single cell includes a reference “in-house” electrode,
Ag/Ag2SO4. It is included in between the two porous carbon electrodes to
follow the reactions on the positive and negative side independently. The
performance evaluation method for the VRFB is mainly determined by the
following efficiencies: 1) Coulombic efficiency (CE), the ratio of the average
discharging capacity to the average charging capacity, 2) Voltage efficiency
(VE), the ratio of the average discharging voltage to the average charging
voltage, (3) Energy efficiency (EE), VE multiplied by CE/100. According to
Faraday’s law, the theoretical capacity in VRFB was calculated, for example,
attaining a value of 536 mAh or 13.4 AhL -1 for a 1 M vanadium ions
concentration, respectively. The theoretical capacity expressed in Ah L -1 has
been calculated taking into account the total volume of the tanks (i.e. 40mL).
Additionally, power test were done applying pulsed discharge current during
60 seconds also recording the potential of the cell, as well as, monitoring the
potential at Eocv after the mentioned pulse.
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Figure 3.8. – a) Scheme of a single cell system showing each of the parts separately. b)
Picture of the whole single cell device completely discharged. c) Picture of the whole single
cell device completely charged.

Furthermore, in case of AORFBs the electrolytes are prepared by dissolving
0.05, 0.3 and/or 0.4 M organic active material (Alfa Aesar) in 3 M MeSO3H
(Aldrich, 99%) solutions. The aqueous organic redox flow single-cell
performance was measured using an “in-house” designed flow cell system,
which has been described in Figure 3.8Error! Reference source not found. . The
ingle-cell used is assembled sandwiching the membrane Nafion® 117 (6cm ×
6cm) between two pieces of working electrodes with an area of 4 cm 2,
approximately compressed a 30%. Each electrode in their half-cell was
placed in a groove on outer face of the graphite bipolar plates which were
etched with 3 serpentines flow fields with diameter of 2 mm. The inner faces
of the bipolar plate were deposited a sputtered layer of copper such as
current collector. Viton® gasket is used to avoid the electrolyte leakage.
Metallic aluminium end-plates were used to close the cell. In order to
investigate the effect of several modifications on the carbonaceous felt,
different materials have been used as negative and positive electrodes. The
single-cell was connected to two glass reservoirs containing 15 or 12.5 mL
catholytes and anolytes (Figure 3.9), respectively. The flow rate at each side
was 75 mL min-1 and the negative reservoir was continuously purged with
nitrogen to avoid any oxidation of the active species. The flow cell was cycled
to 0.8 - 1 V and then discharged to 0 V, at different current densities, 2.5 to
70-25 mAcm-2. Even more, a reference “in house” electrode, Ag/Ag2SO4, is
include in between the two porous carbon electrodes to follow the reactions
on the positive and negative side independently. The performance evaluation
method for Aqueous organic redox flow single cell is mainly determined by
the following efficiencies: 1) Coulombic efficiency (CE), the ratio of the
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average discharging capacity to the average charging capacity, 2) Voltage
efficiency (VE), the ratio of the average discharging voltage to the average
charging voltage, (3) Energy efficiency (EE), VE multiplied by CE/100.

Figure 3.9. – Picture of the AORFBs reservoirs completely charged.

3.6 Characterization techniques
Along the thesis Research many techniques were used in order to obtain some
information and elucidate the reason for the electrochemical experimental
outcomes, especially for the electrodes implemented after the previously explained
synthesis processes. The techniques are following numbered and briefly explained:
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3.6.1

“In-operando” reference electrode

Figure 3.10. –Scheme of a) a filter press cell and b) the proposed reference electrode.

The reference electrode consisted of a silver wire, two pieces of ion-exchange
membrane and two pieces of Teflon tape (Figure 3.10b). The silver wire was
sandwiched between two rectangular pieces of membrane. Some drops of 3 M
sulfuric acid were added to ensure good wettability. The stack formed by
membrane/Ag wire/membrane was again sandwiched between two pieces of Teflon
tape. Teflon is highly hydrophobic and, thus, it acted as physical barrier and
maintained our reference electrode separated from the solution. The bottom of the
membrane was not covered by the Teflon to allow ionic contact between the Ag
wire and the solution. In absence of the membrane pieces, the Ag wire remains
ionically insulated from the solution. The Teflon pieces are employed to prevent any
possible diffusion of Ag2SO4 through the thin membrane (50 mm of thickness). The
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reference electrode composed of Teflon/membrane/Ag wire/membrane/Teflon was
inserted between the two membranes that separate the positive and negative
electrodes. The rest of the cell was assembled as any filter press VRFB 153 (Figure
3.10a). The silver wire was slightly oxidized to obtain a thin layer of silver sulfate
by applying 1 mA for 1 min in the assembled cell.

3.6.2

UV-visible spectroscopy

UV-vis spectroscopy refers to absorption spectroscopy or reflectance spectroscopy
in the ultraviolet-visible spectral region. This means it uses light in the visible and
adjacent ranges. The absorption or reflectance in the visible range directly affects
the perceived color of the chemicals involved. In this region of the electromagnetic
spectrum, atoms and molecules undergo electronic transitions from the ground
state to the excited state.154 By this technique, UV-vis Absorption for some modified
electrodes have been measured in order to study their structural changes.

Figure 3.11. – Picture of the UV-visible spectrometer Perkin-Lambda 950.

3.6.3

Scanning electron microscope

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) uses a focused beam of high-energy
electrons to generate a variety of signals at the surface of solid specimens. The
signals that derive from electron-sample interactions reveal information about the
sample including external morphology (texture), chemical composition, and
crystalline structure and orientation of materials making up the sample. In most
applications, data are collected over a selected area of the surface of the sample,
and a 2-dimensional image is generated that displays spatial variations in these
properties. Areas ranging from approximately 1 cm to 5 microns in width can be
imaged in a scanning mode using conventional SEM techniques (magnification
ranging from 20X to approximately 30,000X, spatial resolution of 50 to 100 nm).
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By this technique, several modified electrodes deposits have been pictured in order
to see their grain size, morphology and structure. The SEM is also capable of
performing analyses of selected point locations on the sample; this approach is
especially useful in qualitatively or semi-quantitatively determining chemical
compositions (using EDS).

Figure 3.12. – Picture of the scanning electron microscope Zeiss Serie Auriga FESEM.

3.6.4

X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is now a common technique for the study of crystal
structures and atomic spacing. X-ray diffraction is based on constructive
interference of monochromatic X-rays and a crystalline sample. These X-rays are
generated by a cathode ray tube, filtered to produce monochromatic radiation,
collimated to concentrate, and directed toward the sample. The interaction of the
incident rays with the sample produces constructive interference (and a diffracted
ray) when conditions satisfy Bragg's Law (nλ=2d sin θ). This law relates the
wavelength of electromagnetic radiation to the diffraction angle and the lattice
spacing in a crystalline sample. These diffracted X-rays are then detected,
processed and counted. By scanning the sample through a range of 2θangles, all
possible diffraction directions of the lattice should be attained due to the random
orientation of the powdered material. Conversion of the diffraction peaks to dspacing allows identification of the mineral because each mineral has a set of
unique d-spacing. Typically, this is achieved by comparison of d-spacing with
standard reference patterns.
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All diffraction methods are based on generation of X-rays in an X-ray tube. These
X-rays are directed at the sample, and the diffracted rays are collected. A key
component of all diffraction is the angle between the incident and diffracted rays.
Powder and single crystal diffraction vary in instrumentation beyond this.

Figure 3.13. – Picture of the X-ray diffractometer D8 Advance Bruker.

3.6.5

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a surface-sensitive quantitative
spectroscopic technique that measures the elemental composition at the parts per
thousand range, empirical formula, chemical state and electronic state of the
elements that exist within a material. XPS spectra are obtained by irradiating a
material with a beam of X-rays while simultaneously measuring the kinetic energy
and number of electrons that escape from the top 0 to 10 nm of the material being
analyzed. XPS requires high vacuum (P ~ 10−8 millibar) or ultra-high vacuum (UHV;
P < 10−9 millibar) conditions, although a current area of development is ambientpressure XPS, in which samples are analyzed at pressures of a few tens of millibar.
Using this technique, surface composition of several electrodes is studied including
elementary composition and most abundant functional groups.
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Figure 3.14. – X-ray photoelectron spectrometer SPM 150 Aarhus.
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4 Vanadium Redox Flow Batteries: Architecture
enhancement

In order to improve the single cell device, where the battery test are going to be
done, an “in-house” silver-silver sulfate (Ag/Ag2SO4) reference electrode is
introduce to follow separately the positive and negative redox reactions, and
therefore know how each one of the compartment contributes to the whole cell.
This allows knowing which half-cell is the limiting factor, when any modification into
the battery (electrode, membrane, electrolyte or the cell itself) is done.

4.1 Reference electrode implementation into a single cell
for “in-situ” measurements
In-depth evaluation of the electrochemical performance of all-vanadium redox flow
batteries (VRFBs) under “operando” conditions requires the insertion of a reliable
reference electrode in the battery cell (Figure 4.1). For that purpose, a reference
electrode based on silver/silver sulfate is proposed and described for VRFBs. The
relevance and feasibility of the information obtained by inserting the reference
electrode is illustrated with the study of modified graphite felts as electrodes. In
this case, the kinetic of the electrochemical reaction VO2+/VO2+ is slower than that
of V2+/V3+ at the electrode. While the slow kinetics at the positive electrode limits
the voltage efficiency, the operating potential of the negative electrode, which is
outside the stability widow of water, reduces the coulombic efficiency due to the
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER).

Figure 4.1. – Charge-discharge voltage plot (Ewe, Ece and Ecell) vs. in house Ag/Ag2SO4
reference electrode including OCP resting times every 20 minutes.
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4.1.1

Electrochemical characterization

In-depth electrochemical evaluation of the electrodes under operando conditions is
not trivial as it requires the insertion of a reference electrode into the filter press
cell. The most widespread strategy is to characterize the electrodes by ex-situ
methods in a bulky three-electrode cell prior to the full cell tests. Zawodzinski's
group has shown interesting results for carbon paper electrodes by inserting a
dynamic hydrogen reference electrode in a filter press cell155–157. Here, a reliable
reference electrode for the evaluation of VRFBs “in-operando” condition illustrate
the valuable information obtained with the exemplary case of the evaluation of the
electrochemical properties of ammoxidized graphite felts, which contains both
oxygenated and nitrogenated groups.

Figure 4.2. –Potential profile of VRFB upon cycling at 20 mA cm-2 and 30 mL min-1.

Furthermore, Figure 4.2 shows the potential profiles of several charge and
discharge cycles at 20 mA cm-2 and 30 mL min-1. The use of the reference electrode
allowed the potential profiles of positive and negative electrode to be monitored
separately. The limiting side (positive or negative) can be easily identified, enabling
facile balancing of the two electrolytes. In this case, both electrolytes seemed quite
balanced. The positive electrode forced the end of the charge while the negative
electrode was responsible for the end of the discharge (except for the first cycle).
This means that an irreversible reaction (hydrogen evolution) occurred
simultaneously to the reduction of V3+ at the negative electrode during the charge.
As a result, V3+ is not entirely reduced to V2+, whereas VO2+ is completely oxidized
to VO2+ forcing the end of the charge. During the discharge, there is not enough
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V2+ to balance VO2+. Figure 4.2 also reveals that the potential of the reference
electrode is stable under operating conditions.
The potential of the electrodes is given by the Nernst equation (4.1), where E0 is
the standard potential, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, n is the number
of involved electrons, F is the Faraday constant and ared and aox are the activities of
the reduced and oxidized species, respectively.
(4.1)

The redox reaction of the couple VO2+/VO2+ and V3+/V2+ are described in (2.17)
and (2.18), respectively. The potential, versus standard hydrogen electrode (SHE),
at the negative and positive electrode are given by (4.2) and (4.3), respectively.
It shows the potential dependence at the positive electrode (VO2+/VO2+) on the
protons activity, while the potential at the negative electrode only depend on the
activities of vanadium species.
(4.2)

(4.3)

At 50% of state of charge (SoC), the potential at the negative electrode is -0.26 V
vs. SHE, whereas the potential at the positive electrode is pH-dependent as
mentioned. Therefore, the potential of the reference electrode can be determined at
open circuit at 50% of state of charge (SoC). The observed value of V 3+/V2+ of 0.625 V (vs. our Ag/Ag2SO4 reference electrode) should be equal to -0.26 V (vs.
HER). Inserting these values in (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) is obtained. Thus, the
potential of the reference electrode is +0.365 V vs. NHE. Note that we represent all
potential vs. NHE for easy comparison with other studies. The advantage of a
reference electrode inserted in an all-vanadium flow battery is that the potential of
the couple at the negative electrode, V 2+/V3+, at 50% SoC can be employed as
standard for the internal calibration of the reference potential. For every new
reference electrode, its potential can be determined following the above described
methodology, i.e. the potential of the reference electrode can be calibrated and
corrected “in-situ”. The observed potential of the positive electrode of 1.15 V (vs.
HER) is slightly higher than expected due to effects of side processes such as water
evaporation or oxygen evolution.
(4.4)
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(4.5)

(4.6)

The stability of the reference electrode is further explored by monitoring the open
circuit potential of an all-vanadium redox flow battery at 100% SoC. The voltage
profile of the battery (Epositive - Enegative) decreased slightly over time due to the selfdischarge of the cell (Figure 4.3a), which is obvious by the change in color of the
electrolytes. The individual potential of the positive and negative electrode (Figure
4.3b) revealed that the potential of the two electrodes evolved in opposite
direction; the positive electrode potential slowly decreased while the negative one
increased. An overlapped sinusoidal oscillation of potential is observed when
magnifying the potential profile of the electrode (Figure 4.3c). That oscillation is
the noise of the reference electrode because it occurred simultaneously in both
electrodes. Therefore, the noise of the potential of the reference is ±10 mV within
an interval of ca. 10 h. Because of the low frequency of the noise (10 h), this level
of noise is considered to be acceptable for this application, bearing always in mind
this limitation when comparing potentials obtained with 10 h difference.
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Figure 4.3. –Open circuit potential (OPC) at 100 % SoC of a) the battery, b) the positive
and negative electrode and c) the magnification of the positive electrode.
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The ionic resistance of the electrolyte between reference electrode and graphite felt
was determined by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. Figure 4.4 shows the
Nyquist plot obtained for the positive (dashed black line) and the negative electrode
(solid red line) (in web version). The ionic resistance is given by the Y-interception
(imaginary part = 0). A value of 0.05 and 0.04 Ohm were obtained for the positive
and negative electrode, respectively. The small values of ionic resistance are due to
the large geometrical area of the electrode (25 cm2). We used these ionic
resistance values to correct the current intensity in the follow-up experiments.

Figure 4.4. –EIS Nyquist plots of the positive (dashed black line) and negative electrode
(solid red line) obtained at 50 % of SoC. The frequency range was from 100 KHz - 0.1 Hz.

4.1.2

Single cell evaluation

The kinetics of the electrochemical reactions is evaluated at the positive and
negative electrode for VRFB “in operando” conditions to illustrate the usefulness of
the reference electrode. Figure 4.5a, shows the voltage profiles of the cell and
potential profiles the positive and the negative electrode at several current
densities in a galvanostatic measurement around 50% SoC. The increasing
potential with increased current is due to several factors; ionic resistance of the
electrolyte, concentration overpotential and electrode kinetics overpotential. The
ionic resistance of the electrolyte is corrected with the values obtained by EIS. It is
also used a flow as high as 70 mL min-1 to minimize the concentration gradients
(second factor). Thus, the higher potential for higher current density (Figure 4.5b)
is significantly affected by the kinetic factor in this case. The potential incremented
with increasing current step and it is always larger at the positive electrode. In
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addition, the increasing potential with current step increases more rapidly at the
positive electrode (Figure 4.5c). The difference in the increment of potential
between the positive and negative electrode stabilized above 64 mA cm -2 indicating
that the concentration overpotential dominates at those current densities using a
flow speed of 70 mL min-1. The values obtained during the charge were always
lower which is more likely due to the evolution of hydrogen and oxygen.

Figure 4.5. –a) Potential profile of VRFB at different current densities (8, 16, 32, 64 and
128 mA cm-2), b) iR corrected potential increase observed for each step of current density
and c) differences between the potential increase of the positive and negative electrode for
each current step. SoC and flow were around 50 % and 70 mL min-1, respectively.
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Another example of electrochemical evaluation is shown in Figure 4.6. Using
galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT), the thermodynamic potentials
of the positive and negative electrode can be obtained. GITT consists in a
galvanostatic charge-discharge measurement during which open circuit is
periodically applied. The potential recorded during the open circuit periods exclude
the contribution of the ionic resistance and the concentration overpotential as well
as electron transfer resistance. In addition, GITT provides values of overpotentials
under “operando” conditions, which are represented by double arrows in Figure
4.6a. This information is very valuable, for example, to fit the theoretical
calculation or to determine the overpotentials in the positive and negative electrode
at different SoC. For ammoxidized graphite felts, case, it is also observed higher
overpotentials at low SoC, although slightly lower values than the simulated ones
likely due to the high flow rate used in our study. This fact indicates that there is a
small contribution of the concentration on the overpotential at low SoC, even at 70
mL min-1 at 20 mA cm-2. It is not observed an increase in overpotential at 87.5%
SoC as theoretically predicted by You et al.158. The most likely explanation is that
the actual SoC was slightly lower than the expected one due to the fast charging
rate. More importantly, the overpotentials in the positive side were always
significantly higher than those in the negative one, confirming the observations in
the previous experiments, i.e. the slower kinetics at the positive electrode.
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(c)

Figure 4.6. – a) Voltage profile of the battery (Epositive – Enegative) during charging. b) Voltage
profiles of the battery (Epositive – Enegative) and potential profile of the positive electrode and
negative electrode during charging and discharging. c) Overpotentials at different states of
charge. Galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT) was carried out at 20 mA cm -2
and 70 mL min-1.
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4.1.3

Conclusions

A reference electrode is proposed based on silver/silver sulfate inserted into filter
press cells of VRFB. This reference electrode provides valuable information for “inoperando” conditions. For ammoxidized graphite felts, the hydrogen evolution at
the negative electrode during the charge decreases the coulombic efficiency
whereas the slower kinetics of the positive electrode contributes more to the
decrease in voltage efficiency. The use of this reference electrode also opens new
perspectives for the experimental routes allowing a fast, reliable and feasible way
for proceeding the study, analysis and control for VRFBs.
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5 Vanadium Redox Flow Batteries: Electrolyte
Enhancements

Energy density in Vanadium Redox Flow batteries is related to the amount of
vanadium able to be solved in the electrolyte, as one of the main lack of this energy
storage technology companied by the operational temperature range of this
technology, further research related to the solubility and stability in a broader
temperature range of vanadium ions in an acidic solution has been done since the
development of VRFBs.

Table 5.1 – Vanadium solubility and stability for different electrolyte conditions.

[Vanadium]
/M
1.5 V(V)
5.4 V(V)

[H2SO4]
/M

Stability

Temperature
/ ºC

additive

3
4

yes
months

40
40-60

-

4 V(IV)

3

>90 days

4

3-3.5 V(V)

6M SO42-

yes

40

2-5wt% K2SO4; 3wt%
sodium
hexametaphosphate
or 5wt% urea

-

Ref
132
102

142

99

In the past years, as Table 5.1 summarize, there has been great effort to increase
the stability of vanadium species in sulfuric acid solutions, aimed for developing
high concentration, stable vanadium in a wide range of temperatures electrolytes
for VRFB systems99,102,132,142,159,160.

5.1 Thermally Stable Positive Electrolyte with a Superior
Performance in All‐Vanadium Redox Flow Batteries
The approach has been to include a new positive electrolyte formulation for
vanadium redox flow battery (VFRB) with a significant improvement in
electrochemical properties, as temperature operational range, is reported in this
section. A 5KDa- poly(ethyleneimine)-based dendrites (dPEI) demonstrates
enhanced performance when used as additive for positive electrolytes in VFRB161.
Thermal stability test at 40º C shows that the dPEI additive avoids the precipitation
of V(V) during 720 hours. The concentration of dPEI additive is optimized in a very
low dosage of 0.6 % w/v. This cost-effective electrolyte increases the energy
density up to 18 WhL-1, which is an increment of 38% comparatively to the
additive-free system (13 Wh L-1). Moreover, the electrolyte performance in terms of
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energy efficiency remains stable at 88 % over a wider operational temperature up
to 60º C.

Figure 5.1. – 5 kDa poly(ethyleneimine)-based dendrites (dPEI) formula.

Besides, the effect of the new positive electrolyte formulation containing a 5KDapoly(ethyleneimine)-based dendrite (dPEI) with a 100% functionalized -NH2, which
constitutes a cost-effective way to improve the performances in term of energy
capability and thermal stability of the vanadium ions without environmental issues.
Figure 5.2 depicts the configuration of the aqueous VFRB cell with the dPEI
molecule.

Figure 5.2. – VFRB single-cell, a) Schematic illustration of the cell with dPEI. b) VFRB
experimental system.
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The working principle of the aforementioned dPEI additive could be as a stabilizer
by means of the formation of adduct due to interaction between the electroactive
species (i.e. vanadium (V) ions) and functional groups (i.e. –NH or –NH2) of the
polymer at elevated temperatures. Moreover, the additive could act as a precursor
of functional groups for the surface modification of carbon electrodes introducing (–
NH2) groups162, which turns as a provider of active sites grafted to the electrode for
electron transfer.

5.1.1

Characterization

First, to prove this hypothesis, as Error! Reference source not found. shows, the
tability of the vanadium concentration at 40ºC for a 3M V(V) in 3M H2SO4 in
presence of 0.6% w/v of dPEI. After 720 hours, the vanadium concentration
remains constant at room temperature but slightly decreases to 2.7-2.8 M at 40ºC.
It is a rise of 40% for the vanadium concentration in the electrolyte comparatively
in absence of any additive.

Figure 5.3.- Shows the stability of different concentrations of V(V) ions, from 1.5 to 3M, in
presence of 0.6% w/v of dPEI at temperature of 40ºC.

Thereafter, the thermal stability of 1 M V(V) solutions with 0.6% additive at
elevated temperatures is evaluated. Note that it is well-known that 1M V(V)
precipitates after 18 hours at 40ºC 163. Sealed samples of 1 M V(V) with additive
were placed in a water bath at 40ºC during 720 hours. Samples are periodically
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taken and analyzed by atomic absorption spectroscopy. The concentration of V(V)
in all samples with dPEI remains unchanged (i.e. 1 M) at 40ºC. As a consequence,
the improved solubility electrolyte can be achieved due to dPEI additive.
Table 5.2- Atomic concentration obtained from XPS spectra for graphite felt surface using
pristine and dPEI-containing electrolyte.

Graphite
electrode
before
After dPEI

C1s
86.8
77.0

Atomic concentration / %
N1s
1.0
1.5

O1s
12.2
21.5

To test the effect of the additive on the surface of the electrode, the commercial
graphite felt (GF) is analyzed by XPS after and before charge and discharge
experiment at 20 mA/cm2 using dPEI- containing positive electrolyte. Table 5.2
presents a comparison of atomic content (%) and Figure 5.4 shows the XPSspectra on the surface of both electrodes164. The results show that the atomic
concentration of N1s and O1s are increased after the current-constant experiment
using a dPEI additive, which implies the functionalization of the surface electrode.
Fitting of the C1s spectrum (Figure 5.4) can be solved into two individual
components 284 eV and 285 eV, representing graphitic carbon and carbon at
graphene sheet edges due to C–H and C–N species. The Oxygen functionalities are
represented by peaks at 531 eV, 532 eV and 533 eV. These are assigned to C=O
groups, C–OH groups and/or C–O–C groups, and chemisorbed oxygen (COOH
carboxylic groups) and/or water, respectively.

Figure 5.4. – X-ray photoelectron spectra of the commercial graphite felt before a) and
after b) treatment with dPEI-containing electrolyte in a constant-current experiment at 20
mAcm-2.
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Considering nitrogen functionalities, the binding energies around 399 eV, 401 eV
and 403 eV correspond to pyridinic, pyrrolic and graphitic or quaternary,
respectively. Before treatment with dPEI-containg electrolyte, increases the
contribution of C-N functionalities (i.e. 285eV in C1s spectra), also the C-O-C
groups and chemisorbed oxygen (i.e. 532 and 533 eV) and an additional peak
appears (i.e. 403 eV in N1s spectra) corresponding to quaternary nitrogen. As
consequences, the additive introduces functional groups, (i.e. quaternary nitrogen
functionalities) into surface electrode.

5.1.1.1

Electrochemical characterization

Table 5.3- Electrochemical parameters obtained from cyclic voltammetry (Figure 5.5).

dPEI conc. /
%w/v
0
0.15
0.30
0.60
1.20-2.5

Ipa / g A-1

Ipc / g A-1

Ipa/Ipc

ΔE / V

4.11
4.35
5.06
6.01
5.21

3.14
3.43
3.74
4.91
4.12

1.31
1.27
1.35
1.26
1.26

0.31
0.30
0.29
0.29
0.30

Firstly, the electrochemical properties of the dPEI additive as well as their dose
effect in a positive electrolyte were evaluated using graphite felt. The cyclic
voltammetry (CV) is displayed in Figure 5.5 and the related data based on CV
analysis is summarized in Table 5.3. As it can be seen, well-defined peaks for
anodic and cathodic peak associated with the V(IV)/V(V) redox couple are obtained
for all electrolytes tested. Comparing the CV associated with fresh and 0.15, 0.30,
and 0.60 % w/v dPEI-containing electrolytes (Figure 5.5a), the current density
increase with the increment of the dose additive. This positive effect on the
electrochemical properties towards positive reaction is due to the increment of
functionalized groups introduced in the surface of the graphite felt electrode. These
extra groups introduced in situ for the additive improve the electron transfer
process for the oxidation and reduction process of the V(V)/V(IV) redox couple165.
Increments up to 33% and 34% of the anodic and cathodic peak current were
observed for 0.60% w/v dPEI containing electrolyte, indicating the improvement of
the dPEI on the positive reaction kinetics. Moreover, the ratios of anodic peak
current to cathodic peak current (Ipa/Ipc) and the peak potential separation for
V(IV)/V(V) redox reaction are decreased, implying the dPEI improves the
reversibility of positive reaction.
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Figure 5.5. – Evaluation of electrochemical properties and dose effect of the dPEIcontaining electrolytes through the VO2+/VO2+ redox couple (scan rate 1 mVs-1).

Regarding the dose effect, a higher additive concentration up to 1.2 % w/v leads to
a dramatic decrease of both anodic and cathodic peaks current (i.e. 21% and 23 %,
respectively). No effect had been found using a 2.5% dose of the additive in
electrochemical activity. This is probably attributed to the decrease in mass
transport with a higher additive dose due to an increment of viscosity of the
electrolyte. Therefore, the activity of dPEI in 0.6% w/v concentration demonstrates
a superior performance in term of electrocatalytic feature in comparison with fresh
electrolyte.
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5.1.2

Single cell performance

Figure 5.6. – Performance of dPEI-containing positive electrolyte in a VFB cell. a)
charge/discharge profiles at 20 mAcm_2 and 13 mLmin_1, b) Efficiencies corresponding to
the profiles in a). CE=coulombic efficiency, VE=voltage efficiency, EE=energy efficiency.

To ensure the potential application of a dPEI-containing positive electrolyte in largescale batteries, a comparison with a fresh electrolyte is done in a VFRB single-cell
prototype. Figure 5.6a, shows the charge and discharge curves for a constantcurrent with an operational voltage from 0.8V to 1.7 V at a current density applied
of 20 mA/cm2. The dPEI-containing electrolyte demonstrates a longer charging and
discharging time than for the fresh electrolyte, leading to a superior battery
capacity. For example, the discharge time obtained is increased from 2.24 h to
2.84h for a fresh electrolyte and 0.6% for a dPEI-electrolyte respectively,
corresponding to discharge value of 1.12 and 1.42 Ah, which is very close to the
theoretical value of 1.34 Ah. Consequently, a maximum discharging capacity is
achieved using dPEI-containing electrolyte due to improvements of the
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electrocatalytic activity. Note that the cell with dPEI in a positive electrolyte
presents a lower charging voltage and higher discharging voltage than the fresh
one. The latter is caused by the improvement of kinetics leading to a decrease in
voltage losses and an increase in VE. As a consequence of the VE increased, the
energy efficiency was largely improved using the 0.6% dPEI-containing positive
electrolyte above 84% at a current density of 20 mA/cm2, which is higher than that
for VFRB single cell with fresh electrolyte (Figure 5.6b). The improvement in
battery efficiency implies a better redox reversibility of the positive electrolyte,
which results from the addition of dPEI electrolyte. These results are in accordance
with the results of CV test.

Figure 5.7. – a) Energy density and discharge capacity of the VFB single cell with pristine
and dPEI-containing positive electrolyte. b) Cyclic performance of VFRB with 0.6%(w/v)
dPEI-containing positive electrolyte at 25ºC at 20 mAcm-2 and 13 mLmin-1.

In addition, the discharge capacity and energy density have been calculated for
both electrolytes and depicted in Figure 5.7a. Notably, the VFRB with 0.6% dPEIcontaining positive electrolytes demonstrates a superior discharge capacity (14.2
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AhL-1) and energy density (18 WhL-1) to a fresh electrolyte; thus achieving
significant improvement up to 38% in vanadium redox flow cell. Moreover, the
cyclic performance of a VFRB (Figure 5.7b) remains constant over several cycles,
demonstrating the good stability and no degradation of the additive.

Figure 5.8. – Performance of VFRB with 0.6%(w/v) dPEI-containing positive electrolytes at
30, 50, and 60ºC.

Finally, in order to overcome the drawbacks of VRFB related to thermal stability at
60ºC, several charge and discharge experiments at 20 mA/cm2 are done to
demonstrate the outstanding performance of the dPEI-containing positive
electrolyte. Figure 5.8 gives the columbic, voltage and energy efficiency as well as
energy density as a function of cycling number and temperature. Stable
performance with an energy efficiency of 88% was observed during a course of 40
cycles. This is probably due to the stabilization of the V (V) ions carried out by the
dPEI- containing electrolyte. The energy density at 60 º C was 19.5 W h L -1. Note
this value is higher than that obtained at 25º C (ca.18 WhL-1). This is probably due
to the water evaporation in each compartment leading to an increment of proton
concentration.
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5.1.3

Conclusions

In summary, a cost-effective formulation of dPEI-based positive electrolyte for
VFRB was successfully demonstrated in terms of thermal stability and energy
density, as 3M V(V) in 3M H2SO4 in presence of 0.6% w/v of dPEI at 40ºC only
slightly decreases to 2.7-2.8 M. The overall performance as a single cell device is
improved, as the stabilization of the V (V) ions done by the dPEI increases the
energy density to 19.5 W h L-1 at 60ºC and the excellent electrochemical
performance for 40 cycles (ca. 88 % of energy efficiency) from 30 to 60ºC of
operational temperature could boost the marketability of VRFB technology.
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6 Vanadium Redox Flow Batteries: Electrode
Enhancements

The electrodes are the core components of the VRFB related to the power density
supplied and our main focus improving this technology, which perform a very
important role in providing active sites for the reaction of redox couples dissolved in
the electrolytes making them a key role component on the interface electrodeelectrolyte interactions (mass, charge and electron transfer). During the operation
of VRFB, the energy efficiency is limited by the voltage efficiency, increasing the
bottleneck effect as the current density is increased, mainly ruled by the activation
and concentration polarizations, which are highly determined by the VRFB
electrode. For these reasons, electrodes need to be optimized in order to reduce
charge transfer resistance and increase mass transfer and kinetics towards the
active species, as well as enhancing the current density it can hold. The essential
requirements for the VRFB can be summarized as follows:

i)

The electrode needs a highly surface functionalization, which provides
the active sites for the redox reaction of the particular redox couple.

ii)

The electrode must be chemically stable in highly acidic environments
because the VRFB supporting electrolyte consists of strong acids.

iii)

The electrode must be electrochemically stable in the operation potential
window of the VRFB, avoiding side reactions.

iv)

The electrode must have an excellent charge transfer reactions towards
the negative (V3+/V2+) and positive (VO2+/VO2+) VRFB reactions.

Much attention has been paid to enhancing the electrochemical properties of the
electrode for practical use in VRFBs36,39. During the last 30 years, many researchers
have reported valuable outcomes and know-how. By analyzing the technical
progress of the VRFB, we are now able to build a foundation for providing practical
guidelines for further research in this area. A variety of carbon materials, including
carbon felt, graphite felt, carbon paper, graphene, and carbon nanofibers have
been widely investigated as electrodes for the VRFB because they can meet the
mandatory requirements discussed above.
Furthermore, a more diverse range of electrode materials was considered beyond
the conventional carbon felt electrode. In 2011, around 13 articles were published,
and a notable success was achieved by integrating Bi into the graphite felt
electrode as the catalyst instead of precious metals or CNT. Around the same time,
graphene oxide was first proposed as a new electrode material or catalyst for the
VRFB. In the following year, around 16 articles were published, and in this period,
remarkably cheap oxide catalysts such as Mn3O4 were successfully integrated on
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the surface of the carbon felt electrode. The composite electrode composed of
graphene and catalysts was developed and evaluated in the VRFB. In parallel, the
feasibility of metal-decorated CNT, N-doped CNT, and carbon nano-walls were also
examined with a view to their potential as electrodes for the VRFB.

2013 and 2014 were the most promising years in terms of the electrode research,
with approximately 54 articles published. Graphene or graphene oxide (GO) were
mainly investigated as an electrode or catalyst for the VRFB, and the graphite felt
electrode decorated with various metal oxides (e.g. Nb 2O5, WO3, CeO2, and PbO2)
showed attractive electrochemical performance. Research on the electrochemical
performance of the CNT/CNF grown carbon felt electrode was also reported in this
period. Moreover, it was highlighted that Bi decoration could notably improve the
reactivity of the carbon felt electrode towards redox reactions of V ions. On the
other hand, biomaterials were proposed as a new type of catalyst, which can be
easily adopted as the electrode for the VRFB.
Accordingly, since pristine carbon materials offer a poor kinetic reversibility, they
require functionalization treatments in order to guarantee highly efficient VRFB
systems to operate at a large (charge/discharge) current density (> 25
mA/cm2).Although the various explained approaches that modifies the battery’s
electrodes have provided some enhancement, the poor performance of the
electrochemical reaction that takes place in the negative side of the battery remains
a challenge, reducing efficiency and stability in VRFB systems166,167.

(6.1)

Furthermore, taking into account the reduction standard potential values for VRFB
negative reaction (2.17) compare to hydrogen-evolution reaction (HER) (6.1),
makes the last one thermodynamically favourable, as it has been demonstrated in
section 4.1, Figure 4.5c. However, individual studies of electrochemical processes
on the negative electrodes demonstrated that HER and VRFBs negative reaction
occur simultaneously168. As a consequence, HER directly competes with V3+/V2+
reaction in VRFB, causing imbalances, an increment in the overall cell polarization
and performance losses over cycling.

Additionally, oxygen evolution reaction (OER) also could take place as a side
reaction in all-vanadium redox flow batteries. However, due to the highly acidic
working conditions it is not thermodynamically favoured, as well as following Le
Chatelier's principles. Besides, the OER (6.2) potential is positively shifted related
to the positive reaction in VRFBs (2.18). Carbon based electrodes and also polar
plates are subjected to corrosion within an oxygen evolution reaction, in order to
avoid it experimentally the cut off potential should be set below 1.9 V.

(6.2)
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Along this thesis, several modifications on the VRFB electrodes have been done, as
improvements by different metal oxides configurations on the negative (TiO2,
TiO2:H, TiO2:Nx) and positive (CeO2) electrodes, in order to enhance the reachable
capacity, power density, efficiencies, operational current density and stability of the
battery, which will be described in the ongoing chapter.

6.1 Electrodes developed
Recently, intensive efforts have been made to improve the state-of-the-art over the
negative electrode materials for VRFB systems, as shown in Table 6.1. For
example, Li et al.169 achieved an excellent Energy efficiency (EE) value (ca. 78%)
and Coulombic efficiency (CE) value (ca. 98%) at 150 mA/cm 2 after 4 cycles, using
a low-cost Bi as electrocatalyst. The same authors170 have proposed Niobium Oxide
(V) Wolframium doped, Nb2O5(W), as an electrocatalyst, demonstrating outstanding
performance and leading to 98.5% of CE and 78.7% of EE value at the same
current density mentioned before, after more than 50 cycles. This is the best EE
value ever reported in the literature. As an alternative strategy, Park et al. 171
demonstrated the successful introduction of N- and O- containing groups on a
surface of a felt electrode by means of corn protein as precursor, achieving a
performance up to 68.8% of EE value and 98.8% of CE value at 150 mA/cm 2 over 5
cycles. Despite the significant progress that has been made through the use of a
new catalyst for high-efficiency negative electrodes in VRFB, the electrolyteutilization ratio (i.e. specific discharge capacity and theoretical capacity ratio) is
quite low, achieving up to a maximum of 64% of theoretical capacity 169. In this
regard, further improvement to reduce parasitic reactions in the negative half-cell
reaction, as HER (i.e. high CE values), is still necessary, as well as a high storage
capacity to guarantee high performance systems for a long cycle life. Although the
study of long-term stability at several rate capabilities is rarely discussed in the
literature (up to 50 cycles)170, Haipeng Zhou et al have reached up to 200 cycles for
100 mA/cm2 172. Following this behaviour we focused deeper on a high stability of
our electrode applying larger current densities.

Table 6.1.- Electrochemical performance in single cell conditions comparative for different treated electrodes based on physical
and chemical modifications on carbonaceous structures.
Parameters of VRFB single cell
Modification
or activation
method

Reagent & Treatment
Conditions

Corona +
H2 O2

4 A, 15 s x 2 + 30% H2O2,
1h

N-doped

Corn protein-derived and

Electrode
size /cm

[VOSO4]
/M

Max. j
/ mA
cm-2

CE / VE / EE /
%
%
%

Electrolyte
Utilization
ratio

Cyclesmax.

5x5

1.7

145.8

96.7 70.3 68.0

96.1

20
(32mA/cm2)

2.5 x 2.5

2

150

98.0 70.0 68.6

37.3

Ref

80

81

173

171

(50mA/cm2)

carbon

coating

Graphene
nanosheet

Graphite, ball-milling, 24
h and coating

2.5 x 2.5

/

150

97.0 67.8 65.8

65.3

35
(50mA/cm2)

174

CNF/CNT

CVD growth, 700ºC in
C2H4

2.5 x 2.5

2

100

97.7 67.5 66.0

29.9

15
(40mA/cm2)

175

Bi

BiCl3, electro-deposited
onto GF

5x5

2

150

97.2 80.3 78.1

63.8

50
(50mA/cm2)

169

Mn3O4

1 M (C2H3O2)2Mn 4H2O,
200ºC, 12 h

/

2

40

85.4 90.2 77.0

/

20
(40mA/cm2)

176

WO3

(NH4)6W7O24 6H2O, 550ºC
in N2, 2 h

3 x3

1.5

60

95.1 81.8 78.1

62.2

50
(30mA/cm2)

177

PbO2

Pulse electrodeposited

3x4

0.5

80

99.7 78.3 78.1

82.1

30
(50mA/cm2)

178

2.5 x 2.5

2

150

98.3 74.3 72.8

54.1

50
(150mA/cm2)

170

NH4[NbO(C2O4)(H2O)]xH2
O
Nb2O5(W)

(NH4)10W12O41 5H2O,
170ºC, 48 h

ZrO2

Zr(NO3)4 5H2O,
precipitation

5x5

2

200

93.7 71.9 67.4

56.0

200
(100mA/cm2)

179

CF 20% wt
TiO2/C

Spry drying at 65⁰C for 6h
(vacuum)

5x5

1

20

82.4 90.1 74.2

68.6

4
(20mA/cm2)

180

CF 20% wt
TiO2/C

Spry drying at 65⁰C for 6h
(vacuum)

5x5

3

200

90.0 73.0 65.4

76.1

3
(200mA/cm2)

181

100
(150mA/cm2)

GF@TiO2:H

Hydrothermal synthesis
100⁰C for 14h; annealing
in Ar(H2) at 500⁰C for 4h

2x2

2

200

GO-rGO/GF

CVD NiF/GF, immersed in
GO(aq) 24h at 60ºC,
immersed in HCl and
reduced on Zn foil for
30min

3x2

0.85

100

-

-

-

-

50 (50
mA/cm2)

Mn3O4
NPs/CCs

MnOOH NFs electrode on
CCs at 2mA/cm2.
Annealing under N2(g) at
600ºC for 3h

2x2

1

400

97

73

71

94

500 (100
mA/cm2)

GF-Ta2O5
NPs

Hydrothermal synthesis at
240ºC for 12h

5x5

1.6

80

95

78

74

58

100

95.8 63.7 61.0

81.6

In total 140
cycles up to
350 mA/cm2
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89

GF-TiC

Hydrothermal synthesis at
180ºC for 14h. Annealing
1250ºC for 5h

Urea hydrothermal reactor
N- and –WO3 on CF at 180ºC for 12h.
Hydrothemal WO3
decorated CF
formation at 180ºC for 3h

NiO NPs-GF

5x4

1.6

100

-

62

61

<29

65 (80
mA/cm2)

1.5 x 1.5

1.8

200

96

68

67

51

-

4x4

2

150

-

72

-

67

300 (100
mA/cm2)

5x5

1.6

160

97

74

72

70

200 (120
mA/cm2)

5x5

1.5

150

97

80

78

117

50 (50
mA/cm2)

Deep coating in Ni(NO3)2
and dry at 60ºC.
Annealing under Ar at
300ºC for 30 min

GO synthesis by
Hummer’s method.
TiNb2O7 NPs hydrothermal
TiNb2O7-rGO 200ºC for 24h. TiNb2O7rGO hydrothermal 75ºC
for 24h. Annealing in Ar
atm at 700ºC for 2h

CF-SnO2 NPs

Hydrothermal SnCl4 at
150ºC for 4 h. Annealing
under Ar at 400ºC for 3h

6.1.1

Titanium dioxide (TiO2)

The electrocatalyst of the TiO2 nanoparticles exhibits excellent results in comparison
with commercial electrodes, even at high current densities. It is used in order to
produce the total abatement of HER over the negative VRFB reaction, as well as, to
guarantee VRFB long-term stability.

It is well-known that many metal oxides have resistance to corrosion as well as
offering outstanding catalytic properties182,183. In this scenario, titanium dioxide
(TiO2) is an useful material for photocatalysis184, gas sensors185–187, Li-ion
batteries188,189, and catalysis190,191. In addition, TiO2 is a great candidate which is
well-suited to work at low pH with interesting electrochemical properties and
stability to corrosion, especially concerning hydrogen-evolution reaction. Over the
past decade, density functional theory (DFT) predictions, in conjunction with
experimental efforts, have played an important role in designing electrocatalysts.
For HER, the activities (in terms of exchange current density) of different catalytic
surfaces can be correlated with their hydrogen-binding energy (HBE) via a volcanotype relationship, revealing that an optimal HBE would lead to the highest reaction.
By contrast, some oxide-covered metals are known to be poor HER catalysts
because their HBE values are too large. Therefore, it is common knowledge that
TiO2 dramatically reduces the hydrogen-evolution reaction rate by several orders of
magnitudes192–194, Figure 6.1 visually explains the cell potential region where the
hydrogen evolution takes place. Consequently, as the graphite felt is covered by
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the TiO2 the HER is depleted to more negative potentials comparatively to the
negative VRFBs reaction (V3+/V2+).

GF@TiO2

GF-P

0.0

0.0

-0.2
-0.3

-0.1

3+

V +e

-

V

3+

2+

V +e

-

V

2+

HER

-0.2
-0.3

-0.4

E vs. NHE / V

E vs. NHE / V

-0.1

-0.4

HER
-0.5

0 20 40 60 80 100

0 20 40 60 80 100

SOC / %

SOC / %

-0.5

Figure 6.1. – Effect of the presence of TiO2 over the reactions taking place in the negative
compartment of the battery.

6.1.1.1

Characterization

Initially, the structural shape of the titanium dioxide deposited on the carbon fibres
can be morphology characterized seeing Figure 6.2. Firstly, in Figure 6.2a. the
felt fibres are just thermal treated by O2 plasma. From Figure 6.2b can be
observed that there are only titanium dioxide nanoparticles (NPs) to Figure 6.2d.
obtaining a TiO2 multi-nanorods covering the whole surface of the graphite felt
(GF). Passing by an intermediate, which titanium dioxide single-nanorods decorates
the surface (Figure 6.2c) in a different structural orientation than the multinanorods.
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a)

b)

GF-TiO2 (NPs)

2 μm

80º/0.1M
50 nm

100ºC/0.1M
GF-TiO
2(SNRs) d)

GF-TiO2(MNRs)

GF-HT

1 μm

c)

1 μm

10 μm
200 nm

200 nm

Figure 6.2. – FESEM images of different titanium dioxide morphologies decorating the
surface of the graphite felt a) GF-HT, b) GF-TiO2(NPs), c) GF-TiO2 (SNRs) and d) GF-TiO2
(MNRs).It is also shown a TEM image as the caption in b).

Although the mentioned structural changes previously mentioned, there is no
effective change in the XRD diffraction pattern (JCPDS no.: 21-1276) shown in
Figure 6.3. In all cases, the peaks are related to titanium dioxide in its rutile form.
It is also included the rutile unit cell, as well as, the crystallographic parameters
related to it. The broad peak near 2θ = 25⁰ and 43⁰ in the spectrum of GF-P
electrode is attributed to the crystallographic planes of (002) and (004) of the
originally GF electrode. Additional diffraction peaks appears in the pattern of
GF@TiO2 electrode at 27.4⁰; 35.8⁰ and 54.3⁰; which are consistent with the rutile
TiO2 (110), (101), and (211) crystalline planes, respectively.
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Volume of cell (10^6 pm^3):
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Z:
2,00

2 theta (degrees)
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3,45

Figure 6.3. – X-ray diffraction spectra of GF electrode and as-prepared GF@TiO2.

6.1.1.1.1 Electrochemical characterization
Besides, the electrochemical characterization in a three electrode cell,of the GF-TiO2
samples expose an inhibition of the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) (6.1), as it
can be seen in Figure 6.4b. The maximum current value for an electrode potential
at -0.9 V vs. NHE following the trend [A/g]: GF-HT [-5.8]> GF-P [-4.7]> GF-TiO2
(SNRs) [-3.3]> GF-TiO2 (NPs) [-2.0]> GF-TiO2 (MNRs) [-1.2]. First, focusing on the
fact that HER increases from the pristine graphite felt to the plasma treated one it
is because an increase on the active surface area, which will favor kinetically HER
reaction onto the carbonaceous surface. Next, there is a HER decrease when the
amount of TiO2 covering the surface increases which follows the trend: SNRs < NPs
< MNRs. It is due to a large bounding energy of atomic hydrogen to rutile TiO2
phase182,195–197, which inhibits a posterior hydrogen formation.
Additionally, in case it is only considered the reduction standard potential for the
reaction (2.17) (E0 (V2+/V3+) = -0.26 V vs. NHE) all the samples that have titanium
dioxide on its surface posses a neglected tendency towards the reaction of
hydrogen evolution.
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Figure 6.4. –. a) Cyclic voltammetry (CV) on the 5th cycle for different electrode
synthesized at a 2 mV/s scan rate, in 0.05 M V3+ and 1 M H2SO4 solution as electrolyte b)
Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) 5th cycle for different electrode samples done at 2 mV/s
scan rate, in 1 M H2SO4 solution as electrolyte. In both cases, the system was continuously
purged with a nitrogen flow.

Furthermore, Figure 6.4a. reveals the electrochemical characterization towards the
negative side VRFB reaction. The values obtained from Table 6.2 indicate a
reversibility increasing from the initial value for GF-HT electrode, which shows
competition of the negative side redox reaction (V3+/V2+) and the hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER). Afterwards, the activity towards the negative reaction,
more especifically V3+ reduction to V2+, is reduced among cycling and therefore the
HER is favored (Figure 6.5). Following, GF-TiO2 (NPs) displays a better reversibility
towards vanadium reaction (lower value of ΔE and Ired/Iox ratio closer to 1)
comparatively to GF-HT, as the functional groups of TiO2 catalyze the V3+/V2+
reaction. However, this functional groups of the titanium dioxide are reduced
through continuous cycling, as Figure 6.5 shows. When the amount of initial
precursor is increased in order to avoid the rapidly reduction of these functional
groups, it is found the formation of SNRs on the surface that extend the ΔE in spite
the fact that the ratio of reduced/oxidized intensity is enlarged. Finally, GF-TiO2
(MNRs) has the best electrochemical performance among the entire samples tested
in this series of experiments. Moreover, the functional groups that catalyze the
vanadium negative redox reactions are stable among ciclic voltammetry cycling, as
seeing in Figure 6.5.

Table 6.2. – Electrochemical parameters of cyclic voltammetry from Figure 6.4a.

Compound
GF –HT
GF-TiO2(NPs)
GF-TiO2(SNRs)
GF-TiO2(MNRs)

Eox / V
-0.201
-0.200
-0.137
-0.200

Ered / V
-0.497
-0.495
-0.544
-0.472

ΔE / V
0.296
0.293
0.407
0.272

Ired/Iox
0.54
0.64
0.76
0.79
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In brief, when it is done stability test of the electrodes through the negative halfcell reaction (Figure 6.5), it suggests that TiO2 MNRs is the modified preferred
electrocatalyst, which not only shows better performance in terms of reversibility
and selectivity towards the negative half-cell reaction, but also superior stability.
The electrochemical values follow the trend: TiO2 MNRs (ΔE=0.27 V; Ired/Iox = 0.8)
> TiO2 SNRs (ΔE=0.41 V; Ired/Iox = 0.76) > TiO2 NPs (ΔE=0.29 V; Ired/Iox = 0.64).

-1.5
-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

0.0

Ewe vs. NHE / V

Figure 6.5. – Cyclic Voltammetry at 2 mV/s scan rate for different TiO2 structures deposited
on Graphite felt, as electrodes, showed for time spaced cycles from the 1 st to the 101st cycle.
The electrolyte solutions is composed by 0.05 M V3+ and 1 M H2SO4 which was continuously
purged with a Nitrogen.

Equally important, the charge transfer reaction between the electrode and the
electrolyte, towards the negative reaction for VRFBs, is measured using an
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy at a fixed potential of -0.26 V vs. NHE
(Figure 6.6). By these means, the charge transfer resistance values obtained are:
GF-HT (79.9 Ohms) > GF-P (44.8 Ohms) > GF-TiO2 SNRs (31.6 Ohms) > GF-TiO2
NPs (31.1 Ohms) > GF-TiO2 MNRs (21.2 Ohms). It evidences the facility enhanced
charge transfer in case of the modified carbon electrode (GF) with a multi-nanorods
layer. In case it is partially decorated with SNRs or NPs, the resistance is very
similar, but slightly lower for the NPs which evidence the better charge transfer
between the electrolyte and the carbon material through the titanium dioxide.
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Figure 6.6. –. Potentiostatic electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (PIES) has been done
for different electrodes in a 0.05 M V3+ at 50% SoC and 1 M H2SO4 solution. It was purged
continuously with nitrogen gas. The potential used was -0.26 V vs. NHE.

6.1.1.2

Single cell performance

Furthermore, to evaluate the feasibility of the battery using these modified
electrodes, galvanostatic single cell experiments were done in a 1 M vanadium ions
and 3 M H2SO4 electrolyte solution with these electrodes used as negative
electrodes while GF-HT were used on the positive electrode, reaching 50 mA/cm2 as
maximum current density. The specific capacity increases as the decoration on the
negative electrode of titanium dioxide structure goes from NPs to SNRs, finishing in
MNRs as top value (Figure 6.7a). Following the trend (Ah/L): GF-P (8.6) < GF-HT
(9.9) < GF-TiO2 SNRs (11.6) > GF-TiO2 NPs (13.0) > GF-TiO2 MNRs (13.8) at 25
mA/cm2. Although these are evidences of the increasing selective active groups
towards V3+/V2+ redox reaction, reaching to more electroactive vanadium
electrolyte, the semiconductor nature of TiO2 increases the overvoltage in GFTiO2(MNRs) when the fibers are completely covered by it (higher current
polarization).
Besides, the trendy selectivity towards vanadium negative reaction is confirmed by
the Coulombic efficiency values for the modified titanium dioxide different
electrodes (Figure 6.7b). Therefore GF-TiO2(MNRs) has the largest value obtaining
around 99% CE, while GF-TiO2(NPs) get a little bit less close to 98% and GFTiO2(SNRs) as expected give the lowest value among the titanium dioxide samples
with 96%. As shown in Figure 6.7b, these values are for 50 mA/cm2 current
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density applied. However, the voltage efficiency values show another fact which is
the reduction to 82% for GF-TiO2(MNRs), from 93 and 92% for GF-TiO2(NPs) and
GF-TiO2(SNRs) respectively. This decreasing is, as it is previously said, due to the
semiconductor properties titanium dioxide. Therefore, as titanium dioxide thickness
is increased the electrode polarization also increases. As the voltage efficiency
works as limiting factor, the energy efficiency follows the same tendency with close
percentage values: GF-TiO2 NPs (91%) > GF-TiO2 SNRs (89%) > GF-TiO2 MNRs
(80%). As a consequence of that overvoltage polarization, further treatments are
done in the following section.
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Figure 6.7. – a) Charge-discharge voltage plot profiles for GF-P, GF-HT, GF-TiO2(SNRs),
GF-TiO2(NPs) and GF-TiO2(MNRs) at 25 mA/cm2 as current density applied b) Coulombic,
Voltage and Energy Efficiencies for GF-TiO2(SNRs), GF-TiO2(NPs) and GF-TiO2(MNRs) at two
different current densities 25 and 50 mA/cm2.
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6.1.2

Reduced titanium dioxide (TiO2-H)

The improved effects caused by hydrogen heat-treatments lead to an enhancement
of the electrochemical effectiveness in the charge transfer from TiO 2 layer to the
electrolyte, as the previous section was lacking off. It is due to the introduction of
several defects in the crystal structure. More importantly, the complete depletion of
HER on the negative electrode of the battery remains (Figure 6.8). Moreover, the
long-term stability is studied at several rates capabilities for, alternatively, 1 M or 2
M vanadium concentrations as electrolyte in order to observe the effect caused by
an increase to the electrolyte concentration to the thermodynamically stable limit.
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Figure 6.8. – Scheme of the processes involved for the different electrodes of this section.

Hydrogen treated TiO2 as electrocatalyst has been demonstrated for high
performance all-vanadium redox flow batteries (VRFB) as a simple and eco-friendly
strategy, boosting the obtainable battery’s capacity. GF@TiO2:H electrode performs
an abrupt inhibition of the hydrogen-evolution reaction (HER), which is a critical
barrier for operating at high rate for long-term cycling in VRFB. Significant
improvements in charge-discharge and electron transfer processes towards V 3+/V2+
reaction is achieved on the surface of reduced TiO2, as a consequence of the
formation of oxygen-vacancies in the lattice structure and oxygen-functional
groups. Key performance indicators of VRFB, which have been increased in terms of
high capability rates and electrolyte-utilization ratio achieved (82% at 200
mA/cm2). Additionally, high Coulombic efficiency (up to 96th cycle~100%, after
>97%) is obtained, demonstrating the feasibility of achieving long-term stability.
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6.1.2.1

Characterization

As described in Figure 6.8, this work is aimed to introduce TiO2:H groups as
promoter for V3+/V2+ redox reaction, attributed to abundant oxygen-containing
groups as well as rutile oxygen vacancies formation 198. Figure 6.9 exhibits the field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) images of the graphite felt pristine
(GF-P), thermal-treated graphite felt in absence of titanate precursor (GF-HT) and
TiO2-based GFs. Typically the GF-P shows a smooth carbon fibers morphology and
porous electrodes (Figure 6.9.a). The surface of the GF@HT electrode (Figure
6.9.b) is cleaner than those of the bare one. This phenomenon can be caused by
the weak reaction between HCl and graphite felt removing the surface
contaminants and forming a more hydrophilic area. A dense TiO 2 coverage was
obtained (Figure 6.9.c) with a thickness layer about 1.3 microns on the GF fiber
after the hydrothermal process, electrode named GF@TiO 2. Higher magnification
(Figure 6.9.d) corroborated the compact structure of the coated layer, which are
further composed of several structures with “flower-like” morphologies, which are
further composed by primary high density of nanorods with thickness lower than
250 nm. An increasing agglomeration of the nanorods has been observed after
hydrogen-treated GF@TiO2 electrode, named GF@TiO2:H (Figure 6.9.d). Figure S1
shows that all fibers in GF-P electrode have been covered by homogeneous shell of
TiO2:H, maintaining their “flower-like” morphology after long-term stability studies.
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GF-HT

1 μm

a) 200 nm
GF@TiO
2:H
GF@TiO2:H

GF@TiO
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d)

Figure 6.9. - FE-SEM images of the a) core graphite GF-HT; b) core/shell structure
showing a cross section of the TiO2 coating layer; c) morphology details of the coating
layer of the GF@TiO2 electrode; d) coating layer of the GF@TiO2:H electrode.
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X-ray diffraction pattern of GF-P, GF@TiO2 and GF@TiO2:H electrodes are given in
Figure 6.10.a. The broad peak near 2θ = 25⁰ and 43⁰ in the spectrum of GF-P
electrode is attributed to the crystallographic planes of (002) and (004) of the
originally GF electrode. By comparing the XRD patterns of all GF electrodes, it can
be found that the XRD patterns originally from GF show a strong decrease in
diffraction intensity after TiO2 coating. Additional diffraction peaks were appearing
in the pattern of GF@TiO2 electrode at 27.4⁰; 35.8⁰ and 54.3⁰; which are consistent
with the rutile TiO2 (110), (101), and (211) crystalline planes, respectively. All
peaks are in line with the standard pattern (JCPDS no.: 21-1276). After hydrogen
treatment, the obtained GF@TiO2:H displayed the same XRD patterns, indicating
that no phase transition occurred in the reduction process.
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Figure 6.10. - a) X-ray diffraction spectra of GF electrode and as-prepared GF@TiO2
and GF@TiO2:H electrodes; b) UV-visible absorption spectra.
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TiO2 nanorods after hydrogen thermal treatment displayed a color change from
white (GF@TiO2) to blue. This suggested that GF@TiO2:H electrode has an optical
response in the visible range extending its absorption from UV into 800 nm
(Figure 6.10b) in contrast to GF@TiO2 electrode, which only presents absorption
in the UV region (< 400 nm). This expansion in the absorption from the UV to
visible spectra could be attributed to oxygen vacancies formation in the titanium
dioxide structure (bands at 441 and 486 nm), responsible for the changes in the
electronic distribution, and therefore, the blue colour190,199. These defects, clearly
evidenced by UV/vis absorption spectra above 500 nm, could play an important role
in the electrocatalytic properties towards negative reaction in VRFB.

Figure 6.11. - a) XPS Ti 2p core level spectra of the GF@TiO2 and GF@TiO2:H
electrodes; b) XPS O1s core level spectra of GF@TiO2 and c) GF@TiO2:H electrode.

Furthermore, we examine the change of surface chemical bonding of TiO 2
induced by hydrogen thermal treatment. It was performed an X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurement on both samples, i.e.
GF@TiO2 and GF@TiO2:H electrodes (Figure 6.11.a). The positions of the
peaks were calibrated to the graphite peak at 284.3 eV. Although both TiO 2
nanorods displayed typical Ti 2p core-level XPS spectra with Ti4+
characteristics (strong Ti 2p3/2 peak at binding energy ~459.0 eV and Ti 2p ½
at 464.8 eV), GF@TiO2:H electrode displayed these peaks negatively shifted,
which evidences a closer Fermi level to the conduction band. Therefore, it
confirms a higher electron-donor density (enhanced conductivity) 200,
coherent with the UV-vis information previously mentioned. However, no
presence of Ti+3 have been determined from XPS spectra. The O 1s core-level
XPS spectra of the GF@TiO 2 and GF@TiO2:H electrodes can be convoluted in
three different peaks revealing chemical structure differences between the
involved materials. First, one at 530.6 eV attributed to Ti-O-Ti species.
Second, another peak at 531.7 eV related to Ti-OH groups. Last, a broad
band centred at 532.3 eV related to oxygen bonding to carbon on the surface
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of graphite felt. From the fitting (Figure 6.11.b and Figure 6.11.c), can be
seen that the bonding Ti-OH/Ti-O-Ti ratio significantly increases almost
150%, from 8.1 in the GF@TiO 2 electrode to 19.6 in case of GF@TiO 2:H.
Additionally, it was observed a factor six diminution of the C-O bonding signal
in the hydrogenated sample. All evidences mentioned confirm a partial
reduction due to titanium dioxide oxygen deficiency as well as hydrogen
absorption over the oxygen atoms linked to the Ti.

6.1.2.1.1 Electrochemical characterization
Studying the electrochemical characterization of the used electrodes, It was
measured the surface resistance of them using a single cell. From the I-V
representation it can be obtained an initial value of 49.5 mOhm/cm2 for GF-P,
which is increased when we covered with a TiO2 shell (185.2 mOhm/cm2) due to
the semiconductor nature of the material. Accordingly with the XPS data treatment,
the partial reduction of the shell to generate TiO2:H enhances the conductivity
which is exposing as a diminution in the surface resistance (26.8 mOhm/cm 2) below
the initial value of pristine GF. These values are coherent with the electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) for the V3+/V2+ redox reaction happening on the
electrode, showing the same behaviour (Figure 6.12).
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Figure 6.12. - Cell scheme employed to measure the electrode’s electrical resistance.

In order to experimentally verify the inhibition of the hydrogen-evolution reaction of
the as-prepared electrodes, it was conducted linear sweep voltammetry (LSV)
measurements using sulphuric acid media without vanadium electroactive ions (1M
H2SO4). The current intensity obtained from these analyses corresponds to HER
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(6.1). As it can be seen in Figure 6.13.a, there is a relevant modification in the
HER caused by the presence of the TiO2 coating layer onto the graphite felt, while
the GF-P electrode shows a maximum value of current-to-weight ratio up to 5.5 Ag1
, GF@TiO2 and GF@TiO2:H electrodes present 0.6 and 0.2 Ag-1, respectively. The
lower onset potential value showed in Figure 6.13.b also clearly evidences the
poor HER that takes place on the TiO2 nanorods. In case of GF-P electrode, the
onset potential was -0.1 V vs. NHE, while this potential was shifted to more
negative values, up to -0.6 V vs. NHE for TiO2-based electrode. The most striking
feature is that the HER contribution is very important using GF-P as negative
electrode in VRFB at the V3+/V2+ redox potential, (ca. -0.26 V vs. NHE), indicating
the competition between both reaction.
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Figure 6.13. -. a) Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) of pristine graphite felt, GF@TiO2
and GF@TiO2:H electrodes using a 1M sulphuric media with potential window of 0 to 1V; b) Hydrogen-evolution reaction at E0= -0.26 V obtained from figure a) at the
standard reduction potential value for negative reaction. Scan rate: 2 mV/s.

Nevertheless, the hydrogen-evolution reaction is totally absent using GF@TiO2 or
GF@TiO2:H electrodes at this potential, guarantying a superior performance. These
results can be thermodynamically explained by a largely negative Gibbs freeenergy of the intermediate hydride state (ΔGH *), indicating a highly energetic
adsorption of the atomic hydrogen on TiO 2-site. From volcano-type
relationship (Figure 6.14a), the hydrogen-binding energy (HBE) of the
intermediate hydride state is obtained, ca. 70 kcal mol -1. This HBE value is
large, leading to a slow desorption in successive steps and in consequence,
reducing the hydrogen-evolution rate (jo). The optimal value of ΔGH* should
be zero (i.e. ΔGPtH*~0.09 eV), corresponding to the highest hydrogenevolution rate; for instance, in the case of well-known highly efficient
platinum catalyst (see the schematic representation of free-energy diagram
for TiO2 and Pt electrocatalyst in Figure 6.14b).
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Figure 6.14. - a) Volcano-plot where HBE is the hydrogen-binding energy and jo
denotes the exchange current density193; b) schematic representation of free-energy
diagram of intermediate hydride state.

Thereafter, the electrocatalytic reaction of TiO 2 nanorods materials towards
the negative reaction of the VRFB was investigated and compared to raw GFP electrode. Figure 6.15a shows cyclic voltammetry experiments (CVs) for
all materials under study. To evaluate the performance, we analysed several
parameters from CVs, described as follow: the peak-to-peak potential
separation (ΔV), the ratio of oxidation and reduction peak current (Ipa/Ipc),
and the redox onset potential. Significant differences between all samples can
be observed, for example, the GF-P electrode does not display an anodic
peak, but a poor cathodic peak can be appreciated (i.e. low current density
peak). The irreversibility behaviour is ascribed to the high contribution of
hydrogen-evolution reaction occurring on GF-P and GF-HT electrodes. This
effect on the thermal treatment has been evaluated upon the negative
reaction in VRFB, showing absence not only of the anodic peak, but also de
cathodic (Figure 6.16). On the contrary, well-defined peaks for both
oxidation and reduction processes were obtained using the GF@TiO 2 and
GF@TiO2:H electrodes, indicating the positive effect of the TiO 2 coating.
Comparing both electrodes, the most pronounced peaks appeared using
GF@TiO2:H electrode. It is obtained current-to-weight ratio values of 0.4 and
0.6 Ag-1 for the cathodic, 0.268 and 0.670 Ag-1 for the anodic peak
considering GF@TiO2 and GF@TiO2:H electrodes respectively. Consequently,
the ratio of the redox peak current (I pa/Ipc) value obtained for GF@TiO 2
electrode is 0.67 and 0.96 for GF@TiO 2:H, near to the ideal value, which is
the unity for one electrode transfer process. Moreover, the onset potential is
significantly reduced from GF@TiO 2:H electrode was around 15mV higher
than that of GF@TiO2 electrode, as shown in Figure 6.15b. Additionally, the
potential peak separation for GF@TiO 2 electrode (ΔV= 273 mV) is
approximately 50mV larger than in case of GF@TiO 2:H electrode (ΔV= 225
mV), indicating higher reversibility over the last one.
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Figure 6.15. - a) cyclic voltammetry performed for negative half-cell using the asprepared electrodes in 0.05 M V3+ and 1M H2SO4. Scan rate: 2 mV/s. b) Onset
potential obtained from figure a).

The origin of the improved electrochemical behaviour can be caused by an
increment in electrical donor properties as a consequence of oxygenvacancies generation in the lattice of the TiO 2 after hydrogen treatment.
These oxygen-vacancies are known to be electron donors, determining the
surface and electronic properties of TiO 2201,202, which improve the charge
transport in TiO2 as well as the electron transfer at the interface. To
demonstrate the enhancement of the electronic properties, the resistance of
the electrodes was measured, increasing in the following order:
GF@TiO2<GF-P<GF@TiO2, indicating smaller polarization for GF@TiO 2:H
electrodes
in
VRFB
operation.
Indeed,
electrochemical
impedance
spectroscopy measurement of GF@TiO 2 and GF@TiO2:H electrodes showed
that the charge-transfer resistance of GF@TiO 2:H for V3+/V2+ reaction is
markedly smaller than the GF@TiO 2 electrode (Figure 6.12). Therefore, the
enhancement of the electrocatalytic properties in combination with the low
hydrogen evolution reaction of the GF@TiO 2:H electrode demonstrates a
superior performance.

Figure 6.16. - Cyclic voltammetry of the all electrodes prepared in this work (GF-P, GF-HT,
GF@TiO2 and GF@TiO2:H) in a 0.05M V3+ in 1M H2SO4 solution.
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6.1.2.2

Single cell performance

Consequently, to ensure the potential application of TiO 2 nanorods electrodes
such as a negative electrode in large-scale VRFB batteries, a flow-type single
cell was assembled using a GF-P as a positive electrode, their performance
was compared to pristine GF negative electrode using 1M electrolyte
concentration. Figure 6.17a, shows a comparison of the voltage profiles
developed by all electrodes between 0.8 and 1.8 V at low charge/discharge
current densities (ca. 25 mA/cm 2). The GF@TiO2:H electrode clearly yields
the best performance of all. Comparing the GF-P and TiO2-based electrodes,
a significant increase in discharge capacity can be observed in the following
order (the discharge capacity value obtained in Ah/L is given in parenthesis):
GF-P (8.6) < GF@TiO2 (11) < GF@TiO2 (12.5). These results lead to 93%
and 82% of the electrolyte-utilization ratio (theoretical capacity value is ca.
13.4 AhL-1), using GF@TiO2:H and GF@TiO2 electrode, respectively. However,
it is obtained near 64% of electrolyte-utilization ratio using a GF-P electrode.
Additionally, a dramatically over-potential drop was detected using TiO 2
nanorods decorating the GF during the charge and discharge processes at low
current. An abrupt IR drop (overvoltage drop when the current was reversed
from charge to discharge) was observed in the following order (in parenthesis
the value of IR calculated from the Figure 6.17a): GF-P (0.46 V) > GF-TiO2
(0.28 V) ~ GF@TiO2-x:H (0.27 V). These findings are consistent with the
efficiency values (Figure 8b).
At the same charge/discharge rate (i.e.
2
25mA/cm ), the VE value increased up to ~ 90% using GF@TiO 2 and
GF@TiO2-x:H electrodes, in comparison to 61% using a GF-P electrode. The
same trends occur with EE values and reach up to ~90% and 58% using
GF@TiO2/GF@TiO2:H and GF-P electrode, respectively. Additionally, the CE
for GF@TiO2 and GF@TiO2:H electrodes is ~99%, whereas for GF-P electrode
the CE is. 95%. The origin of the enhanced performance can be ascribed to
the total abatement of the HER carried out by the TiO 2-based graphite felt
electrodes in comparison with commercial GF-P electrodes.
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Figure 6.17. - a) Galvanostatic full cell charge/discharge profile for GF-P (black line),
GF-HT (grey line), GF@TiO2 (blue line) and GF@TiO2:H (red line) at 25 mA/cm2 using
1 M vanadium concentration in 3M H2SO4 as electrolyte. b) Galvanostatic
charge/discharge profile for GF@TiO2 (blue line) and GF@TiO2:H (red line) at 125
mA/cm2 using 1 M vanadium concentration in 3M H2SO4 as electrolyte.
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In fact, the enhanced performance in VRFB for GF@TiO 2-x:H electrode was
significantly evidenced at highest charge/discharge rate (Figure 6.17b),
where HER has a major contribution. The most remarkable feature was the
loss of electrolyte-utilization ratio of VRFB using GF@TiO2 electrode when
increasing the charge/discharge rate up to 125mA/cm 2, achieving ~7 Ah/L of
specific capacity, while GF@TiO 2:H presents a value close to 12 Ah/L. It is
attributed to large polarization and high over-potentials working at such high
currents for a semiconductor material, limiting their rate capability. As a
result, poor specific overall efficiencies were obtained (i.e. EE is 55.6% value
for TiO2, while the reduced electrode achieve a 70.7%). The GF@TiO 2:H
electrode presents higher electrical properties and fast electron transfer
causing low polarization and an increment in the operating current density
range up to high current densities, see Figure 6.18. Comparatively for 1M of
active electrolyte it was run for several cycles increasing the applied current
density from 12.5 to 125 mA/cm 2 for GF@TiO2, where it is obtained an
optimum value of 80% electrolyte utilization at 50 mA/cm 2. It gives us a
value close to 12 Ah/L. Same case-scenario for the reduced electrode
obtaining an optimum (same values as mentioned before) at 150 mA/cm 2.
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Figure 6.18. - a) Full cell specific capacity and electrolyte-utilization ratio depencency
with the current density applied (from 12.5 to 150 mA/cm 2) on GF@TiO2 and
GF@TiO2:H as electrodes, for 1M vanadium concentration and 3M H 2SO4 as
electrolyte; b) Full cell EE dependency with the applied current density (from 12.5 to
150 mA/cm2) of GF@TiO2 and GF@TiO2:H as electrodes, for 1M vanadium
concentration and 3M H2SO4 as electrolyte.

Then, it is performed a long cycling test at 1M VOSO4 at the optimum mentioned
value for GF@TiO2:H electrode, 150 mA/cm2 (Figure 6.19). Notably, the
performance in terms of specific capacity discharged and EE of GF@TiO2:H
electrode remained almost unchanged, exhibiting excellent long-term stability
after 100 cycles. The GF@TiO 2:H electrode showed an energy efficiency of
71.2 % at 125mA/cm2 and 66.1 % at a rate of 150mA/cm 2; in both cases the
specific capacity is maintained at a value ca. 11 Ah/L. After high current
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polarization, 150mA/cm2, a remarkable recovery to the initial values, shown
in Figure 6.18b, to low current density (i.e 12.5mA/cm 2) was observed.
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Figure 6.19. - Long-term cycling of the GF@TiO2:H electrode in a single cell for 1M
VOSO4 and 3M H2SO4.

Thereafter, it is cycled the same prototype of the VRFB with a higher
concentration of vanadium ion (2 M VOSO 4) and same acidic conditions (3 M
H2SO4) are evaluated at high current density, in order to improve the amount
of active material in the same volume, being capable of duplicate the energy
per volume. Obtaining an electrolyte-utilization ratio of 81%, 62%, and 40%
related to 200, 250, and 300 mA/cm2, respectively. In spite of the larger
polarization due to the increased active ion concentration, these outstanding
performances (Figure 6.20) (i.e. 300 mA/cm2), show an excellent result in
terms of specific capacity and CE vales. Comparatively with the results
obtained by Tseng et al (2014) at 200 mA/cm 2, the CE attains values up to
90% at 3rd cycle. However, the CE value VRFB using GF@TiO 2:H electrode
remain constant during cycling to reach values up to 96%, indicating that
GF@TiO2:H electrode, guarantee working without capacity fading (absence of
side reactions) at high current densities for concentrated electrolytes in
VOSO4. The maximum reached current density for stable cycling is 350
mA/cm2. However, the values obtained are poor (41% VE, 98% CE, 40% EE
and 4.4 Ah/L).
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Figure 6.20. - On the top, full cell specific capacity and electrolyte utilitation ratio
dependency with the current density applied (from 200 to 350 mA/cm2) on
GF@TiO2:H for 1 and 2M vanadium concentration in 3M H2SO4 as electrolyte. Above,
CE, VE and EE dependecy with the current density applied (from 200 to 350 mA/cm 2)
for GF@TiO2:H for 1 and 2M vanadium concentration in 3M H2SO4 as electrolyte.

Additionally, EE values of 61% at 200 mA/cm 2 are obtained much closed to
the maximum EE value obtained by Tseng et al (i.e. 65.4%). Besides, the
previous experiments at 2M are compared with 1 M electrolyte in order to
evaluate the performance of GF@TiO 2:H electrode at high current density. In
this case, we obtain a specific capacity value, Ah/L (in parenthesis is given
the electrolyte-utilization ratio in %) of: 11.77 (88); 10.33 (77); 8.4 (63) and
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12.6 (94) at 150, 200, 300 and 25 mA/cm 2. The efficiencies values remain
constant, achieving CE~96% for charge/discharge rates applied and EE
values attain up to 67.5% at 200 mA/cm 2. It is clearly observed an efficiency
decrease related to the concentration as it is expected due to an increasing
polarization of the ionic species solvated.3

Finally, based on all the presented results, the mechanistic interpretation is
proposed for all electrodes used (Figure 6.21). Firstly, V3+ ions interact with
the hydroxyl groups on the graphite felt surface, generating O-V bonds,
which extract a proton to the solution. Consequently an electron is donated
to the V3+ reducing it to V2+ and breaking the previously formed bond (O-V)
and taking the proton again from the solution. In this case, this redox
reaction competes with the hydrogen evolution reaction as the protons are
easily adsorbed to the C surface to form an H-H bond and lastly be desorbed.
The last reaction is kinetically more favourable causing imbalance and low
performance, for which we look for a catalyst to inhibit HER and enhance the
V3+/V2+ redox reaction. Secondly, after the coverage with TiO 2 there are two
conditions that favour the V 3+ reduction: i) Increase of –OH groups due to
the presence of titanium dioxide itself that promote the number of active
sites for the reaction to happen, enhancing the electron charge transfer at
the interface electrode/vanadium. ii) Highly stable proton absorption over the
Ti-O bond inhibiting side reaction as HER. However, large electrode
polarization is dominant at high rate capability leading to a limited specific
capacity and a modest electrolyte-utilization ratio. Thirdly, the partially
reduced sample (TiO2:H) favours the V3+/V2+ due to an increment in electron
mobility as an increasing hydroxyl active sites are present on the surface,
and therefore, more vanadium ions are capable of react simultaneously.
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Figure 6.21. - Mechanism proposed for VRFB’s negative reaction using GF, GF@TiO 2
and GF@TiO2:H as electrodes.

In brief, TiO2:H based graphite felt electrode, as a low-cost, efficient and
novel electrocatalyst towards the negative reaction was demonstrated to
enhance the electrochemical performance in all-vanadium redox flow battery,
especially at high charge/discharge rates. GF@TiO 2:H electrodes showed
greatly improved electrochemical properties (i.e. fast electron charge
process) in combination with a better selectivity to V 3+/V2+ reaction, inhibiting
hydrogen-evolution reaction. Furthermore, the electronic donor properties
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are increased, comparatively with pristine and thermal treated, as a
consequence of the oxygen-vacancies formation in the structure of titanium
dioxide. A specific discharge capacity of around 11 Ah/L with a 66.1% of
energy efficiency was observed after 100 cycles of charge/discharge at high
current densities rates up to 150mA/cm 2. In addition, significantly improved
the electrolyte-utilization ratio to 87% was achieved using 1 M in vanadium
solution. Afterwards, the performance of 2 M vanadium ion concentrations
has been evaluated at high current density up to 300 mA/cm 2 during 140cycles, showing the great durability of the battery. Particularly, at 200
mA/cm2 the CE value was > 96%, electrolyte-utilization ratio was 80%, with
a specific capacity of 22 Ah/L, demonstrating the total suppression of HER
and long term stability of VRFB. These results (Table 6.3) suggest that the
TiO2:H based graphite felt is a powerful electrocatalyst for high-performance
VRFB application.

Table 6.3- Efficiency and electrolyte utilization ratio as a function of several variables as
electrode, electrolyte concentration and current density applied.
Negative
electrode

cycle
/number

Electrolyte
concentration
/M

Current
density /
mAcm-2

Electrolyteutilization
ratio / %

CE /
%

VE /
%

EE/
%

GF-P
GF@TiO2
GF@TiO2:H
GF@TiO2:H
GF@TiO2
GF@TiO2:H
GF@TiO2:H
GF@TiO2:H
GF@TiO2:H
GF@TiO2:H
GF@TiO2:H
GF@TiO2:H
GF@TiO2:H

1
1
1
120
28
28
96
101
124
130
104
109
140

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
1

25
25
25
25
125
125
150
200
200
300
250
300
25

64
82
93
100
48
86
83
80
77
63
60
40
94

95.0
98.8
98.9
96.4
96.3
99.1
99.3
96.0
97.0
97.5
96.0
96.7
92.0

61.0
90.0
91.0
94.0
57.7
71.9
66.6
64.0
69.0
56.7
55.6
49.5
95.0

58.0
89.0
90.0
90.6
55.6
71.2
66.1
61.4
67.6
55.5
53.6
47.8
87.7

6.1.3

Nitrided titanium dioxide (TiO2-N)

In this section, an enhanced catalyst applied to all-vanadium redox flow batteries
(VRFBs) has been developed. It is made of a structural porous carbon felt covered
by TiO2 rutile phase, which is nitrided using ammonia annealing at hightemperature (900ºC). Consequently, a synergetic effect of N- and Ofunctionalization over carbon felt (CF) and partially formed TiN (metallic conductor)
phase onto the TiO2 decorating electrode’s structure shows an outstanding charge
and mass transfer over the electrode-electrolyte interface. In this case, carbon felt
(CF) is used instead of graphite felt (GF) as a raw material due to the lower
graphitization grade of CF, which will help having a larger initial surface
functionalization and reducing synthesis cost. However, CF has a lower conductivity
and heavier weight comparatively to GF. Moreover, this material (CF@TiO2:N) has
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not only improved in terms of catalysis towards the V3+/V2+ redox reaction (k0= 1.6
x 10-3 cm s-1), but also inhibited the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), which is
one of the main causes of imbalances that lead to battery failure. This has allowed
us to achieve an impressive high-power peak output value up to 700 mW cm-2
(Figure 6.22), as well as work at high current density in galvanostatic conditions
(i.e. 150 mA cm-2), exhibiting low ohmic losses (overpotential) and great redox
reversibility of the device for a conventional single cell. It allows our system to
reach a superior Energy Efficiency (71%). An inexpensive, earth abundant,
environmentally friendly and scalable synthesis method to boost VRFBs technology
based on nitrided CF@TiO2 is presented, being able to overcome certain constrains,
and therefore to achieve high energy and power density working conditions.

0
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1000

1500

0.0
2000

-2

j / mA cm

Figure 6.22. - Scheme of the power rate for the different electrodes involved in this section.
The picture behind shows the GF@TiO2:N after cycling.

Therefore, using free-standing TiN nanowires synthesized by a two-step
process, in which TiO2 nanowires are first grown onto the surface of graphite
felt via a seed-assisted hydrothermal method and then partially converted to
TiN through nitride reaction, synergistically coupled with the functionalization
(O- and N-groups) done at the surface of the carbon felts making the
electrode even more enhanced towards V 2+/V3+ redox reaction. An energy
efficiency values above 70% have been obtained at high current densities, of
up to 300 mA cm-2. In addition, the electrodes exhibit good stability and high
capacity retention during the cycle tests. This excellent performance is
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explained by assuming that there is a first step of the overall reaction that
involves an ion exchange process between V 3+ ions transported from the bulk
of the electrolyte and the hydrogen atoms located at the Ti-N-O-H and Ti-N-H
surface bonds. In this way, V 3+ ions can be adsorbed easily on the Ti-N and
Ti-N-O bonds. In a second step, electron transfer takes place, facilitated by
Ti-N and Ti-N-O bonds acting as an electron donor. In the final step, the
reduction reaction is completed by an ion-exchange between the V 2+ formed
on the electrode surface and the protons in the electrolyte. During the
discharge process, a similar oxidation reaction in the opposite direction
occurs. Unlike our previous article89 based on carbon felt electrodes covered
by TiO2, here the outstanding electrical conductivity of TiN provides an
explanation for the better battery performance of the electrode due to
improved electron transport and transfer.
.Furthermore, nitrogen-doped carbon samples have been widely investigated for
electrochemical applications203, especially for the oxygen reduction reaction in fuel
cells, concluding that the facilitated adsorption of oxygen allowed by the presence
of nitrogen improves the electrocatalytic activity of carbon materials 204–207.
Moreover, the formation of C-OH, C=O, and C-O functionalities has also been
shown to enhance cell performance208. The formation of O functional groups
increases the standard heterogeneous electron transfer rate for V 3+/V2+, from 3.2x
10-7 to 1 x 10-3 cm s-1, one of the highest values ever reported 209. Moreover, the
introduction of N surface functional groups has also been shown to help decreasing
the fraction of the current directed towards H 2 evolution89. Among the four main
types of nitrogen groups, the quaternary or graphitic-N has been found to be the
more stable in the acidic environment 208. However, pyrrolic-N has been proposed to
be the most electrochemically active nitrogen site for enhancing the catalytic
activity in these nitrogen-modified carbon-based electrode materials for VRFB210.

6.1.3.1

Characterization

6.1.3.1.1 Structural characterization
The morphological structures of the as-prepared electrode are characterized by FESEM. TiO2 nanowire coverage directly growth into the surface of carbon felt with a
rod morphology by hydrothermal process (Figure 6.23a). Some changes can be
appreciated after the NH3 thermal treatment, which forms local agglomerations of
TiO2-nanorods in the case of the CF@TiO2 N500 sample (Figure 6.23b), due to the
reductive conditions of the ammonia gas211. In the case of higher annealing
temperatures, the rods become more compact and decrease their length (Figure
6.23c and d) with a well-dispersed rods decoration over the carbon felt surface
after NH3 treatment.
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Figure 6.23. - FE-SEM images of the: a) CF@TiO2; b) CF@TiO2 N500; c) CF@TiO2 N700 d)
CF@TiO2 N900.

Subsequently, the XRD spectra of the samples annealed at different temperatures
(Figure 6.24c) shows an initial rutile (TiO2) structure of the deposit over carbon
felt with the diffraction peaks at 27.4, 35.8, and 54.38 θ, consistent with the rutile
TiO2 (110), (101), and (211) crystalline planes, respectively. All peaks are in line
with the standard pattern (JCPDS no.:21-1276). After the NH3-treatment at 900ºC,
three diffraction peaks appear at 61.8; 42.7 and, 37.2 2θ, which correspond to the
(111), (200) and (220) planes of the cubic TiN phase (JCPDS: 65-0714). Below
900ºC as a temperature annealing, it can only be observed a broad peak due to the
nitride process at 42.7 corresponding to (210) for the rutile phase.
Therefore, a more detailed analysis (Figure 6.24b) of the diffraction peaks
associated with the rutile phase shows a distortion of the peak profile produced by
the incorporation of nitrogen into the interstitial sites of rutile phase.

i)

First at all, the rutile peaks show an asymmetrical shape indicated by the
area patterned with a sparse green square, as Figure 6.24b shows
around 36º. It corraborates that nitride process due to the chemical
interaction at the surface level is breaking TiO2 bonds producing a lattice
weakness generating defects and vacancies and giving rise to a damaged
outermost TiO2 layer, which justifies the asymmetrical shape of the
peaks as the damaged area contributes essentially with larger
interatomic distances, i.e. to the left area of the peaks212. The optical
absorption capability of these defects with localized energy state in the
bandgap of the material explains the color change revealed in the optical
absorption spectra (Figure 6.24a).
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ii)

Secondly, the TiO2 rutile structure remains even after the appearance of
a cubic TiN phase around 900 °C pointing out that only a TiN formation.
However, the position of the XRD pattern of the rutile peaks shift
towards higher 2θ values as the temperature is increased from 500 to
900ºC, i.e. from 27,58º to 27,71º showing that rutile has undergone a
nitrogen doping over titanium dioxide nanorods as temperature is
increased achieving strain values (Δd/d) around +1%, where “d” is the
inter-planar spacing. The crystalline domain size from these XRD spectra
considering Debye-Scherer formula is around 50 nm.

iii)

Thirdly, as the nitrided treatment reaches 900ºC, there is an overall
modification of the sample structure. The broad peaks presented in the
green area, observed in Figure 6.24b, disappears pointing out that
stoichiometry of TiO2 is recovered and TiN phase formed. Therefore, it is
plausible to assume that TiN is localized at the outermost zone of the
remain unaffected TiO2, exactly where TiN stress phase formation can be
relaxed. For this phase, the crystalline domain from the Debye-Scherer
formula is around around 30 nm. Additionally, the XRD of CF@TiO2N500
and CF@TiO2N700 does not show any peak realated to TiN. In
consequence, at this stage, TiN phase is not yet seggregated from the
TiO2 and Nitrogen is only present inside of the TiO2 lattice such as the
peak deformation corraborates. It is also worth consider such high
temperatures could also functionalize the carbon felt surface.
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Figure 6.24. -. - a) X-ray diffractogram of CF@TiO2, CF@TiO2 N500, CF@TiO2 N700 and
CF@TiO2 N900 electrodes, showing chacteristic TiN (top) and TiO2 (rutile, bottom)
patterns. b) Detailed analysis of the XRD peaks showing the asymmetrical shape due to the
nitrided process as well as the appeareance of the new TiN phase at 900ºC.

6.1.3.1.2 Chemical Characterization
XPS spectra analysis shows the surface effects of the nitride process. The influence
of nitrogen incorporation on the state of titanium was probed through the Ti2p
spectra (Figure 6.25). Significant differences can be distinguished for the CF@TiO2
N900 sample, it can be seen that 3 doublets are needed to fit the titanium signal
corresponding to the different expected bonds Ti-O (458.5 eV), Ti-N-O (456.8 eV)
and Ti-N (455.9 eV) in a relative percentage of 50%, 29% and 21%, respectively.
Comparatively the typical TiO2 doublet related to titanium (IV) at 458.5 e eV is
seen in CF@TiO2 and CF@TiO2 N500, with a small additional doublet contribution
from Ti (III) in the lattice structure in case of CF@TiO2 N500 at 458.9 eV.
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Figure 6.25 - O1s and Ti2p XPS spectra for CF@TiO2, CF@TiO2 N500 and CF@TiO2 N900.

Furthermore, the O1s spectra in Figure 6.25 shows an increasing surface defect
formation over the metal oxide lattice by oxygen deficient groups, Ti-O (dark blue
peaks) at 531.5 eV, following the relative area percentage: CF@TiO 2 (22%) <
CF@TiO2 N500 (45%) < CF@TiO2 N900 (51%). There is also the existence of small
contributions related to different oxygen bonds over the carbon surface centered at
higher energy values (533 eV) (light blue peaks). Oxygen XPS band for CF@N900
(Figure 6.26) gives evidence for the oxygen groups formed on the carbon felt
surface, as three deconvolution peaks related to C=O (rel. 2%) at 530.8 eV, C-O
(rel. 69%) at 532.1 eV and C-O-H (rel. 29%) at 534.2 eV
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Hence, bearing in mind that XPS signal is accurate for a few nanometers thickness
(about 10 nm)213,214, the crystalline domain determined from the XRD spectra the
surface of CF@TiO2 N900 electrode could be described as a TiO2 surface with
numerous sample
zones A'of TiN (21%) surrounded by Ti-O-N transition areas betweenCompany
TiN
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Figure 6.26 - XPS O1s band spectra for the sample CF@N900.

It is confirmed by the N1s XPS band spectra (Figure 6.27) that CF@TiO2 N900
shows as main contributions the N-Ti (4% at.) bonding at 396 eV, as well as Ti-N-O
(4% at.) at 398 eV, both centered at 396.1eV. Moreover, there is a 2% contribution
of the spectra coming from pyridinic, pyrrolic and graphitic nitrogen groups formed
at the carbon felt surface uncovered , which are centered at 400.2 eV. A 55%
corresponds to pyridinic-N (399.7 eV), 31% to pyrrolic-N (400.3 eV) and 13% to
graphitic-N (401.3 eV). The nitrogen functionalization is confirmed for CF@ N900,
as the deconvolution of the high resolution N1s spectra reveals the presence of the
peaks related to: pyridine-N (399.7 eV), pyrrole-N (400.3 eV) and graphitic-N
(401.3 eV).
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Figure 6.27 - XPS N1s band spectra for the samples CF@N900, CF@TiO2N500 and CF@TiO2
N900.
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Besides, the NH3-tratment remarkably modifies the surface chemical states and,
consequently, the optical properties of the TiO2. For example, the color of the
rutile’s deposit, which is completely white in the case of the initial TiO2 sample
(Figure 6.28a) and it turns bluish on the deposit after NH3-treatment at 500ºC
(Figure 6.28b), due to defect formation on the rutile215,216 caused by the reducing
effects produced by the presence of ammonia. The annealed sample at 700ºC
(Figure 6.28c) is changed to black due to a deeper defect formation. Finally, the
case of 900ºC (Figure 6.28d) turns to a brown color as a result of the titanium
nitride (TiN) formation. The following reactions explain the annealing processes that
the electrodes are subjected to in presence of ammonia when reaching certain
temperature217:

2NH3

N2 + 3H2

(6.3)

TiO2 + H2

TiO + H2O

(6.4)

TiO + NH3

TiN + H3O+

(6.5)

TiO2 + NH3

TiON + H3O+

(6.6)

2TiO + N2

2TiON

(6.7)

Initially, when ammonia gas is heated it is decomposed to hydrogen and nitrogen
gas (6.3). Hydrogen partially reduces the titanium dioxide phase to titanium
monoxide (6.4) which in the presence of the acidic electrolyte will form the
oxyhydroxide. However, in order to produce titanium nitride, the heating
temperature should reach at least 800ºC. Below that temperature reaction (6.5)
does not take place, therefore TiN is not formed. Intermediate reactions (6.6) and
(6.7) takes place from 700ºC to form the oxynitride phase218.
In order to confirm these findings the UV-vis spectra, shown in Figure 6.28e, is
done for the as-prepared electrodes. Considering the CF@TiO2 electrode as the
initial spectra, there is broad absorbance decay, from 400 to 850 nm wavelength,
corresponding with the visible and Near-IR region. It increases to maximum
absorbance when the sample is annealed in ammonia at 500ºC. When annealed at
700ºC, the absorbance is lowered around 5% relative to the CF@TiO 2 N500 sample,
from 400 to around 700 nm. Finally, the absorption after nitride formation appears
to be stronger in the visible range (400-550 nm) for the sample annealed at 900ºC
in presence of ammonia (CF@TiO2 N900). Afterwards has a linear decreasing
absorbance, from 550 to 850 nm, as the color of our electrode’s deposit turns from
black to dark brown219,220.
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Figure 6.28 - Images, taken from Carl-Zeiss optical lens, of the electrodes after their
respectively treatment: a) CF@TiO2; b) CF@TiO2 N500; c) CF@TiO2 N700 d) CF@TiO2
N900 e) UV-vis Absorption spectra for CF@TiO2, CF@TiO2 N500, CF@TiO2 N700 and
CF@TiO2 N900.

6.1.3.1.3 Electrochemical characterization
After study the chemical modification of the different electrodes, cyclic voltammetry
(CV) was done as electrochemical analysis towards V2+/V3+ redox reaction (Table
6.4). Several electrochemical observations can be made from the CV (Figure
6.29a). It is clearly evidenced the poor electrocatalytic activity of the CF towards
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the negative reaction in VRFB, as large differential peak potential corresponding to
the V3+/V2+ redox reaction is observed. This irreversibility is due to CF electrode
promotes the HER over the V3+/V2+ redox reaction. TiO2 electrocatalyst over the
surface of the CF electrode displayed oxidation and reduction peaks and therefore
HER is largely avoided, but no these peaks are no symmetrical and the obtained
current density values are the lowest for all modified electrodes tested. Further
differences can be observed, when compare CF@TiO2 N500 and CF@TiO2 N900
electrodes:

1) The highest current densities for both processes, oxidation and reduction, is
displayed by CF@TiO2 N900 electrode (i.e. Iox= 24.01 mA/cm2 and Ired= 27.67 mA/cm2), which evidences the greater electrochemical conversion of
the active species on its surface due to a larger electrochemical active
surface area towards the V3+/V2+ redox reaction.
2)

The peak-to-peak potential separation (ΔE) and the ratio of the reduction
peak and the oxidation peak current (Ired/Iox) provide information about the
reversibility of the redox process. For one-electron transfer reaction, the
values for a reversible redox reaction are ΔE = 0.059 V and Ired/Iox = 1 at
298 K. A Slight difference of the ΔE values between both electrodes,
CF@TiO2 N500 and CF@TiO2 N900, can be observed 0.24 and 0.22 V
respectively. However, a significant increase from 0.60 to 0.87 for I red/Iox
can be observed, showing a higher symmetry for CF@TiO2 N900 electrode
towards the reaction. Thus, in terms of electrochemical reversibility, the
CF@TiO2 N900 electrode presents better features, achieving values for a
quasi-reversible reaction towards V2+/V3+.

Table 6.4 – Electrochemical values obtained from the cyclic voltammetry plots.
Ired / mAcm-2

Ired/Iox

9.21

-13.98

0.66

0.24

3.67

-6.84

0.54

-0.468

0.24

5.28

-8.77

0.60

-0.232

-0.456

0.22

24.01

-27.67

0.87

-0.230

-0.463

0.23

15.95

-20.56

0.78

Sample

Eox / V

Ered / V

ΔE / V

CF

-0.066

-0.625

0.69

CF@TiO2

-0.228

-0.469

CF@TiO2 N500

-0.233

CF@TiO2 N900

CF@N900

Iox / mAcm-2
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Additionally, in order to elucidate the electrochemical influence of the nitrided
process onto TiO2 layer, as well as on the carbon felt, samples without TiO 2 layer
have also been prepared and analyzed, labeled as CF@N900. As observed in Table
6.4, the main differences between these two electrodes is the lower current
density, from 33% for reduction to 25% for oxidation reactions, slightly smaller ΔE
(0.23 V) and reduced Ired/Iox (0.78) displayed by CF@N900 comparatively to
CF@TiO2 N900 electrode. It points out the positive benefit of the proposed
technological route to enhance the VRFB negative redox reaction. Accordingly, the
experimental data have shown a synergetic effect between the nitrided process
effect over the CF and on TiO2 structure, coupling the better electron transfer
towards V3+/V2+ redox reaction due to functionalization over the carbon electrode’s
surface and over the TiN nanocatalyst formed.
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Figure 6.29 – a) Cyclic Voltammetry of the electrodes in 0.05 M V3+and 1 M H2SO4
solution. The voltage was scanned negatively from Eocv at 50% SoC (V3+/V2+) at a scan rate
of 1 mV s-1, to -0.56 V vs. SHE and after reversing the direction to an oxidative potential up
to -0.06 V vs. SHE. b) Potentiostatic Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (PEIS) done
at -0.26 V vs. SHE. c) Randles-Sevcik plot of j vs. ν1/2. d) Tafel plot log i vs. η
(overpontential) for the different electrodes used in a 0.05 M 50% SoC V 2+/V3+ in 1 M H2SO4
solution.

The change in the electrochemical behavior of the prepared electrodes is a crucial
characteristic to consider, for that purpose electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(PEIS) was done for all the electrodes at -0.26 V vs. SHE. Nyquist plots (Figure
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6.29b) of all electrodes studied resembled a semi-circle at high frequency region
and a sloped line at the low frequency region ascribed to charge transfer process
and the diffusion process, respectively. The data were fitted using Randles
equivalent circuit (Figure 6.29b onset). The following elements can be ascribed to
the fitting: i) the Rs element represents the ohmic resistant, combining the
electrolyte resistance, connection resistance, and the electrode resistance; ii) CPE-1
has a Faradic component (Y1), which is a double layer capacitance (Cdl) of the
interface between the electrode and the electrolyte, and a no-Faradic component
(n1), iii) charge transfer resistance (Rct), and iv) CPE-2 has a Faradic component
(Y2), which represents the diffusion capacitance in pores of the electrodes, and a
no-Faradic component (n2). The data parameters obtained are listed in Table 6.5
with an error less than 10%.

Table 6.5 – Parameters obtained from the Nyquits ﬁtting plots with the equivalent circuit
model of Figure 6.29b.

CPE-1
Sample

Rs / Ohm

Y1 (Cdl)

CPE-2
n1

Rct / Ohm

Y2

n2

CF@TiO2

10.4

0.004451 0.92136

80.5

0.77467 0.81453

CF@TiO2 N500

11.7

0.020095 0.89663

34.4

1.589

0.91352

CF@TiO2 N900

12.3

0.084218 0.76553

1.25

2.781

0.6693

CF@N900

13.9

0.034198 0.61148

4.79

1.83

0.75279

CF

11.4

0.000322 0.97239
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0.96348 0.58562

Consequently, CF@TiO2 N900 sample has an electrochemical charge transfer
resistance undeniable low compare to other electrodes, 1.25 Ohm, which is more
than three times better compared to CF@N900 electrode. There is a great variation
in the charge transfer resistance of the CF@TiO2 sample compared to the nitrided
electrodes. This process highly improves the charge transfers between the negative
electrode and the vanadium ions, especially for CF@TiO2 N900, when TiN phase is
formed, as well as nitrogen groups functionalization over the carbon felt, as XPS
previously shown (Figure S4). It makes CF@TiO2 N900 as the best electrode
synthesized in this study, reducing the charge transfer resistance almost two orders
of magnitude compared to CF@TiO2221. It is also worth considering CF@N900, which
performed the second best, helped by the N and O-groups over the carbonaceous
surface, showing an Rct of 4.79 Ohm. Moreover, Cdl values are found to follow the
same trend as the Rct, obtaining the larger value for CF@TiO2 N900 (8.4 x 10-2 F)
electrode due to higher amount of the active sites available for the reaction, which
also agrees well with the CV analysis.
Besides, in cyclic voltammetry, the peak current, ip, depends not only on the
concentration and diffusion properties of the electroactive species but also on the
scan rate, as described by the Randles-Sevcik equation:
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Where ip is the current maximum in amps, n is the number of electrons transferred
in the redox event (usually 1), A is the electrode area in [cm2], F is the Faraday
constant in [C mol−1], D is the diffusion coefficient in [cm2/s], C is the concentration
in [mol/cm3], ν is the scan rate in [V/s], R is the gas constant in [J K−1 mol−1] and T
is the temperature in [K]. When a linear behavior is observed between the scan
rate and the peak current for the redox couple V 3+/V2+, the reaction is diffusion
controlled. Prior to use this equation it is worth mention it is applied just as a
qualitative approximation because it applies to reversible reactions and planar
electrodes while the studied electrodes are porous and quasi-reversible reactions.
In order to estimate the mass transfer the Randles-Sevcik equation is used 222. The
equation’s plot (Figure 6.29c) gives us a relationship where the slope is directly
related to the associated mass transfer, which follows the trend: CF@TiO 2 N900 >
CF@N900 > CF > CF@TiO2 N500 > CF@TiO2. These values evidence the higher
mass transfer on the CF@TiO2 N900 electrode towards the negative reaction, which
is directly a consequence of a larger active area of the vanadium ions over the
electrode and therefore being less diffusive limited. Moreover, the close value of
CF@N900 to CF@TiO2 N900 also evidences a facilitated mass transfer due to larger
active area on the electrode’s surface.
The Tafel equation was applied in order to confirm the catalytic properties of the
different carbon felt modified electrodes (Figure 6.29d), which was mathematically
treated and their values disclosed in Table 6.6. As seen, the exchange current
density follows the trend (mA): CF@TiO2 N900 (9.58 x 10-1) > CF@N900 (6.87 x
10-1) > CF@TiO2 N500 (3.51 x 10-1) > CF@TiO2 (2.38 x 10-1) > CF (6.6 x 10-2). It is
directly related to the equilibrium exchange current on the electrode towards the
negative VRFB reaction. Therefore, our synthesized material at high temperature
(900ºC) shows a superior electron exchange current with the electrolyte towards
the redox reaction (V3+/V2+), which implies good catalytic behavior of highly
nitrided electrodes. The heterogeneous rate constant was also determined, see
Table 6.6, obtaining 1.6 ×10−3 cm s-1 for CF@TiO2 N900 electrode one order of
magnitude larger than CF@TiO2 N500 electrode (5.8 x 10-4 cm s-1). CF@TiO2 N900
rate constant value is among the best values in the literature 223.
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Table 6.6 – Exchange current density (i0) values and heterogeneous kinetic rate constant
obtained from the Tafel plot in 0.05 M V3+ in 1 M H2SO4 at 50% SoC (V2+/V3+) for the
electrodes CF, CF@TiO2 and CF@TiO2 N500, CF@TiO2 N900 and CF@N900.

Electrode

I0 / mA

k0 /cm s-1

CF

0.066

1.1 x 10-4

CF@TiO2

0.238

3.9 x 10-4

CF@TiO2 N500

0.351

5.8 x 10-4

CF@TiO2 N900

0.958

1.6 x 10-3

CF@N900

0.687

1.1 x 10-3

Since the lower contribution of the parasitic reactions must be settled in order to
assess a high Coulombic efficiency, as well as long lifespan of the electrodes
performance, CV are performed in absence of any vanadium ion to study the HER
on the surface of the different studied electrodes (Figure 6.30). The maximum
current density values for the as prepared electrodes towards HER increases in the
following order (mA cm-2): CF@TiO2 (89) < CF@TiO2 N900 (150) < CF@TiO2 N500
(180) << CF@N900 (248) < CF (258). Compared to CF, it is obvious the large
inhibition of hydrogen evolution presented on the felt covered by titanium dioxide
as rutile phase, shifting the onset potential of HER, from -0.024 to -0.49 V vs.
SHE224. The nitrided samples, CF@TiO2 N500 and CF@TiO2 N900, also inhibited the
HER compared to the carbon felt, though not as strongly as before the nitride
treatment, -0.15 and -0.30 V vs. SHE onset potential for annealing at 500 and
900ºC, respectively. In spite of the inhibition of HER produced on its surface it is
not as powerful as in the case of pure titanium dioxide, due to the presence of
fewer oxygen C-O centers, as shown by XPS for TiO2 and CF@TiO2 N500 89.
Moreover, CF@TiO2 N900 has a more negative onset potential compared to
CF@TiO2 N500 as the activation energy towards HER is comparatively larger. Last
but not less important, CF@N900 increases the kinetics towards HER, in spite the
fact that postpones the onset potential compared to CF. This result related to
CF@N900 hydrogen evolution reaction demonstrates the usefulness of TiO2
presence to inhibit H2 formation. Thus, CF@N900 is not studied into a single cell.
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Figure 6.30 – Cyclic voltammetry (CV) of carbon felt, CF@TiO2 and CF@TiO2 N500 and
N900 electrodes using a 1M sulphuric media at 2 mV s-1, with potential window of 0.6
to -1 V vs. SHE.

6.1.3.2

Single cell performance

Finally, in order to assess the performance of the modified electrodes in a single
cell, the carbon felt electrode incorporated with the nitrided titanium dioxide
catalyst is used as the negative electrode in all-vanadium redox flow battery, while
for all the experiments treated carbon felt (CF-HT) was used as positive electrode.
Figure 6.31 shows several battery cycles at different current densities, from 25 to
150 mA cm-2, in order to observe the effect on the capacity. It can be said that our
carbon felt capacity drops dramatically from 12.6 Ah L-1 at 25 mA cm-2 current
density to 3.3 Ah L-1 at 100 mA cm-2. However, it recovers at least partially its
capacity when it is returned to the initial current density applied (10.9 Ah L-1). On
the contrary, the nitrided TiO2 electrode retains the majority of their charge
capacity from 13.1 and 13.6 Ah L-1 at 25 mA cm-2 to 9.8 and 10.1 Ah L-1 at 150 mA
cm-2. This outstanding performance is a consequence of the synergetic catalytic
effect of the oxygen and nitrogen sites on the carbon nitrided CF@TiO2 over the
adsorption, redox reaction and later desorption of V 2+/V3+ redox pair 203,225.
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Figure 6.31 – Battery’s capacity as a function of the current density for different modified
electrode used as, CF, CF@TiO2 N500 and CF@TiO2 N900

Furthermore, the sample treated at 500ºC displays low voltage losses over the
charge and discharge if we compare with CF. However, still higher than the nitrided
one at 900ºC. One of the main reasons for this is the formation of TiN coupled with
the nitrogen and oxygen group formation on the carbon felt, which allows a reduced
charge transfer resistance. As a consequence of this, during the charge-discharge
at 150 mA cm-2, the ohmic drop decreases, from CF@TiO2 N500 to CF@TiO2 N900
by 104 mV and 56 mV for charge and discharge respectively (Figure 6.32). As all
components remained constant between tests, any differences on the system are
due to the negative electrode. Therefore, the surface properties of the electrodes
have a critical influence not only over the redox reaction kinetics, as previously
shown, but also its ohmic resistance.
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Figure 6.32 – Comparative between voltage profiles for CF@TiO2 N500 and CF@TiO2 N900
for current density applied of 150 mA cm-2.

Subsequently, Figure 6.33a and b presents the Coulombic, Voltage and Energy
efficiency for the electrodes CF, CF@TiO2 N500 and CF@TiO2 N900 respectively, as
we cycle with current densities from 25 to 150 mA cm-2. The sample annealed at
900ºC shows smaller losses as the current density is increased, and therefore a
higher efficiency. A maximum energy efficiency of 86.5% is seen at the lowest
current density (25 mA cm-2), dropping to 71% at 150 mA cm-2. These values are
lower compared to the state of the art in the literature226 as a consequence of
different single cell set-up design and conditions. Nevertheless, for the same
experimental conditions it is clear that the coating of nitride TiO 2 on the surface of
the graphite felts has a drastic improvement on performance of the battery
compared to CF. Similarly, the decrease in energy efficiency for CF@TiO 2 N500 is
markedly less than for the CF, where the efficiency decays abruptly when the
current density applied increases. Especially up to 100 mA cm-2, where the value
collapses due to large overpotential, as seen in Figure 6.34d.
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Figure 6.33 – a) CE and VE b) EE dependency with the applied current density
(from 12.5 to 150 mA cm-2) of CF, CF@TiO2 N500 and CF@TiO2 N900 as electrodes, for
1M of initial vanadium ions and 3 M H2SO4 as electrolyte. Single cell long-term cycling
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N900.
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The Voltage efficiency, which is the ratio of charge and discharge voltage, follows
the same trend as the Energy efficiency, a consequence of being the limiting factor
of the battery performance. The Coulombic efficiency, the difference between
charge and discharge capacity, shows similar values for all samples (Figure 6.35),
above 95% for all current densities. The exception being for carbon felt above
current density 100 mA cm-2, due to an enormous overpotential that causes a
Coulombic efficiency drop to approximately a 20%. As HER increase, the
overpotential does increase as well, which is confirmed in Figure 6.34d, causing
critical imbalances between charge and discharge process that ultimately makes the
system to fail when CF is used as negative electrode. Moreover, Figure 6.34d
shows the Voltage profiles between 0.8 and 1.8 V for carbon felt, CF@TiO2 nitride at
500ºC and 900ºC, applying increasing current densities. It is obvious the larger
ohmic drop for CF than nitrided electrodes, especially low ohmic drop is observed
for CF@TiO2 N900 capable of a lower polarization when high currents are applied.
Considering the different charge-discharge profiles, it is clear the logarithmic
tendency of the overpotential when increasing the current density, seen in Figure
6.34d.
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Thus, the nitrided catalysts annealed at 500 and 900ºC exhibited a stable cycling
performance above 100 cycles at different current densities with more than 50
cycles at high-current (150 mA cm-2). Nitrided CF@TiO2 displays an initial Energy
efficiency of 88.9% and 87.2%, for 900 and 500ºC annealing temperature,
respectively. After 100 cycles, which is the largest stability published up to date for
these materials, corresponding to 2-3 weeks of cycling, the enhancement of
CF@TiO2 N900 achieved a stable cycling energy efficiency of 71.2% at 150 mA cm-2
compared to 63.9% energy efficiency in case of CF@TiO2 N500. Therefore, the
electrode improvement can be observed especially at high current densities due to
the significantly reduced polarization by increased redox active sites towards
vanadium ions for the fast charge and mass transfer, which is consistent with all
the electrochemical data previously shown. Following cycling at increased current
densities, the system was returned to a charge-discharge rate of 25 mA cm-2, in
order to evaluate the catalyst stability (Figure 6.33c and d). Remarkably, the
initial energy efficiency was recovered after cycling at high current densities,
indicating an electrochemical and chemical robustness of nitrided CF@TiO 2 catalyst
in concentrated acidic and high current conditions. Moreover, Coulombic efficiency
and Voltage efficiency values were the highest for CF@TiO2 N900 samples. Nitrided
CF@TiO2 catalyst was shown to exceptionally enhance the electrochemical
performance of the VRFB system. In fact, CF@TiO2 N900 induces a fast charge
transfer and vanadium ion adsorption, resulting in a high rate capability at 150 mA
cm-2 and excellent capacity retention. This outstanding performance is a
consequence of the synergetic catalytic effect of the oxygen and nitrogen sites on
the nitrided carbon felt and TiO2 over the adsorption, redox reaction and later
desorption of V2+/V3+ redox pair 203,225.
In fact, the observed improved performance in the electrode’s mass and charge
transfer, low ohmic resistance, as well as, limiting current density enables CF@TiO 2
N900 material to reach a superior power density, which is coherent with the
electrode reaching a superior current values in the CV, previously shown in Figure
6.29a. The value of power density obtained, 700 mW cm-2, is two and a half times
higher than when annealed at 500°C and three times more than carbon felt
electrode. The shape of the polarization curves (Figure 6.33e) show that the
maximum current density supply by the device is increased by two effects: i) a low
ohmic drop as the current density is increased and ii) faster vanadium mass
transfer, allowing larger amounts of vanadium to be polarized over the electrode
surface as the power density increases. The voltage decay is much smoother in
CF@TiO2 N900 electrode. It reaches a greater maximum power, while the other
samples show abrupt voltage decay and significantly lower maximum power
density. Therefore, the modified carbon felts (CF@TiO2 N900) have enhanced the
electrochemical performance of the negative electrode in all-vanadium redox flow
batteries and, more importantly, the power density, which is usually insufficient in
flow batteries technology.
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Figure 6.35 – Average efficiencies (CE, VE and EE) as a function of the current density
applied for different electrodes in galvanostatic single cell conditions.

6.1.3.3

Mechanism proposed

Based on previous research 227 and implementing the presented results, the
mechanism proposed for the electrodes used is shown in Figure 6.36a and
b. Firstly on CF, V3+ ions are adsorbed over the oxygen groups, -OH and C-O,
on the carbon felt surface, generating O-V bonds, which breaks a O-H bond
in the case where it is adsorbed on the hydroxyl group and releases a proton
to the solution. Consequently, an electron is donated to the V 3+ reducing it to
V2+ and breaking the previously formed bond (O-V) and taking the proton
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again from the solution to re-form the hydroxyl groups. In this case, this
redox reaction competes with the hydrogen evolution reaction as the protons
are easily adsorbed to the C surface to form an H-H bond and subsequently
desorbed as H2. The former reaction is kinetically more favourable, causing
electrolyte imbalance and low performance. The inhibition of the HER is
therefore an important factor in catalyst performance, as well as the
enhancement of the V 3+/V2+ redox reaction.

Secondly, on CF@N900, V 3+ ions are adsorbed over the oxygen (-OH and CO) and nitrogen (pyridinic, pyrrolic and graphitic-N) groups on the carbon felt
surface, generating O-V and N-V bonds, which breaks a O-H, N-H, +N-H bond
in the case where it is adsorbed on the hydroxyl, pyrrolic or graphitic group,
respectively, releasing a proton to the solution. Consequently, an electron is
donated to the V3+ reducing it to V2+ and breaking the previously formed
bond and taking the proton again from the solution. This redox reaction also
competes with the hydrogen evolution reaction for the same reasons as with
the228.
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Figure 6.36 – a) Mechanism interpretation, based on published results227, for the
negative reaction of VRFBs using CF and CF@N900 electrodes. b) Mechanism
interpretation, based on published results 227, for the negative reaction of VRFBs using
CF@TiO2, and nitrided CF@TiO2 as electrodes.

Thirdly, after the TiO2 is deposited there are two conditions that favour the
V3+ reduction: i) Increase of –OH groups and less importantly –O groups, as
XPS data shows, due to the presence of titanium dioxide itself that promote
the number of active sites per area for the reaction to happen, enhancing the
electron charge transfer at the electrode/vanadium interface. ii) Highly stable
proton absorption over the Ti-O bond inhibiting the HER side reaction.
However, large electrode polarization is dominant at high rate capability
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leading to a limited specific capacity and a modest electrolyte-utilization ratio
(SoC).
Consequently, the partially reduced sample (CF@TiO 2 N500) favours the
V3+/V2+ due to a reduced charge transfer resistance as an increased number
of oxygen active sites (-OH and -O), especially hydroxyl groups, are present
on the surface (Figure 6.25), and therefore, more vanadium ions are capable
of reaction simultaneously.
Finally, for the sample where TiN is partially formed (CF@TiO2 N900) there
are two conditions that favour the V 3+ reduction229: i) Increase of –N groups
on the carbon felt and over the TiO 2 surface forming TiN, due to the nitride
process that promotes the number of active sites, enhancing the electron
charge transfer at the interface electrode/vanadium. ii) Increase of oxygen
groups, especially hydroxyl electroactive sites (-OH) over the electrode
surface, for which electron charge transfer is facilitated by the nitrogen
groups, most favoured by pyrrolic-N230,231.

6.1.4

Cerium oxide (CeO2)

In this section is studied the demonstration of ALD Ceria deposit over commercial
Graphite Felt and its function as catalyst for the positive VRFB redox reaction
(VO2+/VO2+) by itself (GF@CeO2) , as well as, after heat treatment under reductive
atmosphere (GF@CeO2-x) for high performance all-vanadium redox flow batteries
(VRFB) as a simple and eco-friendly strategy, well-suited for large-scale
applications (Figure 6.37). Analogously to the previous section, where Hydrogentreated rutile TiO2 shell in a graphite felt core (GF@TiO2:H) is used as negative
enhanced electrode89. It is done to further improve the device, similarly to the
negative reaction enhancement by this method, showen in previous section, the
positive reaction is improved using a better electrode as the positive compartment
would be now the limiting factor in the overall cell performance. Moreover,
significant improvements in charge and electron transfer processes towards
VO2+/VO2+ redox reaction is achieved using GF@CeO2-x electrodes due to the
enhancement of CeO2 charge and electron transfer after hydrogen annealing. It is a
consequence of the formation of oxygen vacancies in the lattice structure, similarly
as the case of hydrogen treated TiO2. We have achieved a good quality
performance for VRFB not only in terms of high capability rates (250 mAcm-2) but
also the capacity retention achieved (60% at 200 mAcm-2). Additionally, high
coulombic efficiency (CE, 98%) and attonishing stability, over 100 cycles at 200
mA/cm2, demonstrating the feasibility of achieving an outstanding long-term
stability, using 1.5 M Vanadium ions in 3 M H2SO4.
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Figure 6.37. – Scheme of the charge-discharge displayed plots for the different electrodes
involved in this section in an electrolyte solution of 1.5 M vanadium ions and 3 M H2SO4 at a
current density of 150 mA/cm2. The picture behind shows the GF@CeO2-x ALD
deposited.

Furthermore, the slower kinetics of the VRFB positive reaction (2.18) as it is a
more complex reaction comparatively to the one electron transfer for the negative
VRFBs reaction. Accompanied by the side reactions in the positive half-cell,

diminishes the overall battery performance due to a kinetic overpotential that
lowers the voltage efficiency of the battery as well as the capacity. For that
purpose Ceria is deposited over the positive electrode material, which is a
cheap well-known material, in addition to its standard potential and faster
kinetics in acidic solution, E0 = 1.72 V, acts avoiding Oxygen Evolution
Reaction (OER) during the battery cycling by shifting OER to larger potentials.
Moreover, CeO2 and specially, CeO2-x, also enhance the electrocatalytic
properties among cycling as a consequence of the electro active oxygen
groups, formed on the electrode’s surface.
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6.1.4.1

Characterization
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Figure 6.38. – FE-SEM images of the a) core graphite GF-HT; b) morphology details
of the coating layer of the GF@TiO2 electrode; c) coating layer of the GF@CeO2
electrode; d) coating layer of the GF@CeO2-x electrode.

As it can be seen, Figure 6.38 exhibits the field emission scanning electron
microscopy (FE-SEM) images of the TiO 2 and CeO2 based GFs. Typically the
GF shows a smooth morphology but a slightly porous surface. A nanorods
crystal structure has been observed in GF@TiO 2:H (Figure 6.38b). Figure
6.38c and d show that GF has been covered by a homogeneous ALD deposit
of CeO2 maintaining the original GF surface morphology and increasing the
roughness in case of the reduced one compared to the non-reduced. It also
can be seen on the Figure 6.39 the completely coverage on the GF by CeO 2
using the ALD technique.
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Figure 6.39. – FE-SEM Image of the ALD deposit of GF@CeO2.

X-ray diffraction pattern of GF, GF@CeO 2 and GF@CeO2:H electrodes are
given in Figure 6.40. The broad peak near 2θ = 25 and 43⁰ in the spectrum
of GF-P electrode is attributed to the crystallographic planes of (002) and
(004) of the original GF electrode. Additionally, diffraction peaks appeared in
the pattern of GF@CeO2 electrode at 28.5⁰; 33.0⁰, 47.5⁰ and 56.3º (Figure
6.40); which are consistent with the Ceria (CeO 2) (111), (200), (220) and
(311) crystalline planes, respectively. All peaks are in line with the standard
pattern (JCPDS no.: 01-081-0792). After the treatment under reductive
conditions, the obtained GF@CeO 2-x displayed different XRD patterns at
26.3º, 43.9º and 55.7º, indicating that a phase transition to CeO 2-x occurred
in the reduction process. In spite the fact that the most intense peak is
hindered under the broad peak related to GF, it can be observed on the two
subsequently peaks on a low intensity marked by an asterisk. It also can be
observed peaks related to CeO 2, which implies a partial reduction of the ceria
structure by and oxygen deficiency presence on the lattice structure.
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Figure 6.40. – X-ray diffraction spectra of GF-HT electrode and as-prepared GF@CeO2
and GF@CeO2-x electrodes.

6.1.4.1.1 Electrochemical characterization
Additionally, in order to experimentally verify the electrochemical
characterization of the cerium-based catalysts, are performed several
experiments in a three electrode cell. For that purpose, a drop cast deposit of
the cerium materials is done over a glassy carbon (GC) electrode in case of
the positive electrode catalyst, while the negative catalysts has been broadly
explained in previous sections, where the electrocatalytic reaction of TiO 2
nanorods materials towards the negative reaction of the VRFB was
investigated. Figure 6.41 shows cyclic voltammetry experiments (CVs) for
the ceria materials under study over the GC. To evaluate the electrocatalytic
performance, we analysed several parameters from CVs, described as follow:
the peak-to-peak potential separation (ΔV), the ratio of oxidation and
reduction peak current (Ipa/Ipc), and the redox onset potential. Significant
differences between all samples can be observed. For example, the GF
electrode displays a cathodic peak due to VO 2+/VO2+ oxidation as well as
surface oxidation of the felt and oxygen evolution reaction, but a smaller
anodic peak can be appreciated (i.e. lower current density peak). This
behaviour is ascribed to the difficult on the VO 2+ reduction over the carbon
surface225,232,233.
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Figure 6.41. – Cycled Voltammetry performed using the as-prepared electrodes deposit
over GC electrodes in 0.5 M VO2+ and 1M H2SO4. Scan rate: 10 mVs-1.

On the contrary, enhanced oxidation processes are obtained using the CeO 2
and CeO2-x NPs, indicating the positive effect of the CeO 2 coating and the
doped improvement as oxygen vacancies are generated. Comparing both
electrodes, the most pronounced peaks appeared using CeO2-x. For example,
in case of the cathodic peak current-to-weight ratio values of 45 and 190 Ag -1
were obtained for CeO 2 and CeO2-x, respectively. The same trends were
observed for the anodic peak, 10 and 81 Ag -1 for CeO2 and CeO2-x electrodes,
respectively. Consequently, the ratio of the redox peak current (I pa/Ipc) value
obtained for CeO2 electrode was 0.17 and for CeO 2-x electrode 0.72, closer to
their ideal value unity for one electrode transfer process (Table 6.7).
Moreover, the potential peak separation carried out by CeO 2 (ΔV= 290 mV) is
larger than that of CeO2-x (ΔV= 140 mV), indicating higher reversibility for
the second cited. The origin of the improved electrochemical behaviour can
be caused by an increment of charge and electron transfer properties, as
oxygen-vacancies are induced in the lattice of the CeO 2 after thermal
treatment in reductive atmosphere, which is analogous to the behaviour of
other metal oxides89.

These oxygen-vacancies are known to be electron donors, determining the
surface and electronic properties of CeO 2, which improves the charge
transport in CeO2 as well as the electron transfer at the interface42. Indeed,
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurement of GF@CeO 2 and
GF@CeO2-x electrodes showed that the charge-transfer resistance of
GF@CeO2-x for VO2+/VO2+ reaction is remarkably smaller than the GF@CeO 2
electrode (Figure 6.42).
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Table 6.7- Performances displayed for all electrodes studied in three electrode
voltammetry for positive electrodes: oxidation, reduction and differential potential
(Eox, Ered, ΔE, mAg-1); oxidation and reduction intensity (Iox, Ired, mA) and intensity
ratio (Ired/Iox).

Sample

Eox /
V

Ered /
V

ΔE / V

Iox /

Ired /

GC-CNPs

1.124

0.9694

0.15

0.795

0.165

0.21

GC-CNPs@CeO2

1.214

0.9265

0.29

0.4311

0.07489

0.17

GC-CNPs@CeO2-x

1.163

1.025

0.14

0.7137

0.5153

0.72

mA

mA

Ired/Iox

600
GF@CeO2
GF@CeO2-x

- Im(Z) / Ohm

GF

400

200

0

0

200

400

600

Re(Z) / Ohm
Figure 6.42. - Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) has been done in a threeconventional electrode (0.25 cm2) using GF, GF@CeO2 and GF@CeO2-x as working electrode
and Hg/Hg2SO4 and platinum wire such as reference electrode and counter electrode,
respectively. Electrolyte solution was 0.05 M V3+ in a 3 M H2SO4. EIS measurements were
performed at open circuit potential (i.e. -0,33V vs. NHE) of 5 mV amplitude in the frequency
range of 0.1-200 kHz at room temperature.

Besides, as we observed in the CV after the vanadium oxidation peak there is
an oxygen evolution reaction that does not happen in presence of the Ceria
(Figure 6.41). It is a consequence of the standard redox potential of cerium,
as metal oxide, in between the VO 2+/VO2+ reaction and the OER, shifting the
OER initial point at higher values. Therefore, the enhancement of the
electrocatalytic properties in combination with the low oxygen-evolution
reaction of the GF@CeO 2-x electrode demonstrates a superior performance on
the positive electrode.
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Figure 6.43. – On the left, cyclic voltammetry at several scan rates for Randles-Sevcik
calculations in order to obtain Diffusion coeficient in 0.5 M VOSO4 1 M H2SO4 solution.
a) carbon nanoparticles deposit over glassy carbon (GC-CNPs) b) GC-CNPs@CeO2 c)
GC-CNPs@CeO2-x. On the right, Randles-Sevcik plots and Difusion constant done over
GC in 3 electrode cell as positive electrode for: a) GC-CNPs, b) GC-CNPs@CeO2, c)
GC-CNPs@CeO2-x.

Furthermore, Randles-Sevcik (Figure 6.43) and rotating disk electrode
(Figure 6.44) experiments are done for the positive catalysts, CNPs@CeO2
and CNPs@CeO2-x, depositing some nanoparticles on top of a glassy carbon
electrode (GC). This manner it is possible to obtain the Diffusion coefficient
for the redox reaction of VO 2+/VO2+ on the surface of the different electrodes,
showing one order of magnitude in the electrode diffusion enhancement in
the oxidation while two in the reduction process between the CeO2-x and CeO2
catalysts. The best diffusion values correspond to 6.8x10-7 and 2.2x10-7
cm2/s for the oxidation and reduction process, respectively. Moreover, it is
obtained the kinetic constant for the oxidation of V 4+ to V5+ measuring the
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mentioned reaction in absent of diffusion limitations using a rotating disk
electrode for this purpose. Here, it can be observed an increasing value from
GF (3 x10-5 m/s) < GF@CeO2 (2 x10-5 m/s) < GF@CeO2-x (4 x10-5 m/s).
Therefore the partially reduced ceria NPs are capable of a faster kinetic
constant, improving the electrochemical performance towards the positive
VRFBs redox reaction.
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Figure 6.44. – On the left, rotating disk electrode experiments on several sample
deposit onto glassy carbon in 0.5 M VOSO4 1M H2SO4 solution. a) GC-CNPs b) GCCNPs@CeO2 c) GC-CNPs@CeO2-x. On the right, rotating disk electrode plot for several
sample deposit onto glassy carbon as positive electrode to obtain the kinetic constant
for: a) GC-CNPs, b) GC-CNPs@CeO2 and c) GC-CNPs@CeO2-x.
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Figure 6.45. – a) Coulombic and voltage efficiencies amog cycling for increasing
current densities applied, from 50 to 150 mAcm-2, using different electrodes for the
single cell. b) Coulombic and energy efficiencies relationship as incresing current
densities applied, from 50 to 150 mAcm-2, using different electrodes for the single
cell. All the galvanostatic charge-discharge cycles are done in 1.5 M vanadium ions
and 3 M H2SO4.
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Finally, in order to ensure the potential application of ALD CeO 2 electrodes as
positive electrode in large-scale VRFB batteries, a flow-type single cell is
assembled using a GF@TiO 2:H as negative electrode. Its performance is
compared to GF electrode using 1.5 M electrolyte concentration. Figure
6.45a, shows a comparison of the Efficiencies developed by a combination of
different electrodes (GF or GF@TiO 2:H as negative electrodes and GF,
GF@CeO2 and GF@CeO2-x as positive electrodes). For that purpose, the cell is
operated at different values of current density, from 50 to 250 mA/cm 2.
However, these values could not be achieved by all of them due to high
polarization of the electrodes over the cut off value. In case of GF is only
possible to apply up to 100 mA/cm2, while 150 mA/cm2 for GF on the
negative and GF@CeO 2 on the positive, as well as for GF on the positive and
GF@TiO2:H on the negative due to a reduction of the overvoltage polarization
of the cell. The relation between current and Efficiency for the different
samples can be seen in Figure 6.45b. In case of the Coulombic efficiency
(CE), it can be clearly notice a slightly increasing value as the current density
is incremented and always above 95% CE. This tendency is a consequence of
a decrease of the time that could be taking place ionic cross over and also
side reactions (hydrogen evolution and/or oxygen evolution reaction). If we
focus into the energy efficiency (EE) values, it is obvious a moderate
descendant percentage as the current density increases. It is less pronounce
when the electrodes are GF@TiO 2:H on the negative side, while using
GF@CeO2 on the positive. Even less current can be applied to the pre-treated
pristine electrodes (GF), 100 mA/cm 2 as maximum. In order to compare, all
the modified electrodes it can be seen in Table 6.8. The efficiency
enhancement of them follows the order: GF@CeO 2-x (+) vs. GF@TiO2:H (-) >
GF@CeO2 (+) vs. GF@TiO2:H (-) > GF (+) vs. GF@TiO2:H (-) > GF@CeO2 (+)
vs. GF (-) >> GF (+) vs. GF (-).

Table 6.8- Performances displayed for all electrodes studied in this work: current
density applied (j, mAcm-2); Coulombic efficiency (CE, %); voltage efficiency (VE, %)
and energy efficiency (EE, %).

Sample

j / mA/cm2 CE / % VE / %

EE / %

GF(+) vs. GF(-)

100

95.5

53.2

50.8

GF@CeO2(+) vs GF(-)

100

96.4

66.6

64.3

GF@TiO2:H(-) vs. GF(+)

100

96.7

71.3

68.9

GF@TiO2:H(-) vs. GF@CeO2(+)

100

96.2

74.2

71.4

GF@TiO2:H(-) vs. GF@CeO2-x(+)

100

95.8

74.5

71.4

GF@CeO2(+) vs GF(-)

150

97.1

55.5

53.9

GF@TiO2:H(-) vs. GF@CeO2(+)

150

97.6

62.2

60.7

GF@TiO2:H(-) vs. GF@CeO2(+)

150

97

64.2

62.3

GF@TiO2:H(-) vs. GF@CeO2-x(+)

150

96.4

65.1

62.7
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In addition, it is analyzed the capacity retention on each one of the
electrodes likewise the previously commented efficiencies. Seeing Figure
6.46a, all the electrodes get retention above 80% electrolyte utilization ratio
at 50 mA/cm2 of current density. However, as we increase it, the capacity
retention decays. It is the case of GF, giving values below 50% at 100
mA/cm2. The same issue happens for GF@CeO 2(+) vs. GF(-) at 150 mA/cm2,
but not in case of GF(+) vs. GF@TiO 2:H holding a 60% retention at the same
current density. Although the best performance at 150 mA/cm2 it is shown
when our battery is enhanced in the positive side by a Ceria shell reduced
and a reduced Rutile in the negative around a Graphite Felt core (80%
capacity retention), they faded to a 60% electrolyte utilization ratio when 200
mA/cm2 is applied.
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Figure 6.46. – a) Current density dependence with capacity retention of over cycles.
b) Voltage profile correlating charge/discharge process performed at 150 mAcm -2
using an electrlyte of 1.5 M vanadium ions in 3M H2SO4.
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In order to compare the different charge and discharge profiles using a
variety of electrodes, it has to be at a highest 150 mA/cm2 current density
(Figure 6.46b). First, the Ceria electrode in the positive side of the cell while
using only GF on the negative shows (9.6 AhL -1) a pronounce slope,
especially during charge, that evidence the highly abundant hydrogen
evolution reaction taking place, which generates an overpotential while
charging due to large electrode surface not in contact with the electrolyte.
Secondly, in the opposite case using GF as positive electrode and GF@TiO 2:H
as negative one (14.1 AhL-1). The charge and discharge profiles reduce their
slope, which means a side reaction inhibition as the case of the hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER). Also catalysis over the reaction as the initial
potential is substantially reduced, and therefore the kinetics are increased.
Comparatively the oxygen evolution that occurs in this case is significantly
much lower that the hydrogen evolution of the previous case. Finally, while
using GF@TiO2:H(-) on the negative side of the cell and the reduced (16.2
AhL-1) and non-reduced (15.2 AhL-1) Ceria shell over the GF, our profiles are
slightly better in terms of capacity reached as a consequence of a more
abundant active sites (-OH groups) on the negative and positive electrodes,
following the proposed mechanism227 (Figure 6.47). In case the capacity
values are compared to the literature, an 80% of the theoretical capacity is
achieved which value is above recent publications234,235. Bayeh et al. with
TiNb2O7-rGO electrodes obtained a 70% for similar current densities, and
also Yun et al. with GF-NiO NPs just reached a 67% of the theoretical
capacity. It can be also observed in case of the Ceria sample reduced
comparatively with the non-reduced, that the first one cited presents oxygen
vacancies in the metal oxide structure and as a result increases the active –
OH sites.
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Figure 6.47. – Schematic mechanism proposed for positive reaction of VRFBs over different
electrodes.

Furthermore, it is the reason not only the capacity due to catalytic
improvement, but also in terms of voltage efficiency (defects enhance the
conductivity of this semiconductor). The above explained tendency is kept at
other current densities.
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Thus, we wanted to verify the low self-discharge of the cell in static
conditions and how the different electrodes behave. For that purpose, it was
measured the OCV of the cell during 18 hours after charging at low current
density (25 mA/cm2). Looking at the Figure 6.48, we can elucidate when
both electrodes are enhanced not only preserve better its potential during
this period, but also has an initial greater value of open circuit voltage. It is
followed by only one improved electrode, positive electrode covered by CeO 2.
Both shows better stability than the case of pristine electrodes, where the
OCP decays rapidly. It is an evidence of the really low self-discharge of this
kind of technology.
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Figure 6.48. – Self-discharge process from a totally charged battery through time for
different electrodes.

Afterwards, it is done a long term stability for the electrodes that shows a
better performance, in particular the case of GF@TiO2:H (-) vs. GF@CeO2-x
(+). We have cycled for 100 times at 200mA/cm 2 obtaining a 52% EE and
98.5% CE as well as an initial capacity of 12 AhL -1, which degenerates until a
76% of the initial capacity. After this 100 cycles our cell is capable of last
over other 60 cycles at 150 mA/cm 2 before experiment a capacity fading
(below 62% of the initial capacity, from 13 to 8 AhL -1) as we observe in the
Figure 6.49. The EE and CE remains over these cycles around 58 and 98 %
respectively. These electrodes enhance our battery performance allowing
going up to 150 cycles easily without degradation, because of the reasons
mentioned before our battery could be an advantageous choice for
commercial application.
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Figure 6.49. – Long-term stability of the GF@TiO2:H (-) vs. GF@CeO2-x electrodes. a)
specific capacity over cycling at 200 and 150 mA/cm2. b) Voltage and Coulombic
Efficiencies over cycling at the same current density.

6.2 Conclusions
Along the experimental work done, it has been accomplished much obtaining the
following conclusion points that summarize this chapter about electrodes
modifications for all-vanadium redox flow batteries:

1. Titanium dioxide especially in its rutile (110) phase acts as a powerful
electrocatalyst towards the VRFBs negative half-cell reaction. Increasing the
active groups on the electrode surface and decreasing the side reactions
taking place (HER). However, when the TiO 2 thickness increases above
certain limit the semiconductor properties enlarge the charge transfer
resistance towards the vanadium negative redox reaction due to an ohmic
drop. In spite that fact, kinetically the reaction towards V 3+/V2+ is faster
when the graphite felt is completely covered by the nanorods (GFTiO2(MNRs)). In order to improve the electrodes performance, it would be
relevant to improve the conductivity when the fibers are completely covered
by titanium dioxide nanorods in its rutile phase.

2. TiO2:H based graphite felt electrode, as a low-cost, efficient and novel
electrocatalyst towards the negative reaction was demonstrated to
enhance the electrochemical performance in all-vanadium redox flow
battery, especially at high charge/discharge rates. GF@TiO 2:H
electrodes showed greatly improved electrochemical properties (i.e.
fast electron charge process) in combination with a better selectivity to
V3+/V2+ reaction, inhibiting hydrogen-evolution reaction. Furthermore,
the electronic donor properties were increased, comparatively with
pristine and thermal treated, as a consequence of the oxygen-
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vacancies formation in the structure of titanium dioxide. A specific
discharge capacity of around 11 Ah/L with a 66.1% of energy
efficiency was observed after 100 cycles of charge/discharge at high
current densities rates up to 150mA/cm 2. In addition, significantly
improved the electrolyte-utilization ratio to 87% was achieved using 1
M in vanadium solution. Afterwards, the performance of 2 M vanadium
ion concentrations has been evaluated at high current density as well,
(300 mA/cm2) during 140-cycles, showing the great durability of the
battery especially when reached 200 mA/cm 2. The CE value was >
96%; electrolyte-utilization ratio was 80%, with a specific capacity of
22 Ah/L, demonstrating the total suppression of HER and long term
stability of VRFB. These results (Table 6.3) suggest that the TiO2:H
based graphite felt is a powerful electrocatalyst for high-performance
VRFB application.

3. The partially reduced sample (TiO2:N) favours the V3+/V2+ due to a
reduction of the charge transfer resistance as an increasing active sites
are present on the surface, and therefore, more vanadium ions are
capable of react simultaneously. TiN is formed over the TiO2 decorating
the carbon felt, consequently two conditions favour the V 3+ reduction:
i) The increase of O and N groups due to the presence of the catalyst
formed (TiN-TiO2) itself that promote the number of active sites for the
reaction to happen, enhancing the electron charge transfer at the
interface electrode/vanadium. ii) The increase of O and N groups due
to the presence of them over the carbon felt structure. All these
qualities have allowed us to achieve a high-power output of the cell up to
1500 mW/cm2 (Figure 6.22), as well as work at high current density (150
mA/cm2) with low ohmic losses and high redox reversibility. It allows our
system to be able to obtain great energy efficiency (71%). We firmly believe
this is a highly promising material in order to obtain a VRFB capable of give
a strong energy momentum, from which this types of battery possess an
undeniable lack. It could be a future perspective focus on the
implementation of this enhanced electrode in a cell where other components
of the battery has been improved, as the membrane and/or the electrolyte,
and therefore obtain not yet reported values capable of compete with lithium
technology.

4. Hydrogen treated TiO2-based couple with defective Ceria-based
graphite felt electrodes for negative and positive cell are an excellent
option as low-cost, efficient and novel electrocatalysts that enhance
the electrochemical performance in vanadium redox flow battery,
especially at high charge/discharge rates. GF@TiO 2:H electrodes
showed greatly improved electrochemical properties (i.e. low charge
transfer resistance) in combination with the inhibition of hydrogenevolution reaction. GF@CeO 2-x exhibits an improved kinetic over the
positive reaction, as well as, delay the oxygen evolution due to its
standard potential. Moreover, the electronic donor properties were
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enhanced as a consequence of the oxygen-vacancies generation in the
GF@TiO2:H and GF@CeO2-x electrodes, in case we compare to heat
treated and thermally annealed in argon atmosphere.
A specific
discharge capacity around 10 AhL-1 with a 50% of energy efficiency
was observed after more than 100 cycles of charge/discharge at high
current densities rates up to 200mAcm -2. The battery was capable of
several docents more of cycles at high current (150 mA/cm 2) before
reaching the capacity fading. In addition, it has been significantly
improved the electrolyte-utilization ratio to 80% using 1.5 M in
vanadium solution at 150 mA/cm 2. Additionally, at 200 mA cm -2, the
CE value was > 97%, electrolyte-utilization ratio was 60%, with a
specific capacity of 12.3 AhL-1, demonstrating the highly suppression of
HER, OER, ion species cross-over and long term stability of VRFB.
These results are presented in the literature for the first time,
suggesting that the combination of these two electrodes can be
powerful electrocatalysts for high-performance VRFB application.

6.3 Vanadium redox flow batteries perspective.
Given the current trend towards reducing greenhouse emissions and increasing the
outbreak of renewable energy sources, along with demands of high-quality power
and implementation of smart grids, there appears to be a general agreement on the
need for stationary energy storages (EESs) in the electrical grid. The demand for it
has rapidly changed the worldwide landscape of energy system research, which
“recently” brought the RFB technology into the spotlight. Deemed suitable for largescale energy storage, the unique mechanism of RFBs does offer tremendous
research opportunities, although current fundamental research is clearly outpaced
by industrial prototype development. Concrete and comprehensive research is
therefore urgently needed in this field on, but not limited to, the topics of complex
charge transfer and redox reaction kinetics on the electrode surface, transport in
membranes, and fluid mechanics through the electrode. The growing interest and
worldwide research and development (R&D) activities suggests a bright outlook for
developing improved RFB technologies for the future electric grid 236.
Other important factors that should be considered in constructing a plan for future
research on high power density VRFB systems are: i) how to promote uniformity
and reduce the cost for integrating oxygen groups on the surface of electrodes, ii)
how to develop catalysts with a large specific surface area and good electrical
conductivity, iii) how to optimize the correlation between the flow rate and the
electrochemical response of the electrode, iv) optimal cell and stack design to
ensure uniformity electrolyte flow distribution to avoid “dead zones” in the
electrode that can lead to gassing side reactions during charging, v) development
of low-cost carbon bipolar substrates with good corrosion resistance during overcharge to ensure long cycle life227.
When evaluating or developing new high performance electrode materials,
therefore, appropriate analytical methods are needed that can evaluate both the
electrochemical and the hydraulic properties of the material. In the RFB, there is a
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flow of electrolyte through the electrodes; therefore its electrochemical responses
will be highly dependent on the electrode structure/morphology, as will the
pressure drop and pumping energy losses, which are almost always ignored when
reporting energy efficiencies145.
There are a variety of promising pathways for substantial improvements in the
performance and cost of RFB systems. Although improvements in cell performance
have been recently demonstrated on multiple types of conventional RFB
chemistries, it appears likely than the next-generation of RFB systems will be
composed of significantly different materials than those being used today. A
primary focus for R&D should be on pathways that enable lower costs, both the use
of inherently lower-cost materials, as well as materials that can enable significantly
higher energy densities (Wh/L) and/or power densities (W/m 2). Some of the
different technology-advancement opportunities mentioned in the previous chapter
(Introduction) are complementary, which could potentially facilitate the pace of
development. For example, it is likely that the next-generation of RFB chemistries
shall use larger active-species molecules, as we will expose in the next chapter,
which can facilitate the development of simple porous membranes with acceptable
ionic selectivity. Additionally, advancements can be facilitated by improved
understanding of RFB fundamentals (i.e. redox kinetics and impact of carbon
surface species, multi-component transport of various ions and water in
membranes in equilibrium with RFB chemistries, etc.)237.
Since extensive testing of different materials, components, and cell design over a
broad range of conditions is time consuming and costly, mathematic modeling and
simulation would be efficient ways to systematically reduce the number of tests and
provide valuable insights into the reaction environment at the cell or stack levels.
Although research groups have begun to develop mathematical models that
simulate over-potentials and gassing side reactions in the RFB 238,239, only smallscale cell and electrode dimensions have been considered to date. The effect of
flow-rate on cell efficiency and pumping energy losses has been modeled for kWscale stacks by Tang et al.145, more effort is needed to develop mathematic models
for full-scale electrodes and cells that consider the mass, heat and charge transfer,
electrolyte flow rate and velocity as well as electrolyte flow distribution for the
development of high performance RFBs.
Finally, one of most important technical issues is how to secure the long-term
durability of RFBs. In addition to its corrosion resistance during overcharge at the
positive electrode, the chemical and mechanical stability of the bipolar carbon
substrate materials must also be considered, while the development of improved
methods to reduce contact resistance between the bipolar plate and current
collectors.
To increase the value of electrode research and development for RFB, an in-depth
and more considered research effort that includes all aspects of the electrode
material selection and cell design along with the effects of the flowing electrolyte on
overall battery performance should therefore be addressed.
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7 Organic Redox Flow Batteries

7.1 Current trend in Redox Flow Batteries
Despite the fact that the systems described previously were already proposed
several decades ago, they are still the subject of current research. A lot of
interesting technologies have been reported over the last few months 240,241. These
systems show several inconvenient related to the vanadium abundance, the cost of
it, as well as the geopolitical impact caused by its mining. As a consequence, the
implementation of organic redox active species is a first step in order to avoid these
disadvantages. However, as conventional inorganic redox flow batteries they also
have several drawbacks, which limits their commercial success. Once the solubility
and stability of these molecules is improved, the development of RFBs based on
inexpensive and sustainable redox active organic materials can overcome their
commercial limitations.

7.2 Rise of the organic active materials
When the term “organic” or “all-organic” in association with redox flow batteries it
is referred only to the redox active materials used and not to the solvent or the
supporting electrolyte, which can be an aqueous or organic solvent capable of solve
the organic redox active material. Figure 7.1 shows a scheme of an organic redox
flow battery system.
Intensive research on the use of RFBs as flexible and scalable energy storage
systems came to the conclusion that future RFB systems, irrespective of their use
for domestic or large-scale application, have to utilize noncorrosive, safe, and
especially low-cost charge-storage materials242,243. In the last decade the first steps
were taken by the utilization of organic additives such as complexing agents 244,245,
followed by metal-ligand complexes with organic ligands as charge storage
materials124,246, and subsequently to flow batteries with an inorganic and an organic
active material66,247. In recent years, organic/halogen248,249, and all-organic RFBs
were developed1,250. Organic compounds offer the potential to overcome several
metal-related problems and may lead to sophisticated high-performing RFBs for
tomorrow’s electricity grids, due to its earth abundance and low cost, as well as fast
kinetics. For that purpose, new organic redox-active charge storage materials have
to be discovered and investigated for application in RFBs. These materials need to
be low-molar-mass compounds or redox-active polymers, with a molar mass <
1000 g/mol and ≤ 2 redox-active units per molecule, both with well-defined
electrochemical properties. Selected examples are summarized in Figure 7.2.
These systems have inherent advantages, as small molecules are used, little or no
synthetic effort, potential high solubility, and good diffusion coefficients, whereas
polymers offer the prospect of using more cost-efficient and robust separators
compared to ion-selective membranes.
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Figure 7.1 - Schematic of Organic Redox Flow Battery (ORFB).

The development of a so-called all-organic equivalent to VRFB with a bipolar redoxactive material is of high interest, because this material would be able to undergo
oxidation, as well as reduction reactions and could, therefore, be applied as both
the cathode and anode active material. This feature would reduce the synthesis
effort of the whole process and potentially overcome the problem of crosscontamination, since a slow mixing of the electrolytes would only lead to a reduced
Coulombic efficiency but not to a continuously decreasing charge/discharge
capacity251, as the same molecule can be either reduced or oxidized. Organic
molecules are also abundant, tunable by synthetic pathways and an improved
kinetic with the possibility of having two-electron transfer process (as happens to
quinones)1,2. Such a battery has the potential to meet the demanding cost,
durability, eco-friendliness, and sustainability requirements for grid-scale electrical
energy storage.
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Figure 7.2 –. Schematic overview of selected organic/inorganic active materials and their
redox potentials240; recalculated to a SHE reference if measured against another reference
electrode. Conversion factors: SHE to AgCl/Ag=+0.197 V, SHE to SCE=+0.241 V,
SHE=Fc+/Fc=+0.750 V252; NHE: normal hydrogen electrode, SCE: standard calomel
electrode, Fc: ferrocene247,249,261,253–260.

7.3 Quinones as electroactive molecules
In case of quinones as active material possess a charge capacity in the range of
200–490 Ah/kg, and cost about $5–10/kg or $10–20/kWh, leaving ample scope for
achieving the US Department of Energy’s target of $100/kWh for the entire battery
system. As a consequence of the successful perspective of quinones, they could
work as organic redox-active material, especially anthraquinones, working as anode
material262.
In a preliminary study, conducting cyclic voltammetry measurements to investigate
the electrochemical properties of anthraquinone in buffered and unbuffered
aqueous solution at different pH values were done263. In these studies, quinoidic
structures revealed promising properties for charge-storage applications in flow
batteries. The solubility could be ensured by suitable substituent, and the redox
potential can be adjusted in the same manner.
An alkaline quinone flow battery by using commercially available 2,6dihydroxyantraquinone (2,6-DHAQ, Figure 7.3) and ferrocyanide/ferricyanide 264.
This system represents an improvement over the organic/halogen aqueous RFB
2
Error! Reference source not found.. The ferricyanide/ferricyanide replaced the
angerous Br2/2Br- redox couple. In contrast to this, ferricyanide/ferricyanide has a
low toxicity and is non-volatile. The authors claimed on the basis of these
characteristics that the reported RFB can be used as a cost-efficient, nontoxic,
nonflammable, and sage energy-storage system. However, the strongly alkaline
electrolyte is also highly corrosive (pH 14; 1M KOH).
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Figure 7.3 - Schematic representation
dihydroxyanthraquinone (2,6-DHAQ).

of

the

chemical

structure
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2,6-

The introduction of electron-donating hydroxyl groups in the 2,6-DHAQ reduce the
reduction potential and increase the battery voltage2,264. Moreover, the hydroxyl
groups of the quinone, shown in Figure 7.3, are deprotonated in alkaline solution,
which improves the solubility up to 0.6 M in 1 M KOH solution at room temperature.
The reduction potential is independent of the pH value above pH 12. Hence, the
reversibility of the redox displayed a rapid kinetic rate constant and two oneelectron reductions separated by 60 mV.

Figure 7.4 – Top. Galvanostatic charge-discharge plots for a single cell using 0.5 M 2,6DHAQK2 in 1 M KOH and 0.4 M K4Fe(CN)6 in 1 M KOH as anolyte and catholyte,
respectively. Bottom. Energy, charge and discharge efficiencies during 100 cycles for a
single cell using 0.5 M 2,6-DHAQK2 in 1 M KOH and 0.4 M K4Fe(CN)6 in 1 M KOH as anolyte
and catholyte, respectively.
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The electrochemical performance was investigated in a flow cell containing a Nafion
212 membrane, 0.5 M dipotassium 2,6-dihydroxyanthraquinone (2,6-DHAQK2) in 1
M KOH solution as the anolyte, and 0.4 M potassium ferrocyanide (K4Fe(CN)6) in 1
M KOH solution as the catholyte. This performance correlates to an energy density
of 6.8 Wh/L. A constant current density of 100 mA/cm2 was applied, and 100
charge/discharge cycles with a current efficiency above 99% and steady energy
efficiency of 84% were measured (Figure 7.4) 264.
In 2014, Yang et al. reported the first aqueous organic Redox Flow Battery
(AORFB). They used a water soluble 1,2-benzoquinone-3,5-disulfonic acid (BQDS)
as the organic cathode active material and anthraquinone-2-sulfonic acid (AQS)
(7.1) as well as anthraquinone-2,6-disulfonic acid as the organic anode active
material.1

(7.1)

The authors developed a redox-flow cell with a membrane electrode assembly,
which was fabricated from coated carbon paper electrodes and a Nafion 117
membrane. The flow cell contained 0.2 M BQDS and 0.2 M AQS in 1 M H2SO4 as the
catholyte and anolyte, respectively. The electrolytes had a calculated energy
density of 1.25 Wh/L. A charge/discharge experiment was done over 12 cycles at a
current density of 10 mA/cm2, obtaining values of capacity retention close to 90%.1
Limiting factors of these organic materials are their moderate solubility in aqueous
media and the observed mass transport of the reactants. These factors and the
non-optimized battery setup lead to a restriction of the possible current density.
The reported system can be seen as an improvement compared to the
AQDS/bromide RFB in terms of safety, as the toxic bromine catholyte is replaced by
BQDS. However, the capacity and the electrical performance are significantly
inferior.
Zhang et al. reported an aqueous RFB with the already known water-soluble 1,2benzoquinone-2,5-disulfonic acid (BQDS) as the catholyte and an inexpensive
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anthraquinone derivative, 3,4.dihydroxy-9,10-anthraquinone-2-sulfonic acid (ARS),
as the anolyte (7.2).1,265

(7.2)

Both charge-storage materials are commercially available. Electrochemical
researching showed that ARS exhibits a two-electron redox process and that the
redox reactions of both molecules are highly reversible. The used laboratory flow
cell comprised copper plates as current collectors and a Nafion 212 protonexchange membrane. Charge/discharge measurements with 0.05 M BQDS and 0.05
M ARS in 1 M H2SO4 as the catholyte and anolyte, respectively, were performed
with various current densities of 20, 30 and 60 mA/cm2 to investigate the cell
performance. Three cycles with an average discharge capacity of 90 mAh,
calculated discharge capacity retention around 98%, as well as a Coulombic
efficiency of 99% were achieved. The maximal power density of 10,6 mW/cm 2 was
accomplished at 80% SOC at a current density of 60 mA/cm2.265
The authors obtained good Coulombic efficiencies through fast charging and slow
discharging cycling, but the not optimized flow-cell setup lead to a voltage loss.
Moreover, the observed energy density of 0.4 Wh/L and the current density is
limited by the restricted solubility of the used redox active molecules, especially
ARS.
Considering all the concepts shown above, the target is the use of quinones
molecules as the most promising candidates, especially as anode material, for the
battery concept as they present a good reversibility, moderate solubility and higher
electron density, as two electrons are involve in the redox process.
In the AORFBs studied, two different aqueous solutions of soluble organic redox
substances such as quinones are circulated through the electrodes. The appropriate
organic redox couples for the positive and negative electrodes are 1,2benzoquinone-2,5-disulfonic acid as catholyte and disodium anthraquinone-2 7disulfonate as anolyte, both solvated in a methanosulfonic acid solution. It is
expected that an aqueous cell is capable of obtain a voltage as high as 1.0 V. The
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goal is enhance the solubility of the active species, which the state of the art lacks
about. Moreover, the efficiencies and stability of the device while cycling is also an
important issue to consider, for that purpose, modified electrodes with the addition
of oxygen and nitrogen groups on their surface by several methods have been
implemented in the battery.

7.3.1

Selection criteria for electrolyte

While oxidation-reduction properties of organic compounds such as quinones have
been known by electrochemists for many years, a preliminary understanding of its
electrode reaction mechanism in acidic aqueous solutions is developed.

Figure 7.5 - Cyclic voltammograms for 0.05 M Tiron in 1 M KCl solutions of pH a) 0; b) 2;
C)4; d)6; e)7; f)8; g)10; h) 12 at a graphite electrode, scan rate: 50 mVs-1.

The structures of some catechol (quinones) derivatives are affected greatly by the
pH of aqueous solutions, thereby exhibiting different electrochemical behaviors with
varying the pH. As a derivative of catechol, the electrochemical behavior of tiron
may be pH dependent, as seen in eq. (7.3). Therefore, this section firstly deals
with the influence of pH on the voltammetric behavior of tiron to make sure the
suitable pH range of solutions for the use of tiron in RFBs as an active material,
(Figure 7.5A) shows the influence of pH on the cyclic voltammograms of 0.05 M
tiron at a graphite electrode in 1M KCl aqueous solution for different pH. As seen in
Figure 7.5, the profile of I vs. E curves is almost the same in solutions with pH
lower than 4. And, only one oxidation peak (Epa = 0.74 V) and a corresponding
reduction peak (Epc = 0.58 V) are obtained. However, with the increase of pH, the
oxidation peak potential shifts toward a less positive value. Also, the peak current is
somewhat reduced. When the pH of solutions reaches 4, an additional much smaller
oxidation peak and a corresponding reduction peak appear at around 0.25 and
0.20V vs. SCE, respectively. From Figure 7.5B, it is found that when the pH
changes progressively from 4 to 12, the responding currents of the new coupled
peaks increase gradually. In contrast, the peak current at the high potential
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decreases continuously. When the pH is up to 12, multi-oxidation peaks appear on
the voltammograms without the corresponding reduction peaks. This indicates that
the oxidation products of tiron are difficult to be reduced in strongly alkaline
solutions of pH up to 12. It is manifested by the above cycle voltammograms that
in acidic solutions of pH lower than 4, the electrode reaction of tiron is simple with a
relatively high potential, which is favorable for the application of tiron in RFBs. The
proposed charge-discharge processes of the tiron redox reaction can be described
as follows:

(7.3)

Hence, following the pH study described above, we decided to use acidic electrolyte
solutions in order to facilitate the quinones redox reaction. Moreover, selecting an
appropriate acidic solution for benzoquinones derivates (p-hydroxybenzene, ohydroxybenzene or disodium 4,5-dihydroxy-1,3-benzenedisulfonate) as catholyte
and anthraquinone derivates as anolyte (anthraquinone 2,7-disulfonate) (Figure
7.6a). Initially, it is done a cyclic voltammetry for different solvents (Figure 7.6b)
at low scan speed, 1mV/s, therefore study the reversibility parameters in several
conditions for p-hydroxybenzene, which are shown in Table 7.1. Moreover, PEIS
measurements (Figure 7.6c) show a lower charge transfer and also minor
electrical resistance when using acid solvents (3 M H2SO4 and 3 M MeSO3H) not
mixed with ethanol.
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Figure 7.6. - a) p-benzoquinone redox reaction showing the standard potential. b) Cyclic
voltammetry done for 0.05 M p-benzoquinone reaction showed in a) using different solvents
(3 M H2SO4, 3 M MeSO3H, EtOH:3 M H2SO4 (1:1) and EtOH:3 M MeSO3H (1:1)) at 1mV/s. c)
PEIS at 0.7 V vs. NHE in the same conditions as b) for carbon felt as working electrode. It
also shows the equivalent circuit for the system.
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Furthermore, taking a closer look to the electrochemical parameters values it is
obvious the greater reversibility when using methanosulfonic acid as solvent not
only in terms of difference between oxidation and reduction potentials, but also the
charge ratio between reduction and oxidation. Showing the lower value and closest
to 1, respectively. Although the mixed solution EtOH:MeSO 3H (1:1) has an initial
satisfying reduction/oxidation ratio (0.90), it has the larger differential between
reduction-oxidation potential. In consequence, the initial strategy to enhance the
organic active material’s solubility by adding a polar protic solvent with a lower
dielectric constant than water and more suitable to dissolve quinone molecules was
not profitable. Therefore, methanosulfonic acid will be used as solvent for the
electrolyte containing quinone redox pairs.

Table 7.1.- Cyclic voltammetry electrochemical parameters from Figure 7.6b.

p-hydroquinone

Eox/ V Ered/ V

ΔE/ V Iox/ mAg-1 Ired/ mAg-1 Ired/Iox

3M H2SO4

0.729

0.597

0.132

1516

-1146

0.76

3M MeSO3H

0.724

0.603

0.121

1520

-1477

0.97

EtOH:H2SO4 3M (1:1)

0.794

0.538

0.256

1127

-1317

0.86

EtOH:MeSO3H 3M (1:1)

0.822

0.514

0.308

1391

-1543

0.90

On the other hand, looking into Table 7.2 it can be seen how the solubility
increases as the solvents become less polar. It reaches a maximum for the pdihydroxybenzene when mixed ethanol with the acid, sulfuric or methanosulfonic.
However, methanosulfonic acid by itself is capable to solve larger amount of
quinone as the methyl group helps to stabilize better the quinone structure. Taking
into account the values obtained from the electrochemical parameters in Table 7.1,
for the orto- form of the dihydroxibenzene has only been considered the two acids
for solubility measurements. Outstandingly, o-dihydroxibenzene reaches 3 M when
using methanosulfonic acid as solvent which give an interesting initial point for an
organic aqueous battery with a ground breaking quantity of active material, capable
of make this technology commercially feasible.

Table 7.2. - Solubility of two different benzoquinones, as standard active molecules, in
several solvents.
Active molecule

p-dihydroxybenzene

o-dihydroxybenzene
3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid (+)

Solvent

Max. Solubility
/M

H2SO4 3 M

0.2

MeSO3H 3M

0.5

Acetonitrile

1.2

EtOH:H2SO4 3M (1:1)

2.2

EtOH:MeSO3H (1:1)

2.6

MeSO3H 3M

0.8

H2SO4 3 M

3.0

H2SO4 3M

< 0.58
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1,4-dihydroxyanthraquinone (-)

1,8-dichloroanthraquinone (-)

1,8-dinitroanthraquinone (-)

Sodium anthraquinone-2-sulfonate
(-)

2,4-dihydroxybenzoquinone (+)

Tiron (+)

MeSO3H 3M

<0.4 M

KOH 3M

2M

DMSO

5M

MeCN

< 0.35 M

Na2SO4

< 0.3 M

H2SO4 3M

< 0.18 M

MeSO3H 3M

< 0.18 M

KOH 3M

< 0.20 M

DMSO

0.18 M

H2SO4 3M

< 0.05 M

MeSO3H 3M

< 0.06 M

KOH 3M

< 0.09 M

DMSO

0.1 M

H2SO4 3M

< 0.05 M

MeSO3H 3M

< 0.05 M

KOH 3M

< 0.05 M

DMSO

0.12 M

H2SO4 3M

< 0.09 M

MeSO3H 3M

< 0.11 M

KOH 3M

< 0.09 M

DMSO

0.8 M

H2SO4 3M

< 0.09 M

MeSO3H 3M

< 0.85 M

KOH 3M

0.4 M

DMSO

0.95 M

H2SO4 3M

0.58 M

MeSO3H 3M

0.57 M

KOH 3M

>1M

DMSO

0.78 M

Thus, the redox reaction for o-benzoquinone and its standard potential is shown in
Figure 7.7a. However, when it was done cyclic voltammetry experiments in acidic
conditions, using sulfuric acid or methanosulfonic at 1 mV/s (Figure 7.7b), it is
clear a larger oxidation process compare to the reduction. It is an evidence of the
low reversibility of this redox process, which can be confirmed with the
reduction/oxidation ratio, in Table 7.3, for both acids is below 0.3. Moreover, PEIS
measurements (Figure 7.7c) show a slightly lower charge transfer for the case of
sulfuric acid as solvent compare to methanosulfonic acid, but the amount of charge
related to oxidation and reduction is larger in case of methanosulfonic with a better
ratio reduction/oxidation value and higher solubility. Finally, in spite of the potential
difference between oxidation and reduction processes the value when using H 2SO4
is narrower in 112 mV, our initial focus as solvent will be MeSO 3H due to the
excellent solubility of the orto- form as cathode material and higher solubility of the
para- form as well.
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Table 7.3.- Cyclic voltammetry electrochemical parameters from Figure 7.7b.

o-hydroquinone Eox / V

Ered / V ΔE / V Iox / mAg-1 Ired / mAg-1 Ired/Iox

3M H2SO4

0.784

0.528

0.256

407

-57.12

0.14

3M MeSO3H

0.870

0.502

0.368

1595

-388.3

0.24
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Figure 7.7. - a) o-benzoquinone redox reaction showing the standard potential. b) Cyclic
voltammetry done for 0.05 M o-benzoquinone reaction showed in a) using different solvents
(H2SO4 and MeSO3H) at 1mV/s. c) PEIS at 0.7 V vs. NHE in the same conditions as b) for
graphite felt as working electrode. It also shows the equivalent circuit for the system.

Additionally, as it is shown in Figure 7.8, not only the overall current density
associated to the oxidation/reduction processes of the p-benzoquinone compare to
the o-benzoquinone molecule is larger, but also the ratio oxidation/reduction. This
is probably caused by an irreversible oxidation of the orto- form.
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Figure 7.8. - Cyclic voltammetry comparative between the para- and orto- forms
of the simplest benzoquinones (dihydroxybenzene).

Therefore, further screening over a variety of quinone derivate molecules is done to
evaluate their solubility among various types of solvents (Table 7.2) in order to
improve the solubility of p-benzoquinone with similar reversibility and intensity, as
well as select an optimum redox molecule for the anolyte, more specifically, 9,10anthraquinone-2,7-disulphonic acid (AQDS), extremely rapid and reversible twoelectron two-proton reduction. This quinone/hydroquinone is implemented in an
aqueous flow battery with inexpensive carbon electrodes. They are also natural
products which have been extracted for millennia from common sources such as
rhubarb. Moreover, it could be a renewable source for future anthraquinone-based
electrolyte solution.
Knowing the principal basis of an efficient rechargeable redox flow battery is the
rapid kinetics of charge-transfer at the positive and negative electrodes. Many
organic redox couples, especially from the quinone family, undergo rapid protoncoupled electron transfer without the need for dissociating high energy bonds.
Consequently, these redox couples have relatively high rate constants for the
charge-transfer process (10-3 to 10-4 cm s-1), which is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude
higher than commercial vanadium redox system266,267. Typically organic redox
couples generate a battery voltage close to 1 V.
The values of diffusion coefficients are about an order of magnitude smaller in
aqueous solution than in non-aqueous solvents such as acetonitrile268. In aqueous
solutions, the observed extent of decrease in the values of diffusion coefficients
with increase in molecular mass is about 6 x 10-9 cm2 s-1 per unit of molecular
mass. This coefficient is an order of magnitude lower than that observed in
acetonitrile. Thus, besides the effect of molecular mass, the molecular diameter
resulting from the salvation and the interaction of ionic groups with water through
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hydrogen bonding has a significant effect on the diffusion coefficient values in
aqueous solutions.
This type of aqueous organic flow battery opens a new area of research for realizing
inexpensive and robust electrochemical systems for large-scale energy storage. It is
shown that no precious metal catalyst is needed because these redox couples
undergo fast proton-coupled electron transfer.

7.3.2

Cathodic electroactive species

In this section we are going to focus on disodium 4,5-dihydroxy-1,3benzenedisulfonate, also known as Tiron, as the cathode active material used in
acidic electrolyte conditions (methanosulfonic acid environment). It is one of the
quinones with a higher redox standard potential showing larger solubility in
aqueous conditions. In order to improve the electrode-electrolyte’s active material
interaction (charge transfer and kinetics), several electrode treatments have been
done.

7.3.2.1

Electrodes enhancement

Initially, the commercial pristine carbon felt electrode (CF) is subjected to a plasma
treatment in oxygen atmosphere, with the purpose of increase its active surface
area, as well as hydrophilicity, as the oxygen groups are boost269. Afterwards, two
different pathways are followed. Firstly, a hydrothermal process in nitric acid
conditions 61,270. Secondly, a similar hydrothermal process, but this time, it is used
graphene oxide (GO), synthesized by Hummel’s method, to decrease the charge
transfer resistance as due to the great graphene conductivity. This treatment is
followed by another in the same conditions but introducing a quinone molecule, pbenzoquinone, as a new active site interacting between the carbon substrate (CFrGO) and the quinone (disodium 4,5-dihydroxy-1,3-benzenedisulfonate) active
material solved in the electrolyte (Figure 7.9). These different treatments over
the positive electrode are done to know, which performs better towards the studied
redox reaction and optimize it.

Figure 7.9. - Redox reaction of disodium 4,5-dihydroxy-1,3-benzenedisulfonateor, also
known as Tiron, which implies two protons and two electrons.
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7.3.2.1.1 Characterization
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Figure 7.10.- XRD spectra for the samples GF, GF-N and GF-rGO/Q compared with the
graphite pattern.

Besides, the material synthesis is characterized by several methods, the XRD
diffractogram (Figure 7.10) showed two main peaks around 12º and 26.4, which
correspond to the G and D bands related to carbon structures 271. Also there is a
hardly noticeable peak at 44.4º correspond to (101). There is not an appreciable
difference in the XRD peaks between the various electrodes, as all of them are
hydrocarbon based materials, and therefore other specialized techniques are more
appropriate. SEM images of the various electrodes companied by its EDX
elementary composition, Figure 7.11a, show an initial pristine electrode with less
than 1% in weight of oxygen, as well as a smooth surface. When the felt is treated
by oxygen plasma, it content increases moderately above 5% in weight. It also
evidences an increased surface roughness as it can be seen in Figure 7.11b.
Moreover, the CF into the acidic (HNO3) hydrothermal treatment gives a surface
functional groups reduction, decreasing the oxygen content to 1%, while
passivating on the micro structure as can be appreciate in the SEM (Figure 7.11c).
Lastly, the case that includes graphene oxide and the quinone on the felt structure
gives twice as high oxygen content as the pristine or plasma activated ones and 10
times higher than the acid treated. The Figure 7.11d offers a vision of the
graphene flake coating the CF, the presence of the quinone groups cannot be
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detected by this technique. For that reason, XPS measurements are done in order
to study the electrodes surface composition.
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Figure 7.11. - SEM images for several electrodes a) CF-P. b) CF-HT. c) CF-N d) CF-rGO/Q.

Additionally, XPS spectra analysis (Figure 7.12) is done in order to study the
surface effects of the different functionalization processes done on the
carbonaceous electrodes (CF).
Firstly, considering the C1s XPS deconvolution peaks for the treated electrodes
(Figure 7.12), CF-N has a carbon overall larger contribution with a 95 % at, from
which the majority comes from unsaturated carbon (C=C, 284.8 eV) with a 39 %at.
In case of CF-HT this C1s contribution is reduced to a 73% at. Moreover, this
carbon contribution is further reduced for CF-rGO/Q with just a 67% at, which has
almost equally intensity coming from saturated (C-C - 285.5 eV, 21% at) and
unsaturated (C=C, 20 % at) carbon.

Furthermore, the O1s XPS spectra in Figure 7.12 show overall oxygen content
about 30% at in case of the CF-rGO/Q electrode. This content is reduced to 24% at
for the CF-HT electrode, which content is being further diminished for CF-N
electrode. Now, studying the main deconvolution contributions to the overall
oxygen content it can be observed that C-O groups (533.2 eV) has a larger content
on the CF-rGO/Q surface with a 12% at, while CF-HT and CF-N only has a 6% at
and 1% at, respectively. On the contrary C=O groups (532.1 eV) on the electrode
surface has greater content for CF-HT with a 12 % at, which is lowered to a 9% at
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in case of CF-rGO/Q and further decreased for CF-N with a 2 % at, as seen in
Figure 7.13. Therefore, bearing in mind these facts seems clear that the rGO/Q
contribution increases the quantity of C-O groups, while decreasing the C=O groups
are comparatively to GF-HT electrode, which is an evidence of the Quinone’s
oxygen groups are bonded to the carbon felt surface by these C=O groups.
Moreover, the hydrothermal treatment in presence of nitric acid (GF-N) increases
the relative contribution of acid groups (O-C=O, 531.3 eV) to the overall oxygen
signal, due to a larger oxidation of the oxygen groups existing on the carbonaceous
surface61,272
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Figure 7.12.- XPS deconvoluted spectra of C1s, O1s and N1s for the electrodes GF-HT, GFrGO/Q and GF-N.

Additionally, the N1s XPS spectra (Figure 7.12) has an overall nitrogen content of
3.1 % at for CF-HT coming from the commercial synthetic procedure, slightly
reduced for CF-rGO/Q to 2.6 % at and almost absence for CF-N with a 0.4 % at due
to the oxidative synthesis conditions. As Figure 7.13 shows, the principal
contribution to nitrogen comes from oxygenated-N (402 eV) with a 2% at for CFHT, which is reduced to a 1% at for CF-rGO/Q. There are also minor contributions
coming from graphitic-N (401.3 eV) and pyrrolic-N (400.1 eV) for both electrodes,
CF-HT and CF-rGO/Q. Moreover, CF-rGO/Q has a small contribution from pyridinicN (399 eV).
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Figure 7.13. - Table chart showing the specific different groups content, from the top to
the bottom, of C, O and N in atomic percentage.
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Besides, considering the differences on the atomic surface content between the
studied electrodes, as seen in Figure 7.14, there is a similar tendency for the N/C
and N/O ratio, following: CF-HT > CF-rGO/Q > CF-N with. In case of N/C ratio the
values are 0.042, 0.039 and 0.004, respectively. Moreover, when compare N/O
ratio the values obtained are 0.13, 0.086 and 0.008, respectively. This evidences
the larger proportion N groups on the carbon surface comparatively to carbon and
oxygen for the CF-HT electrode..
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Figure 7.14. - Overall table chart showing the content of C, O and N in atomic percentage.

7.3.2.1.2 Electrochemical characterization
Initially, cyclic voltammetry (Figure 7.15) is done for the electrodes, CF-HT, CF-N
and CF-rGO/Q, giving two redox peaks, quasi-reversible, where in principle the
larger one corresponds to the two electrons involve on the quinone redox reaction
(Reaction 1), which outcome is a reduction/oxidation ratio similar for all, 0.86, but
a difference in the differential of potential between reduction and oxidation. This is
minor in case of CF-HT electrode, placing from minor to major as follow: CF-HT
(0.4) < CF-rGO/Q (0.6) < CF-N (0.7), seen in Table 7.4. This improvement is due
to the larger nitrogen content, as well as the C=O groups which are more
electroactive towards the Tiron molecule.
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Figure 7.15.- Top cyclic voltammetry done for the electrodes CF-HT, CF-N and CF-rGO/Q as
working electrodes of a 3 electrodes system with CF as counter electrode and Hg/Hg2SO4 as
reference in a 0.05M Tiron 3 M MeSO3H solution run at a scan speed of 20 mV/s. Bottom
cyclic voltammetry in the same conditions as described above at a scan speed of 1 mV/s.
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Table 7.4.- Electrochemical values of Reaction 1 obtained from the cyclic voltammetry
showed on the Top of Figure 7.15 for the initial cycle.

Electrode

Eox /V

Ered /V

ΔE / V

Iox /
mAg-1

Ired /
mAg-1

Ired/Iox

CF-rGO/Q

1.17

0.57

0.60

8039

-6880

0.86

CF-HT

1.06

0.67

0.39

8182

-7024

0.86

CF-N

1.24

0.51

0.73

7976

-6862

0.86

On the other hand, the minor redox peak (Reaction 2) (initially thought to be a
non-reversible side reaction process (Figure 7.16)273) cannot be evaluated at a
scan rate of 20 mV/s, as they overlap with the other redox process. In case the
scan speed is diminished to 1 mV/s, Figure 7.15, it can be observed the
reversibility of the Tiron redox reaction, which continues the same tendency as
Reaction 1. However, not only the values for the different electrodes are much
closer, almost even. In this case the side redox reaction can be studied separately.
Moreover, it also follows the same trend, although reduction/oxidation ratio
changes for the different electrodes as: CF-N (1.08) > CF-HT (1.01) < CF-rGO/Q
(0.914), the differential of potential between reduction and oxidation follows (mV):
CF-HT (67) < CF-rGO/Q (94) < CF-N (107), seen in Table 7.5. Therefore,
considering all the three electrode’s electrochemical results, CF-HT has a better
electrochemical performance towards reactions 1 and 2 in terms of reversibility
comparatively to the other electrodes studied. It s due to the presence of nitrogen
groups facilitating the redox reaction, as well as the C=O groups which are more
active towards tiron redox reaction.

Figure 7.16. - Michael addition of water as plausible side reaction mechanism of Tiron, while
oxidizing and reducing.
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Table 7.5.- Electrochemical values of Reaction 2 obtained from the cyclic voltammetry
showed on the Bottom of Figure 7.15.

Electrode

Eox /V

Ered /V

ΔE / mV

Iox /
mAg-1

Ired /
mAg-1

Ired/Iox

CF-rGO/Q

0.696

0.602

94

3030

-2771

0.914

CF-HT

0.684

0.617

67

2548

-2574

1.01

CF-N

0.705

0.598

107

2869

-3092

1.08

Furthermore, the electrochemical analyses for several cyclic voltammetries have
been done at different scan rates (20 to 1 mV/s) to apply Randles-Sevcik equation
(Figure 7.17). It has been always considered as an approximation due to the nonflat surface of the working electrodes used, obtaining the plot of i vs. v1/2. As seen
in Figure 7.17d, the slope values for the Ox1/Red1, as well as Ox2/Red2 are related
to the mass transfer in the interface electrode-electrolyte for the reactions 1 and 2.
It follows the trend: CF-HT > CF-rGO/Q > CF-N. These tendencies are most
probably caused due to a larger electrochemical active surface area formed by N
and O groups stable on the electrode’s surface, which favors Tiron (benzoquinone)
electrode-electrolyte diffusion involved on the main reaction and secondary
reaction. It is also noteworthy that reaction 1 has a mass transfer 10 times faster
compared to the reaction 2, and as a consequence it is harder to saturate the
surface towards this reaction.
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Figure 7.17.- Cyclic voltammetry of a 3 electrodes system with CF as counter electrode and
Hg/Hg2SO4 as reference in a 0.05M Tiron 3 M MeSO3H solution run at different scan speed
(20 to 1 mV/s). a) CF-HT. b) CF-rGO/Q. c) CF-N. d) Randles-Sevcik plot obtained from a)
b) and c) which shows the increased mass transfer over the electrode as the slope increases.

Hence, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy done at a constant potential of
0.63 V vs. NHE highlights the previous results. GF-HT electrode’s charge transfer
resistance towards Tiron reaction decreases (Figure 7.18), as the nitrogen and
oxygen content increases, especially C=O and oxygenated-N as XPS
characterization suggests (Figure 7.13). The charge transfer resistance values
increases, as the N/C and N/O ratio drops. The values follow (ohm): CF-HT (12.8) <
CF-rGO/Q (25.1) < CF-N (27.9), as seen in Table 7.6.
Table 7.6.- Charge transfer resistance and knee frequency values for the electrodes CF-HT,
CF-N and CF-rGO/Q towards Tiron redox reaction.

Electrode

Rct / Ohm

fknee / Hz

CF-HT

12.8

0.22796

CF-rGO/Q

25.1

0.1

CF-N

27.9

0.048
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Afterwards, it is plotted 1/Rct vs. fknee in order to obtain a relationship. It shows the
same tendency as well, presenting a linear relationship between the conductivity of
the electrodes and the frequency at which the charge transfer occurs. This
evidences that the larger the frequency at which the charge transfer occurs, the
lower is the charge transfer resistance value.
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Figure 7.18.-Top. EIS for the electrodes CF-HT, CF-N and CF-rGO/Q at a fixed potential of
0.63 V vs. NHE, using CF as counter electrode and Hg/Hg2SO4 as reference in a 0.05M Tiron
3 M MeSO3H solution. Bottom. linear tendency of the inverse of the charge transfer
resistance (conductivity) versus the knee frequency.

Thus, considering charge-discharge plots at high current (Figure 7.19a), 100
mA/cm2, overall charge and discharge capacity (mAh) are larger for CF-HT (0.272)
> CF-rGO/Q (0.256) ≈ CF-N (0.256). However, in case it is taking into account only
the larger plateau (Reaction 1) the capacity is greater for the GF-rGO/Q and GF-N
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(0.202 mAh) electrode due to a minor secondary reaction effect (21.4% Reaction
2). In spite that fact, it is not viable further reduce the potential window as the
coulombic efficiency will drop due to lowered reversibility between the charge and
discharge processes. Moreover, as seen in Figure 7.19b, discharge capacity
retention ,from 25 to 100 mA/cm2, decreases as the quinone reaction does not
occur as fast as it would be needed when large current densities are applied.
Besides, discharge capacity retention follows the trend: CF-HT > CF-rGO/Q > CF-N
at any current density applied. In case of 100 mA/cm2 is applied, the following
values are obtained (%): CF-HT (77.9) > CF-N (70.7) > CF-rGO/Q (65.8).
Therefore, the electrodes treated by oxygen plasma perform better
electrochemically in galvanostatic conditions, which is mainly caused by the
nitrogen surface content, as well as, C=O oxygenated surface groups.
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Figure 7.19.- Galvanostatic experiments of a 3 electrodes system with CF as counter
electrode and Hg/Hg2SO4 as reference in a 0.05M Tiron 3 M MeSO3H solution at different
current densities (10 to 150 mA/cm2) displaying a) Charge-discharge plots for the electrodes
used at current density of 100 mA/cm2. b) Discharge capacity retention from the initial value
for each electrode. c) Coulombic and voltage efficiencies (CE and VE). d) Energy efficiency
(EE).

Additionally, efficiencies (Coulombic Voltage and Energy efficiencies) are screened
at different current densities, from 25 to 100 mA/cm2. Obtaining larger values of
coulombic efficiency as the current is raised due to minor side reactions (i.e. OER),
as well as less time for cross over trough the membrane (Figure 7.19c). The
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electrodes at a current applied of 100 mA/cm2 has a Coulombic efficiency values
that follows: CF-HT (96.6)> CF-rGO/Q (96.2)> CF-N (93.7). Although the three
samples present closer values and above 95%, the voltage efficiency decreases
when large current densities are handled. It is due to the redox reaction does not
have enough time to take place. Energy efficiencies are limited by the voltage
efficiency, and therefore has the same tendency of the values obtained (Figure
7.19d). The energy efficiency values for a current applied of 50 mA/cm 2 have
values around a 60%, following the same trend as for Coulombic and voltage
efficiencies: CF-HT (59.1)> CF-rGO/Q (49.6)> CF-N (45.8).
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Figure 7.20.- Long term cycling in galvanostatic conditions for 1000 cycles of a 3 electrodes
system with GF as counter electrode and Hg/Hg2SO4 as reference in a 0.05M Tiron 3 M
MeSO3H solution at a current densities of 100 mA/cm2 displaying a)Coulombic and voltage
efficiency (CE and VE). b) Coulombic efficiencies zoomed (CE). c) Energy efficiency (EE). d)
Efficiency values after 1000 cycles for the electrodes used at current density of 100 mA/cm 2.

Finally, the CF-HT electrode was tested for 1000 cycles in order to study its long
term viability towards the battery application, as it is the one performing better
towards the Tiron redox reaction. Those cycles were done at high current density
(100 mA/cm2). As seen in Figure 7.20, the coulombic efficiency performed for the
GF-HT electrode is high enough, around 96%, and remains constant during cycling.
Moreover, Voltage efficiency and therefore Energy efficiency are quite stable, as the
Voltage efficiency is the limiting factor. The GF-HT electrode boost the efficiency
more than 10% compare with the other electrodes for similar currents, as seen in
Figure 7.19. This improvement can be maintained along the life cycling with an
energy efficiency of 41.6%.
In brief, the treatments done on the cathode electrodes for aqueous organic redox
flow batteries has the objective to increase the surface active area by electrode
functionalization with nitrogen and oxygen groups, especially active are the
oxygenated-N and C=O groups. These are more abundant on the CF-HT surface.
Therefore the electrodes become more electrochemically active, as CV showed by
an increase in the reversibility and mass transfer towards the Tiron redox reaction
on CF-HT comparatively to the other two electrodes (CF-N and CF-rGO/Q).
Moreover, the charge transfer resistance is reduced due to that functionalization.
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This facilitates the migration of the Tiron redox species towards the interface
electrode-electrolyte. Additionally, the CF-HT electrode is stable at least for 1000
cycles, which evidences the good performance and low degradation. Therefore, this
study helps to know which functional groups, obtained by several methods, are
more active towards the reaction that needs to be enhanced..
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7.3.3

Anodic electroactive species

In this section we are going to focus on Anthraquinone 2,7-Disulfonic acid disodium
salt as anode active material (Figure 7.21) used in acidic electrolyte conditions,
methanosulfonic acid. In order to improve the electrode-electrolyte active material
interactions, several electrode treatments have been done and studied afterwards
as follows described.

Figure 7.21.- Anodic quinone redox reaction from anthraquinone 2,7-disulfonic acid
disodium salt to sodium 9,10-dihydroanthracene-2,7-disulfonate, showing the standard
potential of it, as E0=0.15 V vs. NHE.
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7.3.3.1

Electrode enhancement

Initially, , similarly as the treatment done for the cathode electrode, the commercial
pristine carbon felt electrode (CF) is subjected to a plasma treatment in oxygen
atmosphere, with the purpose of increase its active surface area, as well as
hydrophilicity, as the oxygen groups are boost269. Next, a similar hydrothermal
process, but this time, it is used graphene oxide (GO) with the purpose of elevate
the electron transfer rate due to the great graphene conductivity nature, which has
not worked for t. Afterwards, two different pathways are followed. Firstly, a
hydrothermal process introducing the quinone molecule, p-benzoquinone, as
aromatic electron transfer material which can interact between the carbon substrate
(CF-rGO) and the quinone active material (AQ27DS) solved in the electrolyte. It is
done with the objective of facilitate the interactions electrode-electrolyte. Secondly
a similar molecule but in this case an aliphatic hydrocarbon molecule with the aim
of confirm the previous statement and observe if this molecule can also enhance
the interactions between the electrode and the electrolyte.

7.3.3.1.1 Characterization
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Figure 7.22. - XRD spectra for the samples CF, CF-HT, CF-rGO, CF-rGO/ROH and CF-rGO/Q
compared with the graphite pattern.
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Besides, the material synthesis is characterized by several methods, the XRD
diffractogram (Figure 7.22) showed two main peaks around 12º and 26.4, which
correspond to the G and D bands related to carbon structures271. Also there is a
hardly noticeable peak at 44.4º correspond to (101). There is not an appreciable
difference in the XRD peaks between the various electrodes, as all of them are
hydrocarbon based materials, and therefore other specialized techniques are more
appropriate. SEM images of the various electrodes companied by its EDX
elementary composition, Figure 7.23a, show initial activated graphite felt
electrode containing approximately 1% in weight of oxygen as well as a smooth
surface with just a few carbon grains. It also evidences increased rGO deposits over
the felt substrate after the consequently treatment, as it can be seen in Figure
7.23b. Moreover, the CF into the glycerol hydrothermal treatment gives a surface
containing oxygen groups slightly improved (Figure 7.23c). Lastly, the case that
includes quinone on the felt complex CF-rGO structure gives 10 times higher
oxygen content carbon felt plasma activated. The Figure 7.23d offers a vision of
the graphene flake coating the CF, the presence of the quinone cannot be seen by
this technique due to the small size of the quinone molecules. For that reason, XPS
measurements are done in order to study the electrodes surface composition.
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Figure 7.23.- SEM images for several electrodes a) CF-HT b) CF-rGO c) CF-rGO/ROH d)
CF-rGO/Q.

Additionally, XPS spectra analysis (Figure 7.24) shows the surface effects of the
different functionalization processes done on the carbonaceous electrodes. First,
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considering the C1s contribution for the different electrodes it is obvious a larger
intensity peak for CF-rGO/ROH (81% at.), with a larger contribution of unsaturated
carbon bonding (C=C, 284.9 eV). When compare to CF-HT C1s peak area is
reduced to 73% at., and 67% at. considering CF-rGO/Q. However, single C-C
(285.2 eV) bonding has a different tendency: CF-rGO/Q > CF-rGO/ROH > CF-HT,
with. a larger contribution into the C1s peak for CF-rGO/Q electrode.
Furthermore, In terms of overall contribution of O1s signal the trend followed is:
CF-rGO/Q (30% at.)> CF-HT (24% at.) > CF-rGO/ROH (17% at.). Besides, the
oxygen band in Figure 7.24 confirms the increasing contribution of C-O bonding
(533.3 eV) in case of CF-rGO/Q electrode to a 12% at., while CF-HT has only a 6%
and slightly higher for CF-rGO/ROH with an 8%. Moreover, O-C=O bonding (531.4
eV) is also slightly greater in case of CF-rGO/Q (4.3% at.), while the contributions
for CF-HT and CF-N are a 3.7 and 2.3% at, respectively (Figure 7.25). Therefore,
these facts evidence that the rGO/Q contribution increases the quantity of C-O
groups (533.2 eV), while the C=O groups (532.2 eV) are decreased when
compared to CF-HT electrode, as the Quinone’s oxygen groups are bonded to the
carbon surface by these C=O groups.
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Figure 7.24.- XPS deconvoluted spectra of C1s, O1s and N1s for the electrodes CF-HT, CFrGO/Q and CF-N.

Additionally, the N1s XPS band spectra (Figure 7.24) in terms of overall
contribution of N1s signal follows the tendency: CF-rGO/Q (3% at.) ≈ CF-HT (3%
at.) > CF-rGO/ROH (2% at.). Moreover, it is shown a main contribution due to
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oxygenated-N group (402.1 eV) for CF-HT (2.1% at.), CF-rGO/ROH (1.4% at.) and
CF-rGO/Q (1.1% at.). There are also minor contributions for the CF-rGO/Q coming
from graphitic-N (0.8% at, 401.2 eV) and pyrrolic-N (0.6% at, 400.1 eV). The
pyridinic-N is (399 eV) only exhibited in case of CF-rGO/Q (Figure 7.25). The CFHT nitrogen groups come from the commercial synthesis process.
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Figure 7.25. - Table chart showing the specific different groups content, from the top to
the bottom, of C, O and N in atomic percentage.
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Besides, considering the structural surface differences between the studied
electrodes, as seen in Figure 7.26, there is a similar tendency for the O/C and N/C
ratio. Both follow the trend: CF-rGO/Q > CF-HT > CF-rGO/ROH. The values for O/C
are 0.4, 0.3 and 0.2, respectively. In case of N/C ratio the values are 0.04, 0.04
and 0.02. This evidences the larger proportion of O and N groups on the carbon
surface in case of the CF-rGO/Q electrode.
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Figure 7.26. - Overall table chart showing the content of C, O and N in atomic percentage.

7.3.3.1.2 Electrochemical characterization
Concurrently, Physical characterization is followed by the electrochemical
characterization. Cyclic voltammetry (Figure 7.27) at two different scan rates, 1
and 20 mV/s are done for the electrodes CF-HT, CF-rGO/ROH and CF-rGO/Q gives a
quasi-reversible redox peak, which corresponds to the two electrons involve in the
quinone redox reaction (Figure 7.27), which outcome is a reduction-oxidation ratio
following the trend: CF-rGO/ROH (0.87) < CF-rGO/Q (0.95) < CF-HT (0.96). In
spite the fact that the CF-HT performs slightly better than the rGO quinone
modified electrode, the voltage differential between reduction and oxidation does
not follow the same tendency (V): CF-rGO/ROH (0.59) > CF-HT (0.53) > CF-rGO/Q
(0.40), seen in Table 7.7. It is the reason to initially suggest an enhanced
performance for CF-rGO/Q electrode towards the anthraquinone molecule (2,7AQDS) in the anolyte, which is a consequence of the large O/C and N/C ratio on the
surface electrode, as well as the larger C-O group’s content.
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Figure 7.27. – Top. Cyclic voltammetry done for the electrodes CF-HT, CF-rGO/ROH and
CF-rGO/Q as working electrodes of a 3 electrodes system with CF as counter electrode and
Hg/Hg2SO4 as reference in a 0.05M Anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonic acid disodium salt 3 M
MeSO3H solution run at a scan speed of 20 mV/s. Bottom. Cyclic voltammetry done for the
electrodes CF-HT, CF-rGO/ROH and CF-rGO/Q as working electrodes of a 3 electrodes
system with GF as counter electrode and Hg/Hg2SO4 as reference in a 0.05M Anthraquinone2,7-disulfonic acid disodium salt 3 M MeSO3H solution run at a scan speed of 1 mV/s.

Table 7.7.- Electrochemical values obtained from the cyclic voltammetry showed in Figure
7.27 Left for the initial cycle.

Electrode

Eox
/V

Ered
/V

ΔE / V

Iox /
mAg-1

Ired /
mAg-1

Ired/Iox

CF-HT

0.448

-0.0797

0.528

7046.3

-6727.6

0.955

CF-rGO/Q

0.378

-0.0254

0.403

7064.4

-6727.6

0.952

CF-rGO/ROH

0.476

-0.116

0.592

5983.2

-5224.0

0.873
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Furthermore, for the electrochemical analysis several cyclic voltammetries have
been done at different scan rates, from 20 to 1 mV/s, in order to plot the RandlesSevcik equation and therefore knows the mass transfer tendency for each one of
the electrodes and redox reactions taking place (Figure 7.28). Considering the
plotted graph results for the Ox/Red the mass transfer follows (cm2/s): CFrGO/ROH < CF-HT < CF-rGO/Q. It shows the same behavior as the CV data
obtained, which confirms that the electrochemical enhancement of the electrodes
could be due to the nitrogen and oxygen groups, especially C-O and O-C=O, as well
as graphitic and pyrrolic-N, favoring Anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonic acid disodium
salt electrode-electrolyte mass transfer involved on the 2-electron reaction.
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Figure 7.28. - - Randles-Sevcik plot obtained from cyclic voltammetry at different scan
rates (1 to 20 mV/s), which shows the increasing mass-transfer over the electrode as the
slope increases.

Hence, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy highlights the previous results. CFrGO/Q as the nitrogen and oxygen content increases (more electrochemically active
surface area), as well as the quinone groups, which favor the conductivity
electrode-electrolyte towards the 2,7-AQDS redox reaction, and therefore the
charge transfer resistance decreases (Figure 7.29). This fact is corroborated by
the sample CF-rGO/ROH due to the lack of oxygen content, especially C-O groups,
has a lower conductivity towards the reaction probably caused also by the
insufficient nitrogen groups, as graphitic and pyrrolic-N. On the contrary, the CFrGO/Q electrode, as the nitrogen and oxygen groups increase and activate the
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surface towards the negative anthraquinone redox reaction, the charge transfer
resistance (Table 7.8) follows the same direction as the reversibility values studied
on the electrodes as shown in the cyclic voltammetry (Figure 7.27).
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Figure 7.29. – PEIS for the electrodes CF-HT, CF-rGO/Q and CF-rGO/ROH at a fixed
potential of 0.15 V vs. NHE, using GF as counter electrode and Hg/Hg 2SO4 as reference in a
0.05M Anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonic acid disodium 3 M MeSO3H solution.

Table 7.8.- Charge transfer resistance, double layer capacitance and knee frequency values
for the electrodes CF-HT, CF-rGO/Q and CF-rGO/ROH.

Electrode
CF-HT
CF-rGO/Q
CF-rGO/ROH

Rct / Ohm
0.44
0.29
0.30

Thus, treated electrodes are studied in galvanostatic conditions considering charge
discharge plots at high current (Figure 7.30a), 200 mA/cm2, overall charge and
discharge capacity (mAh) are larger for CF-rGO/Q (0.325) > CF-HT (0.263) > CFrGO/ROH (0.1). Contrary to the case it is used CF-rGO/Q as cathode electrode, as
anode, the capacity is greater for this electrode due to two synergetic effects. First,
great amount of oxygen groups, especially C-O and O-C=O groups, enhancing the
active surface area over the electrode. Second, the nitrogen groups, especially
graphitic and pyrrolic, that helps more active material to be reduced and oxidized.
Moreover, this effect can be clearly seen not only in Figure 7.30a, but also in
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Figure 7.30b where discharge capacity retention decreases faster, from 25 to 200
mA/cm2, in case of CF-rGO/ROH electrode than any other while CF-rGO/Q can
achieve 300 mA/cm2 with the best electrode capacity retention. When applied too
low current densities (10 mA/cm2) the side reactions and cross-over rise due to the
charge and discharge time. This is a reason for the low coulombic efficiency at such
current density applied. Moreover, discharge capacity retention follows the trend:
CF-rGO/Q (79) > CF-HT (75) > CF-rGO/ROH (50) up to 150 mA/cm2 current
density applied. In case a larger current density, as 300 mA/cm2, is applied, the
values of capacity retention obtained are slightly different (%): CF-rGO/Q (53) >
CF-rGO/ROH (0) ≥ CF-HT (0).
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Figure 7.30.- Galvanostatic experiments of a 3 electrodes system with CF as counter
electrode and Hg/Hg2SO4 as reference in a 0.05M Anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonic acid disodium
3 M MeSO3H solution at different current densities (10 to 300 mA/cm 2) displaying a) Chargedischarge plots for the electrodes used at current density of 200 mA/cm 2. b) Discharge
capacity retention from the initial value for each electrode. c) Coulombic and voltage
efficiencies (CE and VE). d) Energy efficiency (EE).

Additionally, efficiencies (Coulombic Voltage and Energy efficiencies) are screened
at different current densities, from 10 to 300 mA/cm2. Obtaining larger values of
Coulombic efficiency as the current is raised due to minor cross-over and side
reactions (HER and OER) (Figure 7.30c). All the samples perform well, showing a
Coulombic Efficiency between 98 and 99% which evidence the low cross-over and
side reactions that occurs at such current density. On the other hand, Voltage
efficiency, which acts as a limiting factor and therefore Energy efficiency follows the
analogous trend, decreases when large current densities are handled. Therefore as
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the redox reaction does not have enough time to take place or does not have
enough active sites due to low surface active groups. In this case the voltage
efficiency trend at 200 mA/cm2 is (%): CF-rGO/Q (64.9) > CF-HT (51.2)> CFrGO/ROH (38.3). This could be a consequence of the nitrogen and oxygen active
functional groups over CF-rGO/Q are larger, as XPS shows (Figure 7.26).
Especially larger amount of C-O, O-C=O, graphitic-N and pyrrolic-N are found on
CF-rGO/Q surface compared with the other electrodes (Figure 7.25). Moreover, as
the 1/Rct is also greater for CF-rGO/Q, when large current densities are applied
these active groups facilitate the redox reaction on the electrode surface. Energy
efficiency is limited by the Coulombic efficiency when low currents are applied, but
by the Voltage efficiency when the current density it is high (Figure 7.30d).
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Figure 7.31.- Long term cycling in galvanostatic conditions for 1000 cycles of a 3 electrodes
system with CF as counter electrode and Hg/Hg2SO4 as reference in a 0.05M
Anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonic acid disodium 3 M MeSO3H solution at a current densities
of 100 mA/cm2 displaying a)Coulombic and voltage efficiency (CE and VE). b) Coulombic
efficiencies zoomed (CE). c) Energy efficiency (EE). d) Efficiency values after 1000 cycles for
the electrodes used at current density of 100 mA/cm2.

Finally, the electrodes were tested for 1000 cycles in order to study their long term
viability towards the battery application. Those cycles were done at high current
density, 100 mA/cm2. As seen in Figure 7.31, Coulombic efficiency for all the
electrodes is high, above 95%, and remains constant during cycling. Besides, all
samples perform in the range of 97-98% showing the lack of cross-over, OER and
HER. Additionally, Voltage efficiency and therefore Energy efficiency are quite
stable, as the Voltage efficiency is the limiting factor. The CF-rGO/Q electrode boost
the efficiency more than 10% compare with the other electrodes. This improvement
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can be maintain along the life cycling, following the energy efficiency tendency: CFrGO/Q (78.9) > CF-HT (68.0)> CF-rGO/ROH (62.1).

As a summary, the treatments done on the anode electrodes towards the
Anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonic acid disodium salt has the objective of increase the
electrochemically active surface area by the formation of nitrogen, mainly as
graphitic-N as well as pyrrolic-N, and oxygen groups, especially C-O and O-C=O
groups. Therefore the electrodes become more active towards the previously
mentioned 2,7-AQDS. It is confirmed as CV showed by an increase in the
reversibility and electrode-electrolyte mass transfer for the CF-rGO/Q electrode
comparatively to CF-HT and CF-rGO/ROH. Moreover, when fitting PEIS done at
0.15V vs. NHE which is the potential Anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonic acid disodium
keto/enol reaction takes place, CF-rGO/Q performance reduces its charge transfer
resistance (Rct). Moreover, charge-discharge plots at high current in a three
electrode set-up, shows a larger overall charge and discharge capacity, as well as
voltage efficiency (72%) for CF-rGO/Q due to a lower polarization of the electrode
caused by all the modifications previously mentioned increasing the N/C and O/C
ratio by oxygen and nitrogen functional groups. Additionally, the electrode cycling is
stable at least for 1000 cycles with a large Coulombic efficiency (98%), which
evidences the good performance, low electrolyte degradation (HER and OER) and
cross-over.

7.3.4

Single cell performance

7.3.4.1

Carbon-based electrodes

Once the quinones molecules have been studied independently and systematically
in half-cell systems, now it is the turn to couple the negative and positive active
molecules, commonly benzoquinones in the positive cell and anthraquinones in the
negative compartment due to their standard electrode potential. Consequently, put
them together into a single-cell device in order to study their overall properties and
behavior. Following this path, three different approaches have been done to obtain
the best possible combination, continue its development and, eventually, stack
several single-cell devices into a larger battery.
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7.3.4.1.1 1,4-benzoquinone (+) vs.
anthraquinone 2,7- Disulfonic acid
disodium salt (-)

Figure 7.32.-. Scheme of cathodic redox reaction of p-benzoquinone at 0.70 V vs. NHE
potential, as well as, anodic redox reaction of Sodium 9,10-anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonate
molecule at 0.15 V vs. NHE potential.

Firstly, the system of study, as shown in Figure 7.32, is made of a combination of
0.4M p-hydroxybenzene on the positive side of the battery with a standard
potential of 0.70 V vs. NHE, while 0.4M sodium 9,10-Anthraquinone-2,7-Disulfonate
on the negative side with a standard potential of 0.15 V vs. NHE. Both compounds
have been solved in 3M methanosulfonic acid (MSA), as this acid shows the better
performance towards quinones redox reaction. The electrodes used for both
compartments are Carbon felt. Moreover, some charge-discharge cycling has been
done at a current density of 25 mA/cm2 in order to do an initial experimentally
screening of the system. The charge-discharge plot of the single cell, which is
shown in Figure 7.33, evidences the easily visual changes happening in the
electrolytes. In a first instance, the electrolytes are completely discharged showing
a transparent-pink colored catholyte and an orange colored anolyte. When charged
the color changes, the catholyte turns to a light orange color while the anolyte does
it to a dark-green color.
Besides, considering the charge-discharge plot, shown in Figure 7.33, it is found
two plateaus for charge and discharge as well. They fit with two redox reactions
which are reversible as the Coulombic efficiency performance is above 95%, exactly
97.2%. In consequence, there will not have significant electrolyte degradation or
cross-over to make the cycling to fail. However, as it is also shown, the voltage
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efficiency is the limiting factor of the battery. One of the main reasons could be the
high electrode resistivity due to its minor carbon felt (CF) hydrophilicity, as well as
a low of the electrolyte ionic conductivity as there are not metallic ions facilitating
the electronic movement in the bulk, obtaining only a final 51.1% energy efficiency.
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Figure 7.33.-. Single cell charge-discharge plot of the potential of the cell vs. capacity at 25
mA/cm2, showing the values of Coulombic, voltage and energy efficiency (CE, VE and EE), as
well as, the pictures of the device completely charged and discharged.
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Additionally, as seen in Figure 7.34, the charge-discharge of the single cell is
repeated at lower current density (10 mA/cm2) to verify if it is possible to increase
the low voltage efficiency in this regard. Although the voltage efficiency just
increases a 2.1%, the low current applied makes it possible to reach 10 times more
capacity (100 mAh) compare to the previous chare-discharge plot at 25 mA/cm2.
Moreover, the Coulombic efficiency slightly decreases which is an indicator of small
side reactions or cross-over. For this reason two approaches have been made i)
introduce a reference electrode to follow positive and negative redox reaction
independently and ii) reduce the cut-off voltage of the cell in order to avoid side
reactions.
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Figure 7.35. - a) Single cell several charge-discharge plot of the potential of the cell vs.
time for the working, counter and the difference between these two electrodes at a current
density of 10 mA/cm2. b) inset caption of one of the previous cycles.

Therefore, while cycling the battery it is possible to follow the charge and discharge
of both compartments independently, as seen in Figure 7.35. A 10 mA/cm2 current
density is applied with a lower cut of potential, up to 0.5 V, to avoid side reactions
and cross-over within the cell. Focusing now on the plots, while charging the cell it
is obvious an oxidation is happening on the positive side, p-hydroxibenzene as
initial molecule solved is reacting to form p-benzoquinone. Similarly, on the
negative side there is a reduction occurring, the initial sodium 9,10-anthraquinone2,7-disulfonate is reduced to its enol form (sodium 9,10-dihydroanthracene-2,7disulfonate). Deducting from the plot, it can be clearly seen that the negative
reaction acts as a limiting factor in the overall single-cell charge, and as a
consequence the positive reaction limits the discharge of the battery. Analyzing in
deep these results, it can be found a plausible explanation to the negative reaction
as limiting factor, which is the faster kinetics considering the same quantity of
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active material (molarities of quinones) for the anolyte and catholyte. It can be
observed a lower overpotential (ηa) in case of 2,7-AQDS redox reaction while
charging, 25 mV, compare to the positive one (p-benzoquinone) which at least
doubles that value (ηc = 63 mV). The overall charge overpotential of the single cell
is 80 mV. The discharge overpotential follows the same trend, but with lower values
than the charge process, as expected, which corresponds to 15mV, 47 mV and 73
mV for the negative side, positive side and overall cell, respectively.
Additionally, the efficiencies has been analyzed from Figure 7.36, visually it is
quite obvious the larger voltage efficiency in case of 2,7-AQDS (green line), 87.8%
VE. The voltage efficiency of the positive redox reaction of p-benzoquinone (red
line) is significantly lower, 79.8% VE, which will limit the voltage efficiency of the
battery to 70% (blue line). Moreover, the Coulombic efficiency will be the same
value for both compartments and the overall cell as the negative side limits it,
which is equal to 90.5%. Although is above 90% of efficiency, it still need to be
improved due to the presence of a moderate cross-over and side reaction effect.
Considering all of that, the energy efficiency when applying 10 mA/cm 2 are 79.4,
72.2 and 63.4 % for the negative side, positive side and overall single-cell device.
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Figure 7.36. - Single cell charge-discharge plot of the potential of the cell vs. capacity for
the working, counter and the difference between these two electrodes at a current density of
10 mA/cm2.

Once all these factors of the primary single cell made of organic active material has
been analyzed, it could be extract from the data the satisfactory efficiency of the
single cell, and especially the negative side. However, further enhancements should
be done especially the active material solubility which can be functional up to 0.4
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M, as well as the current density and the potential of the battery. For this purpose,
the cathode active material, p-hydrozybenzene, has been substituted by odihydroxybenzene mainly due to its larger solubility, as previously mentioned up to
2 M, which also increases the potential of the battery.

7.3.4.1.2 1,2-benzoquinone (+) vs.
anthraquinone 2,7- Disulfonic acid
disodium salt (-)

Figure 7.37.- Scheme of cathodic redox reaction of o-benzoquinone at 0.85 V vs. NHE
potential, as well as, anodic redox reaction of Sodium 9,10-anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonate
specie at 0.15 V vs. NHE potential.

Secondly, the battery active materials, as shown in Figure 7.37, are initially
composed of 0.4M o-hydroxybenzene on the positive side of the battery, which has
a standard potential of 0.85 V vs. NHE, while 0.4M sodium 9,10-Anthraquinone-2,7Disulfonate performing a standard potential of 0.15 V vs. NHE on the negative side.
Both of the compounds have been solved in 3M methanosulfonic acid (MSA), as well
as the prior case using the p-benzoquinone. The electrode used for both
compartments is Carbon felt material. Additionally, some charge-discharge cycles
have been done at 25 mA/cm2 current density in order to do an initial
experimentally screening of the system at different cut off potentials. Considering
the charge-discharge plot, shown in Figure 7.38, it is found that above 0.55 V
there is a highly irreversible reaction (side reaction) happening while charging,
which is evidenced in a low Coulombic efficiency (66% for 0.6 V and 47% for 1 V)
for a single cell. Therefore, the optimum value of Coulombic efficiency is obtained
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for 0.5 V (99.1%), fitting with a reversible redox reaction. However, the voltage
efficiency reached for this potential limit is remarkable low, 18.2%, which limit its
application at such high current density for this system. In order to increase this
value it is mandatory to increase the reversibility of the positive redox reaction, as
well as reduce the electrode’s polarization.
On the bright side, the Coulombic efficiency performed is above 95%, exactly
99.1%. In consequence, there will not have significant electrolyte degradation to
stop the process. It can be appreciated in Figure 7.38 showing several charge
discharge plots without degradation. However, as it is also shown, the voltage
efficiency is the limiting factor of the process. One of the main reasons is the large
electrode polarization increasing the ohmic drop, which limits the battery to
perform just an 18% of energy efficiency.
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Figure 7.38.- a) Single cell charge-discharge plots of different cut off potentials (0.5, 0.55,
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different cut off potentials at a current density of 25 mA/cm 2. c) Single cell charge-discharge
plot of the potential with a cut off 0.55 V vs. time for the working electrode, counter
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Additionally, the charge-discharge of the single cell is repeated at lower current
density (10 mA/cm2) to verify if it is possible to increase the low voltage efficiency
in this regard, as seen in Figure 7.39. Certainly, the voltage efficiency is highly
increased, from 18 to 56%, reaching values close to the electrolyte configuration
showed before with p-hydroxibenzene as positive active material. Moreover, the
capacity is also increased from 3.4 to 15 mAh for the optimum 0.5 V as cut off
voltage. However, the coulombic efficiency decreases abruptly when the current
density applied is lowered, from 99 to 87%, an indicator of non reversible process
increasing during cycling. As previously said, it may be caused by side reactions
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and cross-over through the membrane of the o-benzoquinone while cycling, which
also could be the main reason for the difference between the discharge capacities
between the two configurations, from 44 mAh for p-benzoquinone to 15 for obenzoquinone. Although the solubility may be increased with the solution composed
by the orto-benzoquinone, it is needed to solve the lack of voltage efficiency
(electrode-electrolyte conductivity) and irreversible side reactions happening to the
organic active molecules, before this solved o-benzoquinone became really active.
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7.3.4.1.3 Sodium 4,5-dihydroxybenzene-1,3disulfonate (+) vs. anthraquinone 2,7Disulfonic acid disodium salt (-)
Thirdly, the battery assembled, as shown in Figure 7.40, is initially composed of 0.4
M sodium 4,5-dihydroxybenzene -1,3-disulfonate (Tiron) on the positive side of the
battery, which has a standard potential of 0.85 V vs. NHE, while 0.4M sodium 9,10Anthraquinone-2,7-Disulfonate performing a standard potential of 0.15 V vs. NHE is
used on the negative side. Both compounds have been solved in 3M
methanosulfonic acid (MSA), as well as the previous cases. Analogously, the
electrode used for both compartments is carbon felt.
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Figure 7.40.- Scheme of cathodic redox reaction of Sodium 4,5-dihydroxybenzene-1,3disulfonate at 0.85 V vs. NHE potential, as well as, anodic redox reaction of Sodium 9,10anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonate specie at 0.15 V vs. NHE potential.

Initially, it is studied the self-discharge of the battery for that purpose a reference
electrode is introduce in the battery, as shown in Figure 7.35. Afterwards, the OCV
potential is followed once the cell is fully charged. There is no significantly selfdischarge of the system among time (Figure 7.41a). However, after cycling it is
more sensitive to a smooth auto-discharge in the negative side of the cell,
remaining the positive side unchanged after cycling.
At the beginning, a new cut-off voltage screening has been done from 0.7 to 1.4 V
with an increment of 0.1V each cycle (Figure 7.41b). As the voltage is increased,
the capacity of the battery also increases up to 1.1 V, from this value the capacity
starts to decay which is probably caused by a non-reversible processes. As Figure
7.41c shows, there is a rapid decay in the charge-discharge cycling time,
confirmed by the Coulombic efficiency for each potential. The Coulombic efficiency
increases from 76.6% when 1.1 V is applied up to 96.8% when the potential cell is
1.4 V (Figure 7.41d).
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Furthermore, some charge-discharge has been done at a current density of 10
mA/cm2 setting different values of flow speed, in order to set the most efficient for
the aqueous organic redox flow batteries. In this case, the cut off potential is highly
increased up to 1.4 V. As Figure 7.42 shows, the efficiency (87 to 96.9 CE%) and
capacity of the battery increase as the flow speed is raised from 10 mL/min to 50
mL/min quite significantly. Once this value is obtained, the capacity minimally
increases when setting 75 and 100 mL/min, as well as happens to the efficiency
(97.1% for 75 mL/min), which could even decrease its value when 100 mL/min is
set (96.1%). Moreover, long term stability has been done up to 100 cycles with a
cut of potential of 1.4V and 50 mL/min of flow speed. Even though the battery
increases its Coulombic efficiency among cycling, the capacity retention decays
rapidly to 40% in less than 20 cycles and giving a final value of 20% after 100
cycles. This fact evidences the low stability of the system, which suffers from an
important non-reversible process of the active material.
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Therefore, considering just electrochemical factors related to the different active
molecules solved in the positive electrolyte. The best values are obtained for the pbenzoquinone molecule. Always working with sodium 9,10-anthraquinone-2,7disulfonate as negative active electrolyte molecule as the one showing better
electrochemical output. Although all this facts are true, more intensive research
need to be done in single-cell configuration, as study deeply electrodes
modifications to increase the active area in the interface electrode-electrolyte. It
can enhance the voltage efficiency of the cell which is one of the main lacks of the
system. Moreover, include new additives into the electrolyte to make it more
conductive and also to avoid any gas evolution, cross-over and non reversible redox
reaction taking place in the device. It should be always consider aqueous organic
redox flow batteries as a new redox system with less than 5 years of development
comparatively to VRFBs, which origins are place in 1980s more than 30 years ago.
In this matter there is still room to improve this technology, which has a limitless
potential to exploit yet.
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7.3.4.2

Enhanced carbon-based electrodes

7.3.4.2.1 Sodium 4,5-dihydroxybenzene-1,3disulfonate (+) vs. anthraquinone 2,7Disulfonic acid disodium salt (-)
Finally, once the studies of the quinones molecules, following three different
approaches, have been done to obtain the best possible combination, it is continued
its development including the treated electrodes previously verified into half-cell
systems. CF-HT is included as positive electrode using 4,5-dihydroxybenzene-1,3disulfonate (1,2-BQDS) active material, analogously CF-rGO/Q electrode is
implemented as negative electrode using anthraquinone 2,7- Disulfonic acid
disodium salt (2,7-AQDS) negative active material. In Both cases methanosulfonic
acid is used as solvent.
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Figure 7.43. – a) Cyclic voltammetry for the single cell in a potential range from 0 to 1.2
V, using GF-N as positive electrode and GF-rGO/Q as negative electrode containing an
electrolyte of 0.05 M 1,2-BQDS(+) and 2,7-AQDS in 3 M MeSO3H solution (red line) and 0.3
M 1,2-BQDS(+) and 2,7-AQDS in 3 M MeSO3H solution (black line). b) PEIS for the single
cell at a fixed potential of 0 V vs. NHE, using GF-N as positive electrode and GF-rGO/Q as
negative electrode containing an electrolyte of 0.05 M 1,2-BQDS(+) and 2,7-AQDS in 3 M
MeSO3H solution (red line) and 0.3 M 1,2-BQDS(+) and 2,7-AQDS in 3 M MeSO3H solution
(black line).
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Initially, cyclic voltammetry (Figure 7.43a) is used to screening the potential
range in which the single cell system studied can operate. Obviously is observed a
cell potential around 1 V, which current density reached on the redox process is
larger in case of 0.05 M of active material compare to higher concentration of active
material , as it is 0.3 M. This indicates that the electrode’s surface is saturated at
larger concentrations, which is due to a larger polarization over the electrodes when
larger amount of active material is solved, inhibiting the cell with lower
concentrations of active material will be able to generate larger current densities.
Besides, this fact is coherent with the results of potentiostatic electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (PEIS) (Figure 7.43b), showing that the single cell
containing just 0.05 M of active material has a lower electrical resistance (Re = 0.17
Ohm), as well as charge transfer resistance (R ct = 0.4 Ohm). When the active
material’s concentration is raised to 0.3 M, the resistances also increase, Rs = 0.35
Ohm and Rct = 1.5 Ohm.
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Figure 7.44. - Galvanostatic charge-discharge plots at increasing current densities, from
2.5 to 75 mA/cm2, for a single cell containing an electrolyte of 0.05 M 1,2-BQDS(+) and
2,7-AQDS in 3 M MeSO3H solution (12.5 mL each reservoir).

Furthermore, galvanostatic charge-discharge cycles are done for 0.05 M organic
active material in each compartment of a single-cell device, for that purpose
increasing current densities, from 2.5 to 75 mA/cm2, are applied to observe its
behavior among cycling and also more demanding conditions. Figure 7.44
evidences a charge-discharge capacity near the theoretical limit value for low
current densities as it is 2.5 mA/cm2. In case the current is increased, these values
are getting apart from the theoretical capacity. Moreover, when the capacity
retention in the same conditions is analyzed, seen Figure 7.45a. The values reach
an outstanding 77% for a 10 mA/cm2 current density, which decay to an acceptable
50% when increased up to a current density of 25 mA/cm2.
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Figure 7.45. – a) Capacity retention obtained among cycling, while increasing the current
density (2.5 to 25 mA/cm2) for a single cell containing an electrolyte of 0.05 M 1,2BQDS(+) and 2,7-AQDS in 3 M MeSO3H solution. b) Coulombic, voltage and energy
efficiency obtained among cycling, while increasing the current density (2.5 to 25 mA/cm 2)
for a single cell containing an electrolyte of 0.05 M 1,2-BQDS(+) and 2,7-AQDS in 3 M
MeSO3H solution.

Additionally, the coulombic efficiency (CE) for the charge-discharge cycles is also
deeply analyzed. Related to this, as seen in Figure 7.45b, the values increase from
95% CE at a low current of 2.5 mA/cm2 up to 99% in case the current is raised ten
times (25 mA/cm2). This effect is due to the presence of a lower contribution of
side reactions, as well as lower active species cross-over trough the membrane.
However, it is the voltage efficiency (VE) the limiting factor to the overall efficiency
(energy efficiency - EE). In this regard, as seen previously in Figure 7.44, the
polarization effect while the current is raised follows the same tendency as the
voltage efficiency. Obtaining extraordinary values of 76% VE for 10 mA/cm 2 of
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current density applied, which turn into 74% EE. These efficiency values are
diminished to 53% VE and 52% EE when the current density is raised up to 25
mA/cm2.
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Figure 7.46. - Galvanostatic charge-discharge plots at increasing current densities, from
2.5 to 25 mA/cm2, for a single cell containing an electrolyte of 0.3 M 1,2-BQDS(+) and 2,7AQDS in 3 M MeSO3H solution.

Last but not least, the galvanostatic charge-discharge cycles are done for larger
concentration of 0.3 M organic active material in each compartment for a single-cell
device with a theoretical capacity of 241.2 mAh. Similarly, increasing current
densities, from 2.5 to 25 mA/cm2, are applied to observe its behavior among
cycling and also more demanding conditions. Figure 7.46 evidences a chargedischarge capacity values above the one shown in Figure 7.45. In case the current
is increased, these values are getting lower. Reaching that point is worth mention,
the exceptional improvement of the charge-discharge cycle capacity and
polarization, when the enhanced electrode are included in the flow battery
comparatively to the performance of the pristine electrodes, seen in Figure 7.42.
Moreover, when the capacity retention is analyzed, seen Figure 7.47a. The values
reach an outstanding 80% for a 10 mA/cm2 current density, which is far greater
value than the 77% obtained for a lower 0.05 M organic active material conditions.
In addition, the coulombic efficiency (CE) for the charge-discharge cycles is also
analyzed. In which regard, as seen in Figure 7.47b, the values increase from 94%
CE for a low current, 2.5 mA/cm2, up to 96% CE in case the current is raised up to
10 mA/cm2. This effect is due to the presence of a even lower contribution of side
reactions, as well as lower active species cross-over trough the membrane.
However, the voltage efficiency (VE) is the limiting factor on the overall efficiency
(energy efficiency - EE). Therefore, as seen previously in Figure 7.43b, the
polarization effect is more dominant in larger concentration of active material.
Moreover, the polarization in both cases, low and high organic active material
concentration follows the same tendency, increases similarly as the voltage
efficiency when the current density is raised. Obtaining values of 58% VE for 10
mA/cm2 of current density applied, which turn into 56% EE. These efficiency values
evidences the previous explained fact, as for 0.05 M of active material the efficiency
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values give a 76% VE for 10 mA/cm2 of current density applied, which turn into
74% EE.
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Figure 7.47. - Top. Capacity retention obtained among cycling, while increasing the
current density (2.5 to 10 mA/cm2) for a single cell containing an electrolyte of 0.3 M 1,2BQDS(+) and 2,7-AQDS in 3 M MeSO3H solution. Bottom. Coulombic, voltage and energy
efficiency obtained among cycling, while increasing the current density (2.5 to 10 mA/cm 2)
for a single cell containing an electrolyte of 0.3 M 1,2-BQDS(+) and 2,7-AQDS in 3 M
MeSO3H solution.

Besides, knowing this performance it would be useful an additive or some
modification capable of increase the obtained efficiency values, which are already
outstanding comparatively with similar aqueous organic redox flow batteries using
the same molecules only being able to reach 8 mAcm-2 as current densities and a
functional charge-discharge into a single cell with a 0.2M of active material in each
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comparment1. Another interesting future feature would be increasing even more
the concentration of the solvated redox material into a functional battery.
As a summary, the prior showed studies done in half-cell systems considering
specially the electrodes (cathode and anode) enhancement, are capable of take into
a single cell device (battery) these improvement. After implementing these
electrodes, CF-HT (+) and CF-rGO/Q (-), the battery is capable to achieve an
outstanding performance, in 0.05 M active material concentration, obtaining 98%
CE, 76% VE and 74% EE for 10 mA/cm2 of current density applied. These efficiency
values are reduced when increased to 0.3 M of active material, getting 96% CE,
58% VE and 56% EE for 10 mA/cm2 of current density applied. However, the
capacity retention is increased from 77% to 80%, as the amount of active material
is raised.

7.4 Conclusions
Along the experimental work done within the group, it has been accomplished
much, obtaining the following conclusion points that summarize this chapter about
aqueous organic redox flow batteries:

1. The treatments done on the cathode electrodes for metal-free redox flow
batteries has the objective to increase the surface area by electrode
functionalization with nitrogen and oxygen groups, especially active are the
oxygenated-N and C=O groups. These are more abundant on the CF-HT
surface. Therefore the electrodes become more electrochemically active, as
CV showed by an increase in the reversibility and diffusion towards the Tiron
redox reaction on CF-HT comparatively to the other two electrodes (CF-HT
and CF-rGO/Q). In spite the fact that the kinetic values for all the electrodes
are similar, which shows that these N and O groups do not act as a catalyst,
the charge transfer resistance is reduced due to that functionalization. This
facilitates the migration of the Tiron redox species towards the interface
electrode-electrolyte. Moreover, the CF-HT electrode is stable at least for
1000 cycles, which evidences the good performance and low degradation
(HER and OER) of it.

2. The treatments done on the anode electrodes towards the Anthraquinone2,7-disulfonic acid disodium salt has the objective of increase the
electrochemically active surface area by the formation of nitrogen, mainly as
graphitic-N as well as pyrrolic-N, and oxygen groups, especially C-O and OC=O groups. Therefore the electrodes become more active towards the
previously mentioned 2,7-AQDS redox reaction. It is confirmed as CV
showed by an increase in the reversibility and electrode-electrolyte mass
transfer for the CF-rGO/Q electrode comparatively to CF-HT and CFrGO/ROH. Moreover, when fitting PEIS done at 0.15V vs. NHE which is the
potential Anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonic acid disodium keto/enol reaction
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takes place, CF-rGO/Q performance reduces its charge transfer resistance
(Rct). In case considered charge-discharge plots at high current in a three
electrode set-up, the overall charge and discharge capacity, as well as the
voltage efficiency (72%) is larger for CF-rGO/Q due to a lower polarization
of the electrode caused by all the modifications previously mentioned.
Additionally, the electrode cycling is stable at least for 1000 cycles with a
large Coulombic efficiency (98%), which evidences the good performance,
low electrolyte degradation (HER and OER) and limited cross-over.

3. When couple the negative and positive active molecules previously
mentioned,
commonly
benzoquinones
in
the
positive
cell
and
anthraquinones in the negative compartment, into a single-cell device in
order to study their overall properties and behavior. Three different
approaches have been done to obtain the best possible combination.
Considering just electrochemical factors related to the different active
molecules solved in the positive electrolyte. The best values are obtained for
the p-benzoquinone molecule. Always working with sodium 9,10anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonate as negative active electrolyte molecule as the
one showing better electrochemical output. Although all this facts are true, it
happens to p-benzoquinone to self-oxidize when solved in the acidic
electrolyte. For that reasons the single cell studies using the modified
electrodes have 1,2-BQDS as cathodic active material and continuing with
2,7-AQDS as anode material.

4. After implementing these electrodes, CF-HT (+) and CF-rGO/Q (-), the
battery is capable to achieve an outstanding performance, in 0.05 M active
material concentration, obtaining 98% CE, 76% VE and 74% EE for 10
mA/cm2 of current density applied. These efficiency values are reduced
when increased to 0.3 M of active material, getting 96% CE, 58% VE and
56% EE for 10 mA/cm2 of current density applied. However, the capacity
retention is increased from 77% to 80%. In any case, when the modified
electrodes are introduced not only the overall efficiency is enhanced, from
63.4% EE for CF-P p-benzoquinone (+) vs. 2,7-AQDS to 74% EE for CF-HT
in 1,2-BQDS (+) vs. CF-rGO/Q in 2,7-AQDS, but the capacity reached raised
from 45 mAh to 60 mAh and not only for one cycle but for few of them. It
should be always consider aqueous organic redox flow batteries as a new
redox systems with less than 5 years of development comparatively to a
well-developed technology, as VRFBs, which origins are place in 1980s more
than 30 years ago. In this matter there is still room to improve this
technology, which has a limitless potential to exploit yet.
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7.5 Perspective of Organic Redox Flow Devices
Usually, capacity loss in flow batteries can be attributed to redox species crossover
through the membrane, oxidation from the outside environment and chemical
degradation of redox species. Here major external oxidation is not likely since
sealed and purged reservoirs are used. Moreover, a dense and highly selective
Nafion 117 membrane was used in all RFB tests displayed and crossover has been
shown to be unlikely for the relatively large quinone molecules (p-benzoquinone, obenzoquinone and sodium 9,10-anthraquinone 2,7-disulfonate). For this reason we
attribute the capacity loss to chemical degradation of the organic redox species.
According to recent work, o-benzoquinones derivates, as Tiron, transforms to the
tri- and tetrahydroxylated versions shortly after the oxidation to the quinone form,
since water performs a Michael addition (1,4 to the α,β unsaturated carbonyl
compound) as exemplified in Figure 7.16.
The multi-hydroxylated quinones are usually found to be electrochemically
irreversible and/or insoluble. In the case of increasing the pH, a stronger
nucleophile (OH-) is predominant and thus the reduction/oxidation peak ratio is
even smaller than in acidic and neutral solution. This is confirmed in a redox flow
battery test in Figure 7.42, where an acidic metal free redox flow battery with
Tiron losses more than half of its capacity after only 20 cycles.
Consequently, quinones with possible leaving groups and unsubstituted sites are
likely to be unstable in aqueous solutions. However, the degradation reaction rate
depends on the electrolyte used. A further complication is that as both oxidation
states are present in the battery during operation and hydroquinones can act as
nucleophiles and react with the benzoquinones, there can be unwanted
polymerizations at both, low and large pH. Thus, when considering stability the use
of only partially substituted BQs and those substituted with possible leaving groups
in aqueous RFBs is very limited.
As an alternative to single quinone molecules solved in the electrolyte, it could be
possible to do a controlled polymerization analogously to Janoschka et al. that has
evaluated numerous water-soluble polymers (polymethacrylates and polystyrenes)
for application in an aqueous RFB274. A special focus should be placed on their
rheological, thermal, and electrochemical properties with a target of < 20mPas to
ensure the efficient operation of a pumped RFB. Similarly as they do with TEMPO
and viologen as redox active moieties (Figure 7.48)274,275, it can also be done a
novel battery type not only to replace common ion-exchange membranes and
highly corrosive acidic electrolyte solutions with inexpensive dialysis membranes
and pH-neutral sodium chloride solutions, but also avoiding the chemical
degradation of single quinones molecules.
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Figure 7.48. -. a) Schematic representation of a polymer-based RFB consisting of an
electrochemical cell and two electrolyte reservoirs. The anolyte and catholyte cycle are
separated by a semi-permeable size-exclusion membrane, which retains the redox-active
macromolecules while allowing small salt ions to pass. b) Fundamental electrode reactions
of P1 (TEMPO radical) and P2 (viologen).275
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8 Conclusions

1. A reference electrode based on silver/silver sulfate to be inserted in filter
press cells of VRFB has been proposed. This easy-to-make reference
electrode provides valuable information for “in-operando” conditions. For
ammoxidized graphite felts, the hydrogen evolution at the negative
electrode during the charge decreases the coulombic efficiency whereas the
slower kinetics of the positive electrode contributes more to the decrease in
voltage efficiency. The use of this easy-to-make reference electrode also
opens new perspectives for the experimental routes allowing a fast, reliable
and feasible way for proceeding in the study, analysis and control of VRFBs.

2. In order to overcome the drawbacks of VFRB related to thermal stability at
60ºC, several charge and discharge experiments at 20 mAcm-2 were carried
out to demonstrate the outstanding performance of the dPEI-containing
positive electrolyte. Stable performance with an energy efficiency of 88%
was observed during a course of 40 cycles. This is probably due to the
stabilization of the V (V) ions carried out by the dPEI- containing electrolyte.
The energy density at 60 º C was 19.5 W h L-1. Note this value is higher
than that obtained at 25º C (ca.18 WhL-1). This is probably due to the water
evaporation in each compartment leading to an increment of proton
concentration. Therefore, a cost-effective formulation of dPEI-based positive
electrolyte for VFRB was successfully demonstrated in term of the thermal
stability and energy density. The highly improved energy capacity (ca. 18
WhL-1) and the excellent electrochemical performance (ca. 85 % of energy
efficiency) over 60ºC of operation temperature could boost the marketability
of VRFB technology.

3. Along the experimental work done within the group, it has been
accomplished much in terms of electrode modifications, obtaining the
following conclusion points that summarize them:

a) Titanium dioxide especially in its rutile (110) phase acts as a powerful
electrocatalyst towards the VRFBs negative half-cell reaction. Increasing
the active groups on the electrode surface and decreasing the side
reactions taking place (HER). However, when the TiO2 thickness
increases above certain limit the semiconductor properties enlarge the
charge transfer resistance towards the vanadium negative redox reaction
due to an ohmic drop. In spite that fact, kinetically the reaction towards
V3+/V2+ is faster when the graphite felt is completely covered by the
nanorods (GF-TiO2(MNRs)). In order to improve the electrodes
performance, it would be relevant to improve the conductivity when the
fibers are completely covered by titanium dioxide nanorods in its rutile
phase.
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b) TiO2:H based graphite felt electrode, as a low-cost, efficient and
novel
electrocatalyst
towards
the
negative
reaction
was
demonstrated to enhance the electrochemical performance in allvanadium redox flow battery, especially at high charge/discharge
rates.
GF@TiO2:H
electrodes
showed
greatly
improved
electrochemical properties (i.e. fast electron charge process) in
combination with a better selectivity to V 3+/V2+ reaction, inhibiting
hydrogen-evolution reaction. Furthermore, the electronic donor
properties were increased, comparatively with pristine and thermal
treated, as a consequence of the oxygen-vacancies formation in the
structure of titanium dioxide.
A specific discharge capacity of
around 11 Ah/L with a 66.1% of energy efficiency was observed
after 100 cycles of charge/discharge at high current densities rates
up to 150mA/cm2. In addition, significantly improved the
electrolyte-utilization ratio to 87% was achieved using 1 M in
vanadium solution. Afterwards, the performance of 2 M vanadium
ion concentrations has been evaluated at high current density as
well, (300 mA/cm2) during 140-cycles, showing the great durability
of the battery especially when reached 200 mA/cm 2. The CE value
was > 96%; electrolyte-utilization ratio was 80%, with a specific
capacity of 22 Ah/L, demonstrating the total suppression of HER
and long term stability of VRFB. These results suggest that the
TiO2:H based graphite felt is a powerful electrocatalyst for highperformance VRFB application.

c) The partially reduced sample (TiO 2:N) favours the V3+/V2+ due to a
reduction of the charge transfer resistance as an increasing active
sites are present on the surface, and therefore, more vanadium
ions are capable of react simultaneously. TiN is formed over the
TiO2 decorating the carbon felt, consequently two conditions favour
the V3+ reduction: i) The increase of O and N groups due to the
presence of the catalyst formed (TiN-TiO2) itself that promote the
number of active sites for the reaction to happen, enhancing the
electron charge transfer at the interface electrode/vanadium. ii)
The increase of O and N groups due to the presence of them over
the carbon felt structure. All these qualities have allowed us to achieve
a high-power output of the cell up to 700 mW/cm2), as well as work at
high current density (150 mA/cm2) with low ohmic losses and high redox
reversibility. It allows our system to be able to obtain great energy
efficiency (71%). We firmly believe this is a highly promising material in
order to obtain a VRFB capable of give a strong energy momentum, from
which this types of battery possess an undeniable lack. It could be a
future perspective focus on the implementation of this enhanced
electrode in a cell where other components of the battery has been
improved, as the membrane and/or the electrolyte, and therefore obtain
not yet reported values capable of compete with lithium technology.
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d) Hydrogen treated TiO 2-based couple with defective Ceria-based
graphite felt electrodes for negative and positive cell are an
excellent option as low-cost, efficient and novel electrocatalysts
that enhance the electrochemical performance in vanadium redox
flow battery, especially at high charge/discharge rates. GF@TiO 2:H
electrodes showed greatly improved electrochemical properties (i.e.
low charge transfer resistance) in combination with the inhibition of
hydrogen-evolution reaction. GF@CeO 2 exhibits an improved kinetic
over the positive reaction, as well as, delay the oxygen evolution
due to its standard potential. Moreover, the electronic donor
properties were enhanced as a consequence of the oxygenvacancies generation in the GF@TiO 2:H and GF@CeO2 electrodes, in
case we compare to heat treated and thermally annealed in argon
atmosphere. A specific discharge capacity around 10 AhL -1 with a
50% of energy efficiency was observed after more than 100 cycles
of charge/discharge at high current densities rates up to 200mAcm 2
. The battery was capable of several docents more of cycles at
high current (150 mA/cm2) before reaching the capacity fading. In
addition, it has been significantly improved the electrolyteutilization ratio to 80% using 1.5 M in vanadium solution at 150
mA/cm2. Additionally, at 200 mA cm -2, the CE value was > 97%,
electrolyte-utilization ratio was 60%, with a specific capacity of
12.3 AhL-1, demonstrating the highly suppression of HER, OER, ion
species cross-over and long term stability of VRFB. These results
are presented in the literature for the first time, suggesting that the
combination
of
these
two
electrodes
can
be
powerful
electrocatalysts for high-performance VRFB application.

4. Furthermore, there are several accomplishment that summarize the goals
obtained for aqueous organic redox flow batteries:

a) The treatments done on the cathode electrodes for metal-free redox flow
batteries has the objective to increase the surface area by electrode
functionalization with nitrogen and oxygen groups, especially active are
the oxygenated-N and C=O groups. These are more abundant on the GFHT surface. Therefore the electrodes become more electrochemically
active, as CV showed by an increase in the reversibility and diffusion
towards the Tiron redox reaction on CF-HT comparatively to the other
two electrodes (CF-HT and CF-rGO/Q). In spite the fact that the kinetic
values for all the electrodes are similar, which shows that these N and O
groups do not act as a catalyst, the charge transfer resistance is reduced
due to that functionalization. This facilitates the migration of the Tiron
(1,2-BQDS) redox species towards the interface electrode-electrolyte.
Moreover, the GF-HT electrode is stable at least for 1000 cycles, which
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evidences the good performance and low degradation (HER and OER) of
it.

b) The treatments done on the anode electrodes towards the
Anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonic acid disodium salt has the objective of
increase the electrochemically active surface area by the formation of
nitrogen, mainly as graphitic-N as well as pyrrolic-N, and oxygen groups,
especially C-O and O-C=O groups. Therefore the electrodes become
more active towards the previously mentioned 2,7-AQDS redox reaction.
It is confirmed as CV showed by an increase in the reversibility and
electrode-electrolyte mass transfer for the CF-rGO/Q electrode
comparatively to CF-HT and CF-rGO/ROH. Moreover, when fitting PEIS
done at 0.15V vs. NHE which is the potential Anthraquinone-2,7disulfonic acid disodium keto/enol reaction takes place, CF-rGO/Q
performance reduces its charge transfer resistance (R ct). In case
considered charge-discharge plots at high current in a three electrode
set-up, the overall charge and discharge capacity, as well as the voltage
efficiency (72%) is larger for CF-rGO/Q due to a lower polarization of the
electrode caused by all the modifications previously mentioned.
Additionally, the electrode cycling is stable at least for 1000 cycles with a
large Coulombic efficiency (98%), which evidences the good
performance, low electrolyte degradation (HER and OER) and limited
cross-over.

c) When couple the negative and positive active molecules previously
mentioned, commonly benzoquinones in the positive cell and
anthraquinones in the negative compartment, into a single-cell device in
order to study their overall properties and behavior. Three different
approaches have been done to obtain the best possible combination.
Considering just electrochemical factors related to the different active
molecules solved in the positive electrolyte. The best values are obtained
for the p-benzoquinone molecule. Always working with sodium 9,10anthraquinone-2,7-disulfonate as negative active electrolyte molecule as
the one showing better electrochemical output. Although all this facts are
true, it happens to p-benzoquinone to self-oxidize when solved in the
acidic electrolyte. For that reasons the single cell studies using the
modified electrodes have 1,2-BQDS as cathodic active material and
continuing with 2,7-AQDS as anode material.

d) After implementing these electrodes, CF-HT (+) and CF-rGO/Q (-), the
battery is capable to achieve an outstanding performance, in 0.05 M
active material concentration, obtaining 98% CE, 76% VE and 74% EE
for 10 mA/cm2 of current density applied. These efficiency values are
reduced when increased to 0.3 M of active material, getting 96% CE,
58% VE and 56% EE for 10 mA/cm2 of current density applied. However,
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the capacity retention is increased from 77% to 80%. In any case, when
the modified electrodes are introduced not only the overall efficiency is
enhanced, from 63.4% EE for CF-P p-benzoquinone (+) vs. 2,7-AQDS to
74% EE for CF-HT in 1,2-BQDS (+) vs. CF-rGO/Q in 2,7-AQDS, but the
capacity reached raised from 45 mAh to 60 mAh and not only for one
cycle but for few of them. It should be always consider aqueous organic
redox flow batteries as a new redox systems with less than 5 years of
development comparatively to a well-developed technology, as VRFBs,
which origins are place in 1980s more than 30 years ago. In this matter
there is still room to improve this technology, which has a limitless
potential to exploit yet.
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9 Appendix
9.1 Kinetics of redox reactions
9.1.1

One step, one-electron process

Considering the simplest possible electrode process, wherein species O and R
engage in one-electron transfer at the interface without being involved in any other
chemical step,

‐

(9.1)

(9.2)

Suppose also that the standard free energy profiles along the reaction coordinate
have the parabolic shapes shown in Figure 9.1. The left frame of that figure
depicts the full path from reactants to products, while the right is an enlargement
of the region near the transition state. It is not important for this discussion that we
know the shapes of these profiles in detail 222.
In developing a theory of electrode kinetics, it is convenient to express potential
against a point of significance to the chemistry of the system, rather than against
an arbitrary external reference, such as SCE. There are two natural reference
points, viz. the equilibrium potential of the system and the standard (or formal)
potential of the couple under consideration. It was actually used the equilibrium
potential as a reference point in the discussion of the preceding section, and we will
use it again in this section. However, it is possible to do so only when both
members of the couple are present, so that the equilibrium is defined. The more
general reference point is E0’. Suppose the upper curve on the O + e- side of Figure
9.1 applies when the electrode potential is equal to E0’. The cathodic and anodic
activation energies are then ΔG‡0c and ΔG‡0a respectively.
If the potential is changed by ΔE to a new value, E, the relative energy of the
electron resident on the electrode changes by –FΔE= -F(E-E0’); hence the O+ecurve moves up or down by that amount. The lower curve on the left side of Figure
9.1 shows this effect for a positive ΔE. It is readily apparent that the barrier for
oxidation, ΔG‡a, has become less than ΔG‡0a by a fraction of the total energy
change.
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Figure 9.1 – Effects of a potential change on the standard free energies of activation for
oxidation and reduction. The right frame is a magnified picture of the boxed area.

Let us call that fraction 1-α, where α is the transfer coefficient, can range from zero
to unity, depending on the shape of the intersection region. Thus,
(9.3)

A brief study of the figure also reveals that at potential E the cathodic barrier, ΔG‡c
, is higher than ΔG‡0c by αF(E-E0’); therefore,
(9.4)

Now let us assume that the rate constants kf and kb have an Arrhenius form that
can be expressed as
(9.5)

(9.6)

Inserting the activation energies, (9.3) and (9.4), gives
(9.7)
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(9.8)

Where f=F/RT. The first two factors in each of these expressions form a product
that is independent of potential and equal to the rate constant at E=E0’.
Now consider the special case in which the interface is at equilibrium with a solution
in which C*O = C*R. In this situation, E=E0’ and kfC*O = kbC*R, so that kf = kb. Thus,
E0’, is the potential where the forward and reverse rate constants have the same
value. That value is called the standard rate constant, k0.5. The rate constants at
other potentials can then be expressed simply in terms of k0:
(9.9)

(9.10)

Insertion of these relations into
(9.11)

Yields the complete current-potential characteristics:
(9.12)

This relation is very important. It, or a variation derived from it, is used in the
treatment of almost every problem requiring an account of heterogeneous kinetics.
There results and the inferences derived from them are known broadly as the
Butler-Volmer formulation of electrode kinetics, in honor of the pioneers in this
area276,277.
One can derive the Butler-Volmer kinetic expressions by an alternative method
based on electrochemical potentials278–283. Such an approach can be more
convenient for more complicated cases, such as requiring the inclusion of doublelayer effects or sequences of reactions in a mechanism.
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9.1.2

Implications of Butler-Volmer model for the
one-step, one-electron process

In this section, it will be developed a number of operational relationships that will
prove valuable in the interpretation of electrochemical experiments. Each is derived
under the assumption that the electrode reaction is the one-step, one-electron
process for which the primary relations were derived above. The validity of the
conclusions for a multistep process will be considered separately.

9.1.2.1

Equilibrium conditions. The exchange current

At equilibrium, the net current is zero, and the electrode is known to adopt a
potential based on the bulk concentration of O and R as dictated by the Nernst
equation. Let us see now if kinetic model yields that thermodynamic relation as a
special case. From equation (9.12) we have, at zero current,
(9.13)

Since equilibrium applies, the bulk concentrations of O and R are found also at the
surface; hence
(9.14)

which is simply an exponential form of the Nernst relation:
(9.15)

Thus, the theory has passed its first test of compatibility with reality.
Even though the net current is zero at equilibrium, we still envision balanced faradic
activity that can be expressed in terms of the exchange current, i0, which is equal
in magnitude to either component current, ic or ia. That is,
(9.16)

If both sides of (9.14) are raised to the –α power, we obtain
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(9.17)

Substitution of (9.17) into (9.16) gives
(9.18)

The exchange current is therefore proportional to k0 and can often be substituted
for k0 in kinetic equation. For the particular case where C *O= C*R= C,
(9.19)

Often the exchange current is normalized to unit are to provide the exchange
current density, j0=i0/A.

9.1.2.2

The current-overpotential equation

An advantage of working with i0 rather than k0 is that the current can be described
in terms of the deviation from the equilibrium potential, that is, the overpotential,
η, rather than the formal potential, E0’. Dividing (9.12) by (9.18), we obtain

(9.20)

or
(9.21)

The ratios (C*O/ C*R)α and (C*O/ C*R)1-α are easily evaluated from equations (9.14)
and (9.17), and by substitution we obtain
(9.22)

where η=E-Eeq. This equation is known as the current-overpotential equation. Note
that the first term describes the cathodic component current at any potential, and
the second gives the anodic contribution.
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Figure 9.2 – Current-overpotential curves for the system O+e-=R with α=0.5, T=298 K,
il,c=-il,a=il and i0/il =0.2. The dashed lines show the component currents ic and ia.

The behavior predicted by (9.22) is depicted in Figure 9.2. The solid curve shows
the actual total current, which is the sum of the components ic and ia, shown as
dashed traces. For large negative over-potentials, the anodic component is
negligible; hence the total current curve merges with that for ic. At large positive
over-potentials, the cathodic component is negligible, and the total current is
essentially the same as ia. In going either direction from Eeq, the magnitude of the
current rises rapidly, because the exponential factors dominate behavior, but
extreme η, the current levels off. In these level regions, the current is limited by
mass transfer rather than heterogeneous kinetics. The exponential factors in
(9.22) are then moderated by the factors CO(0,t)/C*O and CR(0,t)/C*R, which
manifest the reactant supply.

9.1.2.3

Approximate Form of the i-η Equation
9.1.2.3.1 Tafel plots

A plot of log i vs. η, known as a Tafel plot, is a useful device for evaluating kinetic
parameters. In general, there is an anodic branch with slope (1-α)F/2.3RT and a
cathodic branch with slope –αF/2.3RT. As shown in Figure 9.3, both linear
segments extrapolate to an intercept of log i 0. The plots deviate sharply from linear
behavior as η approaches zero, because the back reactions can no longer be
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regarded as negligible. The transfer coefficient, α, and the exchange current, i 0, are
obviously readily accessible from this kind of presentation, when it can be applied.

Figure 9.3 – Tafel plots for anodic and cathodic branches of the current-overpotential curve
for O + e = R with α = 0.5, T = 298K, and j0 = 10-6 A/cm2.

Some real Tafel plots are shown in Figure 9.4 for the Mn(IV)/Mn(III) system in
concentrated acid. The negative deviations from linearity at very large
overpotentials come from limitations imposed by mass transfer. The region of very
low overpotentials shows sharp falloffs for the reasons outlined just above.
Allen and Hickling suggested an alternative method allowing the use of data
obtained at low overpotentials. Butler-Volmer equation
(9.23)

can be rewritten as
(9.24)

or
(9.25)

so a plot of log [i/(1-efn)] vs. η yields an intercept of log i 0 and a slope of –
αF/2.3RT. This approach has the advantage of being applicable to electrode
reactions that are not totally irreversible, that is, those in which both anodic and
cathodic processes contribute significantly to the currents measured in the
overpotential range where mass-transfer effects are not important. Such systems
are often quasi-reversible, because the opposing charge-transfer reactions must
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both be considered; yet noticeable activation overpotential is required to drive a
given net current through the interface.

Figure 9.4 – Tafel plots for anodic and cathodic branches of the current-overpotential curve
for O + e = R with α = 0.5, T = 298K, and j0 = 10-6 A/cm2.

9.1.2.4

Effects of Mass Transfer

A more complete i-η relation can be obtained from (9.22) by substituting for
CO(0,t)/C*O and CR(0,t)/C*R according to CR(x=0)/C*R=1-(i/il,c):

(9.26)
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This equation can be rearranged easily to give i as an explicit function of η over the
whole range of η. In Figure 9.5, one can see i- η curves for several ratios of i0/il,

Figure 9.5 – Relationship between the activation overpotential and net current demand
relative to the exchange current. The reaction is O+e -=R with α=0.5, T=298 K, il,c=-il,a=il.
Numbers by curves show i0/il.

where il=il,c=-il,a.

For small over-potentials, a linearized relation can be used. The complete Taylor
expansion gives, for αfη<<1,

(9.27)

which can be substituted as above and rearranged to give

(9.28)
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In terms of the charge- and mass-transfer pseudo resistances is
Here we see very clearly that when i0 is much greater than the limiting currents,
(9.29)
Rct<< Rmt,c + Rmt,a and the overpotential, even near Eeq, is a concentration
overpotential. On the other hand, if i0 is much less than the limiting currents, then
Rmt,c + Rmt,a<< Rct, and the overpotential near Eeq is due to activation of charge
transfer.
In Tafel regions, other useful forms of (9.26) can be obtained. For the cathodic
branch at high η values, the anodic contribution is insignificant, and (9.26)
becomes

(9.30)
or

(9.31)

This equation can be useful for obtaining kinetic parameters for systems in which
the normal Tafel plots are complicated by mass-transfer effects.
One can estimate the rough order of magnitude that the kinetic rate must be for a
practical RFB. For example, using some of the metrics that suggest RFB must have
high electrical efficiency, at least 80% round-trip, or 90% in each direction, and
assuming a typical cell voltage of 1.5 V, then the kinetic overpotential must be less
than 150 mV throughout the charge/discharge cycle. Assuming a minimum practical
current density of at least 50 mA/cm2, a roughness factor of 10, i.e. 10 cm2 surface
per unit of electrode geometric area and a transfer coefficient of 0.5, the exchange
current density must be greater than 0.3 mA/cm2 (real) throughout the
charge/discharge cycle. Assuming 1 M solutions at 50% state of charge, and 90%
utilization of the redox ions in the cycle, the minimum value of standard rate
constant k0 is ca. 10-5 cm/s. If the rate constant is significantly less than this value,
some compromises must be made to achieve a practical device which may increase
cost and/or utility. For example, higher surface area/porosity electrodes will
compromise a simple flow-by/through design. Reduced current density will lower
the power density and result in larger electrodes and more material per unit volume
in the RFB. The estimated value above can be compared to those in literature as
shown in Table 9.1 .
The results in Table 9.1 show that all of the redox couples recently or currently in
used in practical RFBs, only VO2+/VO2+ couple has a clear kinetic limitation and, in
fact, is clearly problematic. This is not surprising since this redox is not a simple
one-electron transfer reaction, but is in modern terminology an oxygen transfer
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reaction as shown in Eq. (9.2). As discussed in detail by Gattrell et al.284, this
reaction is a multi-step reaction in which oxygen transfer (a chemical step) may
precede or follow an electron-transfer step, denoted in modern terminology as a CE
or EC mechanism. Such reactions usually have current-potential relations which
differ significantly from the ideal Butler-Volmer form, and that is the case here.

Table 9.1 – Kinetics parameters for redox reactions used in flow batteries.

Redox couple

α

K0 / cm s-1

Electrode

Reference

Fe3+/Fe2+

0.59

2.2 x 10-5

Au(poly)

285

0.55

1.2 x 10-5

Au(111)

286

Cr3+/Cr2+

0.5

2 x 10-4

Hg

287

VO2+/VO2+

0.42

3.0 x 10-7

Graphite

284

0.3

1-3 x 10-6

Carbon

59

V3+/V2+

0.5

4 x 10-3

Hg

287

Ce4+/Ce3+

0.5

1.6 x 10-3

Pt

288

Br2/Br-

0.35

1.7 x 10-2

Pt(poly)

289

0.46

5.8 x 10-4

Vitreous C

290

9.1.3

Multistep mechanisms

The foregoing sections have concentrated on the potential dependences of the
forward and reverse rate constants governing the simple one-step, one-electron
electrode reaction. By restricting our view in this way, we have achieved a
qualitative and quantitative understanding of the major features of electrode
kinetics.
But we must now recognize that most electrode processes are mechanisms of
several steps. For example, the important reaction (2.7) clearly must involve
several elementary reactions. The hydrogen nuclei are separated in the oxidized
form, but are combined by reduction. Somehow, during reduction, there must be a
pair of charge transfers and some chemical means for linking the two nuclei.
Consider also the reduction
(9.32)

Is it realistic to regard two electrons as tunneling simultaneously through the
interface? Or must we consider the reduction and oxidation sequences as two oneelectron processes proceeding through the ephemeral intermediate Sn 3+. Another
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case that looks simple at first glance is the deposition of silver from aqueous
potassium nitrate:
(9.33)

However, there is evidence that this reduction involves at least a charge-transfer
step, creating an adsorbed silver atom, and a crystallization step, in which the atom
migrates across the surface until it finds a vacant lattice site. Electrode processes
may also involve adsorption and desorption kinetics of primary reactants,
intermediates, and products.
Thus, electrode reactions generally can be expected to show complex behavior, and
for each mechanistic sequence, one would obtain a distinct theoretical linkage
between current and potential. That relation would have to take into account the
potential dependences of all steps and the surface concentrations of all
intermediates, in addition to the concentrations of the primary reactants and
products.
A great deal of effort has been spent in studying the mechanism of complex
electrode reactions. One general approach is based on steady-state currentpotential curves. Theoretical responses are derived on the basis of mechanistic
alternatives, then one compares predicted behavior, such as the variation of
exchange current with reactant concentration, with the behavior found
experimentally. A number of excellent expositions of this approach are available in
the literature278–280,291–295. More commonly, complex behavior is elucidated by
studies of transient responses, such as cyclic voltammetry at different scan rates.

9.1.3.1

Rate-determining electron transfer

In the study of chemical kinetics, one can often simplify the prediction and analysis
of behavior by recognizing that a single step of a mechanism is much more sluggish
than all the others, so that it controls the rate of the overall reaction. If the
mechanism is an electrode process, this rate-determining step (RDS) can be a
heterogeneous electron-transfer reaction.
A widely held concept in electrochemistry is that truly elementary electron-transfer
reactions always involve the exchange of one electron, so that an overall process
involving a change of n electrons must involve n distinct electron-transfer steps. Of
course, it may also involve other elementary reactions, such as adsorption,
desorption, or various chemical reactions away from the interface. Within this view,
a rate-determining electron transfer is always a one-electron-process, and the
results that we derived above for the one-step, one-electron process can be used to
describe the RSD, although the concentrations must often be understood as
applying to intermediates, rather than to starting species or final products.
For example, consider an overall process in which O and R are coupled in an overall
multielectron process
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‐

(9.34)

by a mechanism having the following general character:
(net result of steps preceding
RDS)

‐

(RDS)

(net result of steps following
RDS)

(9.35)

(9.36)

(9.37)

Obviously n’ + n’’ + 1 = n
The current-potential characteristic can be written as
(9.38)

where k0rds, α, and E0’rds apply to the RDS. This relation is (9.12) written for the
RDS and multiplied by n, because each net conversion of O’ to R’ result in the flow
of n electrons, not just one electron, across the interface. The concentrations
CO’(0,t) and CR’(0,t) are controlled not only by the interplay between mass transfer
and the kinetics of heterogeneous electron transfer, as we found in the ButlerVolmer model for one-step, one-electron process, but also by the properties of the
preceding and following reactions. The situation can become quite complicated, so
we will make no attempt to discuss the general problem. However, a few important
simple cases exist, and we will develop them briefly now.

9.1.3.2

Multistep Process at Equilibrium

If a true equilibrium exists for the overall process, all the steps in the mechanism
are individually at equilibrium. Thus, the surface concentrations of O’ and R’ are the
values in equilibrium with the bulk concentrations of O and R, respectively. We
designate them as (CO’)eq and (CR’)eq. Recognizing that i=0, we can proceed through
the treatment leading to (9.14) to obtain the analogous relation

(9.39)
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For the mechanism in (9.35) and (9.37), Nerstian relationships define the
equilibrium for the pre- and postreactions, and they can be written in the following
forms:
(9.40)

where E0’pre and E0’post apply to (9.35) and (9.37), respectively. Substitution for
the equilibrium concentrations of O’ and R’ in (9.39) gives
(9.41)

Recognizing that n = n’ + n’’ + 1 and that E0’ for the overall process is
(9.42)

it can be distilled (9.41) into
(9.43)

which the exponential form of the Nernst equation for the overall reaction is,
(9.44)

Of course, this is a required result if the kinetic model has any pretense to validity,
and it is important that the BV model attains it for the limit of i=0, not only for the
simple one-step, one-electron process, but also in the context of an arbitrary
multistep mechanism. The derivation here was carried out for a mechanism in
which the prereactions and postreactions involve net charge transfer; however the
same outcome can be obtained by a similar method for any reaction sequence, as
long as it is chemically reversible and a true equilibrium can be established.
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9.1.3.3

Quasirreversible and Irreversible Multistep
Processes

If a multistep process is neither Nerstian nor at equilibrium, the details of the
kinetics influence its behavior in electrochemical experiments, and one can use the
results to diagnose the mechanism and to quantify kinetic parameters. As in the
study of homogeneous kinetics, one proceeds by devising a hypothesis about the
mechanism, predicting experimental behavior on the basis of the hypothesis, and
comparing the predictions against the results. In the electrochemical sphere, an
important part of predicting behavior is developing the current-potential
characteristic in terms of controllable parameters, such as the concentrations of
participating species.
If the RDS is a heterogeneous electron-transfer step, then the current-potential
characteristic has the form of (9.38). For most mechanisms, this equation is of
limited direct utility, because O’ and R’ are intermediates, whose concentration
cannot be controlled directly. Still, (9.38) can serve as the basis for a more
practical current-potential relationship, because one can use the presumed
mechanism to re-express CO’(0,t) and CR’(0,t) in terms of the concentrations of
more controllable species, such as O and R.
Unfortunately, the results can easily become too complex for practical application.
For example, consider the simple mechanism in (9.35)-(9.37), where the pre- and
postreactions are assumed to be kinetically facile enough to remain in local
equilibrium. The overall Nerstian relationships connect the surface concentrations of
O and R to those of O’ and R’. Thus, the current-potential characteristic, (9.38),
can be expressed in terms of the surface concentrations of the initial reactant, O,
and the final product, R.

(9.45)

This relationship can be rewritten as
(9.46)
where
(9.47)
(9.48)
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The point of these results is to illustrate some of the difficulties in dealing with
multistep mechanism involving embedded RDS. No longer is the potential
dependence of the rate constant expressible in two parameters, one of which is
interpretable as a measure of intrinsic kinetic facility. Instead, k0 becomes obscured
by the first exponential factors in (9.47) and (9.48), which express
thermodynamic relationships in the mechanism. One must have ways to find out
the individual values of n’, n’’, E0’pre, E0’post, and E0’rds before one can evaluate the
kinetics of the RDS in a fully quantitative way. This is normally a difficult
requirement.
The kinetic data by Gattrell et al. were obtained using graphite rotating disk
electrode (RDE), which should be directly applicable to practical cells which use
carbon-felt electrodes. Although the quantitative data Table 9.1 was obtained
using a Hg electrode, the polarization curves shown for the V2+/V3+ electrode with
graphite RDE in Gattrell et al. indicate a rate constant >>10-5 cm/s.
The dependence of the VO2+/VO2+ couple on electrode material has not been very
well-studied. Skyllas-Kazacos and co-workers59 reported somewhat larger
exchange-current densities for less well-characterized “carbon” electrodes than
Gattrell et al. and suggested it is possible to enhance kinetics by surface treatment
of carbon-based electrodes. Zhong et al. fabricated conducting polyethylene (PE)
composite electrodes with low resistivity by mixing PE with conducting fillers
(carbon black, graphite powder and fiber). The chemical treatment of graphite
fiber-based composite polymer electrodes with chromate-sulfuric acid was shown to
enhance the surface and improve reactivity for the electrode reactions. Carbonpolypropylene (PP) composite electrodes modified with rubber show better
mechanical properties, better impermeability and better overall conductivity
compared to the PE composite electrodes65. Graphene oxide nanoplatelets (GONPs)
demonstrated a more favorable electrocatalytic activity for V(V)/V(IV) and
V(III)/V(II) redox couples than pristine graphite for the VRFBs. It is found that the
V(III)/V(II) redox reaction strongly depends on the formation of surface active
functional groups of C-OH and COOH296. However, it is not clear that using an
electrode material other than graphite/carbon would be cost effective.
Before examining surface-area effects, a mention should be made about typical RFB
electrode materials. As noted above, graphitic or vitreous carbon materials are
widely used in RFBs36,39,134,297, such as graphite, carbon felt, carbon fiber, thermal
and acid treated graphite, carbon polymer composite materials, carbon nanotubes,
Ir-modified carbon felt and graphene-oxide nanoplatelets. In general, RFB couples
are chosen for the facile kinetics so highly active catalytic materials are not
necessary. Nonetheless, it has been found that various surface treatments can lead
to improved reaction kinetics on carbon electrodes. Chemical etching 298, thermal
treatment299, chemical doping, carbon nanotubes addition, and addition of metallic
catalyst sites to the carbon fibers have all been attempted 138. Aside from catalytic
activity, the main criteria for electrode materials are electrical conductivity,
chemical stability and durability in the reaction environment. Carbon and graphite
materials meet both these requirements, though metal foams and meshes are also
candidates300,301. The search for improved electroactive materials for RFBs will no
doubt continue to be actively pursued.
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9.2 Active surface area
The previously explained kinetic constants and equations (e.g. (9.22)) are for rates
per unit catalyst area. As mentioned, one way to compensate for a slower reaction
is to increase the roughness factor or catalyst surface area per unit geometric area.
For example, ignoring double-layer charging and assuming electro neutrality, one
can write a current balance between ionic and electronic current,
(9.49)

where is evident that the current generation source term is directly proportional to
the specific interfacial area, a1,2, which can be related to the roughness factor
discussed above Table 9.1 by accounting for the thickness of the electrode. In the
above equation,
represents the total anodic rate of electrochemical reactions
per unit volume of electrode and ih,1-2 is the transfer current for reaction h between
the ionic and electronic materials; for RFBs, the electronic current (i) is the
electrons and the ionic current (ii) are the reactive ion species. Thus, the surface
area in the porous electrode is critical to RFB performance.
An optimum surface area in a porous medium is directly linked to the physical and
transport properties of the medium, namely, porosity and permeability,
respectively. From an electrochemical standpoint it is desirable to have the need to
minimize pressure drop and pumping costs, which favor high permeability. A brief
analysis of the interplay between these two key parameters follows. Typical RFB
carbon-fiber-paper or carbon-felt electrode materials have a porosity around 0.8, a
fiber diameter of approximately 10 μm and a permeability of 2 x 10 -8 cm2. A
qualitative estimate of the surface area variation with fiber diameter can be
obtained using a filament analogue model which simply involves finding the number
of cylinders N of a given diameter df that give a specific porosity ε (cm3/cm2), then
determining the specific surface area a1,2 (cm2/cm3) of N cylinders. A simple
formula for this relationship is given by Carta et al.302
(9.50)

The actual surface area in a real fiber bed may be less than this value since fibers
contact and overlap each other. Even more if the fibers are not truly cylindrical but
rough or ridged. In terms of a roughness factor, using a typical felt properties and a
thickness of a few millimeters, a value of around 50 is obtained. Also the absolute
permeability change expected as calculated from the Carman-Kozeny equation303,
which has been shown to adequately describe the variation of permeability with
porosity due to compression in fibrous materials304 and is assumed to apply here.
Clearly, the fiber diameter dramatically impacts both aspects and unfortunately in
opposing directions. Increasing the fiber diameter from 10 to 100 μm improves the
permeability by a factor of 100, but reduces the surface area by a factor of 10. The
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same general trend would be true for other random electrodes such as particulate
beds. Effort to increase active surface area in a flowing electrolyte by using
particles with microporosity have been reported 91, but, not surprisingly, this
additional surface area does not contribute significantly to the electrochemically
active area since such internal surfaces are highly diffusion limited. Attempts to
increase the roughness of the electrode surface could be beneficial, but typically it
is more profitable to modify the surface for increased kinetic or catalytic behavior
rather than just surface area.
Another aspect of the active solid surface area that must be considered is the
intimacy of the solid/electrolyte contact72,91. Carbon and graphite materials have a
neutral wettability to water305 which prevents the spreading of electrolyte over the
electrode surface. The trapped air pockets resulting from incomplete wetting reduce
the electroactive surface area owing to the Cassie-Baxter effect. Such incomplete
wetting would be exacerbated on roughness surfaces. Sun and Skyllas-Kazacos
found that certain electrode pretreatments intended to improve catalytic activity
also lead to somewhat improved wettability behavior72. Litster et al.306 report that
briefly heating carbon fiber materials at 300ºC in an air environment rendered them
fully hydrophilic, and Yan et al. review various treatment procedures for altering
carbon wettability307. The presence of a gas phase at the solid/electrolyte interface
could be due to residual air trapped during initial flooding of the electrode, or could
appear due to evolution of gases such as the parasitic evolution of hydrogen and/or
oxygen308.

9.3 Transport phenomena
Mass transfer, that is, the movement of material from one location in the solution
to another, arises either from differences in electrical or chemical potential at the
two locations or from movement of a volume element solution. The modes of mass
transfer are:
1. Migration. Movement of a charged body under the influence of an electric
field (a gradient of electrical potential).
2. Diffusion. Movement of a species under the influence of a gradient of
chemical potential (i.e. a concentration gradient).
3. Convection. Stirring or hydrodynamic transport. Generally fluid flow occurs
because of natural convection (convection caused by density gradients) and
forced convection, and may be characterized by stagnant regions, laminar
flow, and turbulent flow.
There is various mechanism of transport that occurs within a RFB. Typically,
electron flow is not limiting due to the use of conductive additives or just carbon
materials. This transport is adequately described by Ohm’s law,
(9.51)
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where σ is the electronic conductivity. The other major transport issue is that
reactants and products. Typically, this can be separated into two different regions,
namely, that of the electrode and that of the membrane or separator. These two
regions have different properties; their transport species and mechanisms are
discussed in turn below. For the electrolyte in the electrodes, diffusion is often the
most important process while conduction is for the membrane. While dilutedsolution theory does not necessarily strictly apply in the electrolyte systems of
interest, diffusivities of the ions give a good indication of the relative motions of the
relevant ions. Cation exchange-membranes, such as H+ and Na+, are widely used in
the aqueous RFBs due to their high ionic conductivity. Anion exchange membranes
are used mainly in non-aqueous systems to be compatible with the supporting
electrolytes used and suppress unwanted crossover. Generally, the open-circuit
potential (OCP) of an aqueous system is constrained to be lower due to the reduced
electrochemical stability window of water compared to that of non-aqueous RFB’s,
in which organic solvents with a higher electrochemical stability voltage window are
used. The diffusivities of active species should be in the range of 10-6cm2/s to be
suitable for a RFB. Finally, while there is some other, less critical issues such as
thermal management and heat transport within the cell.

9.3.1

Rotating disk electrode

The rotating disk electrode (RDE) is one of the few convective electrode systems for
which the hydrodynamic equations and the convective-diffusion equation have been
solved rigorously for the steady state. This electrode is rather simple to construct
and consists of a disk of the electrode material imbedded in a rod of an insulating
material. For example, a commonly used form involves a platinum wire sealed in
glass tubing with the sealed end ground smooth and perpendicularly to the rod
axis. More frequently, the metal is imbedded into Teflon, epoxy resin, or another
plastic (Figure 9.6). Although the literature suggests that the shape of the
insulating mantle is critical and that exact alignment of the disk is important, these
factors are usually not troublesome in practice, except perhaps at high rotation
rates, where turbulence and vortex formation may occur. It is more important that
there is no leakage of the solution between the electrode material and the insulator.
The rod is attached to a motor directly by a chuck or by a flexible rotating shaft or
pulley arrangement and is rotated at a certain frequency, f (revolutions per
second). The more useful descriptor of rotation rate is the angular velocity, ω (s-1),
where ω = 2ϖ f. Electrical connection is made to the electrode by means of a brush
contact; the noise level observed in the current at the RDE depends on this contact.
Carbon-silver (graph-alloy) materials are frequently used. RDE are available
commercially.
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Figure 9.6 – Rotating disk electrode.

9.3.1.1

Solution of the Convective-Diffusion Equation

The current is the flux at the electrode surface, that is,
(9.52)

Where, under the chosen current conditions, i=il,c. From (9.52) and
(9.53)

We obtain the Levich equation:
(9.54)

This equation applies to the totally mass-transfer-limited condition at the RDE and
predicts that il,c is proportional to CO* and ω1/2. One can define the Levich constant
as il,c/ω1/2CO*, which is the RDE analog of the diffusion current constant or current
function in voltammetry or the transition time constant in chronopotentiometry.
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9.3.1.2

General Current-Potential Curves at the RDE

For no limiting-current conditions, only a change in integration limits is required. In
general, at y=0, CO=CO(y=0) and (∂CO/∂y)y=0 is given by an analogue to (9.53),
which yields
(9.55)

Thus,
(9.56)

For a Nerstian reaction, combination of the Nernst equation for the O,R couple with
the equations for the various currents yields the familiar voltammetric wave
equation:
(9.57)

where
(9.58)

Note that the shape of the wave for a reversible reaction is independent of ω. Thus,
since il varies as ω1/2, I at any potential should also vary as ω1/2. A deviation of a
plot of i vs. ω1/2 from a straight line intersecting the origin suggests that a kinetic
limitation is involved in the electron-transfer reaction. For example, for a totally
irreversible one-step, one-electron reaction, the disk current is

(9.59)
where kf(E) = k0 exp[-αf(E-E0’)].

(9.60)

Or, with rearrangement and defining
(9.61)
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One obtains the Koutecký-Levick equation:
(9.62)

Here, ik represents the current in the absence of any mass-transfer effects, that is,
the current that would flow under the kinetic limitation if the mass transfer were
efficient enough to keep the concentration at the electrode surface equal to the
bulk value, regardless of the electrode reaction. Clearly, i/ω 1/2C is a constant only
when ik [or kf (E)] is very large. Otherwise, a plot of i vs. ω1/2 will be curved and
tend toward the limit i = ik as ω1/2 tend to infinite (Figure 9.7).

Figure 9.7 – Variation of i with ω
reaction with slow kinetics.

1/2

at an RDE (at constant ED) for an electrode

A plot of 1/i vs. 1/ω1/2 should be linear and can be extrapolated to ω -1/2 = 0 to yield
1/iK. Determination of iK at different values of E then allows determination of the
kinetic parameter k0 and α (Figure 9.8).
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Figure 9.8 – Koutecký-Levick plots at potential E1, where the rate of electron transfer is
sufficiently slow to act as a limiting factor, and at E2, where electrons transfer is rapid, for
example, in the limiting-current region. The slope of both lines is (0.62nFACO*DO2/3ν-1/6)-1.

9.3.2

Electrolyte flow

Within the electrode, the flux of the various species can be described using the
Nernst-Planck equation assuming that dilute-solution theory holds309.
(9.63)

The first term in the expression is a migration term, representing the motion of
charged species that results from a potential gradient. The migration flux is related
to the potential gradient (- ϕ2) by a charge number, zi, concentration, ci, and
mobility, ui. The second term relates the diffusive flux to the concentration
gradient. The final term is a convective term and represents the motion of the
species as the bulk motion of the solvent carries it along. For non-charged
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reactants and products, the same equation can be used with the migration term set
to zero, resulting in the equation of convective diffusion 310. Dilute-solution theory
considers only the interactions between each dissolved species and the solvent, and
thus one can consider the conductivity of the solution to be given by
(9.64)

The motion of each charged species is described by its transport properties,
namely, the mobility and the diffusion coefficient. These transport properties con be
related to one another at infinite dilution vie Nernst-Einstein equation309,311,312
(9.65)

For more complicated systems than binary electrolytes or where the interactions
between species are important and/or non-ideal, concentrated-solution theory can
be used as discussed by Newman and Thomas-Alyea308. In this approach, the
transport coefficients of merit include the conductivity of the solution, and the
transference numbers and diffusivities of the ions. It should be noted that many
RFBs operate at higher concentrations such that concentrated-solution theory may
be required; however, the use of supporting electrolytes does mitigate this to a
certain extent in that detailed speciation is not required to predict cell performance
fairly well.
The total current in the electrolyte can be expressed as
(9.66)

and the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte can be related to the above transport
properties308.
For most RFB applications, the system is one phase (liquid) and so complicated
expressions for multiphase flow are unnecessary, in stark contrast to lowtemperature fuel cells. Thus, for the convective flow one can use the Navier-Stokes
equations309
(9.67)

where p is the pressure, and μ and ρ are the viscosity and density of the liquid,
respectively. Since most RFB electrodes are porous, the above equation can be
extended using various methodologies such as Brinkman 303,309,313, or even replaced
by Darcy’s law303.
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(9.68)

Flowing electrolyte through porous electrodes presents a number of challenges,
both at the single-cell and full-stack level. At the pore scale within each electrode
there will be significant differences in the interstitial flow rate in each pore owing to
size differences, with flow largely confined to the largest pores in the medium. Such
pore-scale-channeling behavior provides convective mass transport at a limited
number of surfaces, while dead zones of relatively stagnant flow and localized
limiting currents would exist elsewhere throughout the electrode. Fibrous materials
are the favored porous-electrode substrate for several reasons because high
porosity can be achieved while still maintaining electrical conductivity and
percolation in the solid phase due to the bridging between long fibers. As discussed
above, high porosity is advantageous since i) there is a strong positive correlation
between porosity and permeability308, thereby resulting in reduced pressure drop
and associated pumping cost; and ii) the effective ionic conductivity of the
electrolyte is directly proportional to porosity314 and inversely proportional to
tortuosity which tends to increase with decreasing porosity308.
Due to the wide spread use of fibrous electrodes for various applications, a number
of studies have looked at mass transfer in carbon-fiber electrodes61,62,315,316. Schmal
et al. 117 compared mass transfer at single fibers to fiber assemblies (bundles and
felts) and found that per unit length of fiber the mass transfer to a single fiber was
significantly higher. This was attributed to channeling within the fiber assemblies
causing dead-zones or stagnant regions, effectively reducing the active area for
reaction. A porous material with very uniform pore-size distribution would help
alleviate this problem, but such materials may be impractical. Saleh 317 studied the
effectiveness factor in packed bed electrodes and found that ohmic resistance,
which is a combination of fluid properties and bed geometry, also played a key role
in determining the extent to which porous electrode was utilized.
Another cell-scale issue arising from the convective flow in porous electrodes is
large scale heterogeneities due to assembly tolerances or uneven thermal
expansion, which could lead to bypassing of large sections of a cell. Moreover, flow
though porous electrodes presents major manifolding issues at the stack-scale
since each cell must have nearly identical permeability. This would be difficult to
achieve since stacks may be compressed significantly when assembled. This
situation is analogous to interdigitated flow fields proposed for low-temperature fuel
cells, which showed very promising performance results in single-cell tests, but the
inevitable differences in permeability from cell to cell in a stack created uneven flow
distribution among cells318.
To enhance flow and electrolyte utilization during deep discharge where high flow
rates are required, physical barriers or roughened electrode materials can be used
inside cell to promote turbulence and mass transport. Lessner et al. designed a
flow-through porous electrode for bromine/polysulphide RFBs96. To ensure uniform
flow distribution and prevent channeling, quartz particle, with a diameter of 0.5 to
1.0 mm, were placed 0.5 cm above the inlet.
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Leung et al. also investigated the effect of the mean linear flow velocity of the
electrolyte on the cell performance both under constant current charge and
discharge83. Figure 9.9 presents the effect of the mean linear flow velocity on the
discharge voltage with different constant discharge current densities. It is shown
that there is a maximum cell voltage at the mean linear flow velocity of 3.9 cm/s.

Figure 9.9 – Effect of the mean linear flow velocity of the electrolyte on the cell voltage of
a RFB83.

9.3.3

Reactant concentration effects

The issue of reactant solubility in the flowing electrolyte solution can be important.
The energy density of a RFB system is set by the concentration of dissolved
species, but the maximum concentration in any stream is limited by the solubility of
at least soluble species. Precipitation of reactants or products in the porous
electrode is calamitous. Concentration limits on the electroactive species not only
reduces the energy density of a system, but also negatively impacts the power
density and cell efficiency as well. Lower concentrations mean reduced masstransfer rates and current density, thus increasing concentration polarization and/or
pumping power. Solubility is a function of temperature as well, which must be
factored into cell design. For instance, it is observed that V 2O5 precipitation occurs
at elevated temperature, limiting the operating temperature to the range 10 to
40ºC99,319. Li et al. improved this situation with the development of a vanadium
sulfate and chloride mixed electrolyte, enabling a vanadium concentration up to 2.5
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M over a temperature range of -5 to 50ºC319. However, temperature excursion in an
operating cell could cause a precipitation event and lead to cell failure 91.
Other issues regarding concentrations include the fact that for many systems
increasing the concentration of the reactant can lead to more complexing and lower
diffusivities and perhaps even more viscous solutions. Such tradeoffs require
optimization for the specific system.
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